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means for evaluating the headers to determine the

formats of the corresponding packets, and

means for causing the packets to arrive at the

module corresponding to their formats.
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31. The system according to claim 29 further including

a time-division-multiplexed bus connecting the voice data processing modules and the

router.

32. The system of claim 29 wherein the first means includes

meansfor receivingthefirst data stream,

means for processing the first data stream to extract information according to the

format corresponding to that module, and

means for formatting the extracted information in the intermediate format.

33. The system ofclaim 32 wherein the first means also includes

buffering meansfor rate adaption.

34.|The system ofclaim 32 wherein the first means also includes

means for performing cell delay variation compensation.

35.|The system according to claim 32 further including

a time-division-multiplexed bus connecting the voice data processing modules and the

router.

36. The system of claim 35 wherein the means for formatting the extracted information

into the intermediate format includes

meansfor placing the extracted information into appropriate slots in the time-division-

multiplexed bus.

37. The system ofclaim 32 wherein the second meansincludes

meansfor assembling needed information from the intermediate format,

means for organizing the assembled information according to the format

correspondingto this module, and

meansfor placing the organized information into the second data stream.
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38. The system according to claim 37 further including

a time-division-multiplexed bus connecting the voice data processing modules and the

router.

39. The system of claim 38 wherein the means for assembling includes

meansfor selecting the information from appropriate slots of the time-division-

multiplexed bus.

40. The system ofclaim 29 further comprising

a time slot interchanger coupled to the voice data processing modules.

41. The system of claim 29 wherein the switch includes

an egress control circuit for arbitrating among the voice data processing modules.

42. The system of claim 29 wherein the router includes

ATMingresscircuitry coupled to the voice data processing modules.

43.|The system of claim 42 wherein the ATM ingresscircuitry includes

header extraction circuitry for extracting a VPI/VCI headerfrom thefirst data stream.

44. The system of claim 43 wherein the ATM ingresscircuitry includes

means for forming module identification signals from the extracted header.

45. The system of claim 43 wherein the ATM ingresscircuitry includes

means for forming data type signals from the extracted header.
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46. An interworking device receiving a first data

stream in a plurality of formats, the device comprising:

a plurality of data processing modules capable of

operating in parallel, each of the modules including

first means for converting the first data steam

from one of the plurality of formats to a data stream in an

intermediate format, and

second means for converting data streams in the

intermediate format to a second data stream;

a router for sending to the appropriate one of the

modules portions of the first data stream with the

corresponding formats; and

a switch for switching the data stream in the

intermediate format between different ones of the modules.
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Video signal decoding.

i) A digital video signal that has been encoded
using motion- compensated prediction, trans-
form encoding, and variable-length coding, is
decoded using parallel processing. Frames of
the video signal are dividedinto slices (1, 2, 3, 4)
made up of a sequence of macroblocks (MB).
The signal to be decoded is slice-wise divided
for parallel variable-length decoding. Each vari-
able-length-decoded macroblock is divided into
its constituent blocks for parallel inverse trans-
form processing. Resulting blocks of difference
data are added in parallel to corresponding
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This invention relates to decoding of prediction-
codedvideosignals, and more particularly is directed
to the application of parallel processing to such de-
coding.

Itis known to perform compression coding on vid-
eo data which represents a movingpicture in order to
reduce the quantity of data to be recorded and/or
transmitted. Such data compression may be useful,
for example, in recording/reproducing systems using

recording media such as magnetic tape or optical
disks, andis also useful in transmission systems such
as those used for video teleconferencing, video tele-
phones, television broadcasting (including direct sat-
ellite broadcast), and the like. For example, it has
been proposed by the Moving Picture Experts Group
(MPEG) to compression-code moving picture video
data utilizing motion-compensated prediction, trans-
form processing using an orthogonal transformation

suchasthe discrete cosine transform (DCT), and va-
riable-length coding. A system for decoding and re-

producing such compression-codedvideo dataisillu-
strated in block diagram form in Figure 14 of the ac-
companying drawings.

As shownin Figure 14, a sequence of compres-
sion-codedvideo data is provided at an input terminal

101 for processing, in turn, by an inverse VLC (vari-
able-length coding) circuit 102, an inverse quantiza-
tion circuit 103, and an inverse DCTcircuit 104. An

addingcircuit 105 forms a reconstructed frame of vid-
eo data on the basis of a difference signal provided
from the inverse DCTcircuit 104 and predictive pic-

ture data (reference data) provided from a motion

compensationcircuit 106. The resulting reconstruct-
ed video data is stored in a frame memory 107.

The motion compensation circuit 106 forms the
predictive picture data from reconstructed data pre-

viously stored in frame 107 on the basis of motion
compensation information (including, for example,
motion vectors) extracted from the input signal and
supplied to the motion compensation circuit 106 by
the inverse VLC circuit 102. Alternatively, with re-
spect to frames for which predictive coding was not

performed, such as “intra-frame" coded data, the mo-

tion compensation circuit 106 simply provides the val-
ue "0" to the adder 105. Reconstructed framesofvid-

eo data are output from the frame memory 107 viaa
digital-to-analog converter 108 for display by a dis-
play device 109.

As the numberofpixels in each frameof the video

signal has increased from, for example, the 352 x 240
frame used for video telephones to the 720 x 480
frame used in the NTSC format or the 1920 x 1024

frame in a HDTV (high definition television) system,
it was foundto be difficult to perform the necessary

processing using only one processor and one pro-
gram execution sequence. For this reason, it has
been proposed to divide each frame of the video data

into a plurality of subframes, asillustrated in Figure
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16 of the accompanying drawings,and then to provide
arespective processorfor eachofthe plurality of sub-
frames, so that coding and decoding are performed
with parallel processing by the plurality of processors.
For example, Figure 15 of the accompanying draw-
ings is a block diagram of a decoding system provided
in accordancewith this proposal.

In the system of Figure 15, input sequencesofen-
coded video data, each representing a respective

subframe, are respectively provided via input termi-
nals 110-113 to processors (decoderblocks) 114-117.
The processors 114-117 decode the respective data

sequences based upon data supplied from frame

memories 119-122, which store respective sub-

frames and are assigned to respective ones of the
processors 114-117. For example, processor 114

stores a subframe of decoded data in the memory
119. In order to provide motion compensation, a

switching logic circuit 118 provided betweenthe proc-
essors 114-177 and the frame memories 119-122,

permits the processor 114 to read out data from an

adjacentportion of the frame memory 120 as well as
from all of frame memory 119. The switching logiccir-
cuit 118 also provides frames of output video data

from the memories 119-120, via a digital-to-analog
converter 123 for display on a display device 124.

The four data sequencesrespectively provided to
the processors 114-117 can, for practical purposes,

be combinedinto a single data sequence byproviding
headers for controlling multiplexing of the data se-
quence. For this purpose, a separation block (not
shown) is provided upstream from the decoder for

separating the combined data sequenceinto the four
sequencesto be provided to the respective proces-

sors. Examples of parallel processing techniques
which use division of a video frame into subframes

are disclosed in U.S. Patent No. 5,138,447 and Jap-

anese Patent Application Laid Open No.

139986/1992 (Tokkaihei 4-139986).
Asjust described, according to the conventional

approach, the video frame was generally divided into
subframes which were processedin parallel by re-

spective processors. However, when a frameis div-
ided in this manner, there are restrictions on the ex-

tent to which the processors can accessdata thatis

outside of the processor’s respective subframe. Al-

though, as indicated above, a processor can access
a region that adjoins its respective subframe, the ex-
tent of such accessis limited in order to keep the scale

of the switching logic circuit 118 from becoming undu-
ly large. As a result, the degree of compressioneffi-
ciencyis reduced, and there are variations in the qual-
ity of the reproducedpicture at the boundary between
the subframes, which mayresult in visible artifacts at

the subframe boundary.
In addition, the processing for compression-cod-

ing is carried out completely separately for each of the
subframes, which makes it impossible to provide
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compression-coding on the basis of data blocks in
other subframes,a limitation that is not present when

the frame is not divided into subframes. Accordingly,
the compression coding method must be changed to
accommodate thedivision into subframes, resulting
in alack of compatibility and a loss in compression ef-
ficiency.

Furthermore, if header data is added to the data

sequence to be recorded or transmitted in order to

provide for multiplexing the data sequenceinto the re-
spective sequencesprovided to the parallel proces-
sors, the additional header data increases the over-

head in the recorded data with a corresponding loss
of efficiency, and it may also be necessary to change
the coding procedure, and so forth.

In accordancewith a first aspect of the presentin-

vention, there is provided an apparatus for decoding
a coded video signalthat represents an image frame,

said coded video signal having been divided into a
plurality of slices each of said slices being a sequence

of macroblocks, each of said macroblocks being a
two-dimensional array of picture elements of said im-
age frame, said coded video signal being a bit stream
that represents a sequenceof said slices whichto-

gether representsaid image frame,said bit stream in-
cluding a plurality of synchronizing code signals, each
of which is associated with a respective one of said

slices for indicating a beginning of the respective
slice, the apparatus comprising:

a plurality of decoding means each for decod-
ing a respective portion of said coded video signal
that represents said image frame; and

distributing means responsive to said syn-
chronizing code signals for distributing said slices
among said plurality of decoding means.

According to a second aspect of the invention,

there is provided an apparatus for decoding inputsig-
nal blocks that were formed by transform encoding
and then variable-length encoding blocks of video
data, the apparatus comprising:

decoding means for variable-length decoding
a series of said input signal blocks;

parallel data means for forming plural parallel
data streams, eachofwhichincludes respective ones

of said series of input signal blocks which were vari-
able-length decoded by said decoding means; and

a plurality of inverse transform means eachfor
receiving a respective one of said parallel data
streams and for performing inverse transform proc-
essing on the variable-length decoded signal blocks
in the respective data stream.

In preferred embodiments of the apparatus just
described, the decodingcircuit is one of a plurality of
decoding circuits for variable-length decoding re-

spective series of input signal blocks, and the appa-
ratus further includes a distributing circuit for forming
the respective series of input signal blocks to be de-
coded by the plural decoding circuits from a bit
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stream representing an image frame, and the respec-
tive series of input signal blocks are formed in re-
sponseto synchronizing signals provided at predeter-
mined intervals in the bit stream representing the im-
age frame.

According to a third aspectof the invention, there
is provided an an apparatus for decoding an inputdig-
ital video signal which includes groups of blocks of
prediction-coded differencedata, each of said groups

consisting of a predeterminedplurality of said blocks
and having a respective motion vector associated
therewith, each of said blocks of prediction-codeddif-

ference data having been formed on the basis of the
respective motion vector associated with the respec-

tive group which includes said block, the apparatus
comprising:

output meansfor supplying in parallel blocks of
prediction-coded difference data contained in one of

said groups of blocks;
reference data meansfor supplying in parallel

plural blocks of reference data, each of said blocks of

reference data being formed on the basis of the mo-
tion vector associated with said one of said groups of
blocks and corresponding to oneofsaid blocksofpre-
diction-coded difference data supplied by said output
means; and

a plurality of adding means each connectedto
said output meansand said reference data meansfor

adding a respective one of said blocks of prediction-
coded difference data and the correspondingblock of
reference data.

In preferred embodiments of the invention, the

reference data circuit includes a plurality of reference
data memories from whichreference data is read out

in parallel on the basis of the motion vector associat-

ed with that groupof blocks,a plurality of buffer mem-

ories for temporarily storing reference data read out
from the plurality of reference data memories and a
distribution circuit. According to one alternative em-
bodiment of this aspect of the invention, each of the

buffer memories is associated with a respective one
of the reference data memories and is controlled on

the basis of the motion vector for reading out the ref-
erence data temporarily stored therein, and the dis-
tributing circuit is connected between the buffer
memories and the adding circuits and distributes the
reference data stored in the buffer memories among
the adding circuits on the basis of the motion vector.
According to anotheralternative embodimentof this
aspectof the invention, each of the buffer memories

is associated with one of the adding circuits and the
distributing circuit is connected between the refer-
ence data memories and the buffer memories for dis-

tributing among the buffer memories, on the basis of

the motion vector associated with that group of
blocks, the reference data read out from the reference
data memories.

According to a fourth aspect of the invention,
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there is provided a method of decoding a coded video
signal that represents an image frame, said coded
video signal having been divided into a plurality of
slices each of said slices being a sequence of macro-
blocks, each of said macroblocks being a two-dimen-
sional array of picture elements of said image frame,
said coded video signal being a bit stream that repre-
sents a sequenceofsaid slices which together repre-
sent said image frame, said bit stream including a

plurality of synchronizing code signals, each of which
is associated with a respective one of said slices for

indicating a beginning of the respective slice, the
method comprising the stepsof:

providing a plurality of decoding means each
for decoding a respective portion of said coded signal
that represents said video frame; and

distributing said slices among said plurality of
decoding means in response to said synchronizing

code signals.
The data representing each macroblock may be

distributed block-by-block among the plurality of
memories or line-by-line in a cyclical fashion among
the plurality of memories.

A video signal decoding apparatus may be pro-
vided in which the input coded signalis distributed for
parallel processing among several decodingcircuits
on the basis of synchronizing code signals that are

provided in the signal in accordance with a conven-
tional coding standard. In this way, parallel decoding
canbe precisely carried out on the basis of synchron-
izing signals provided in accordance with a conven-
tional coding method and during time periods avail-

able between the synchronizing signals. In this way,
restrictions on the conventional coding method can
be reduced.

In addition, the data may be sequenced on the
basis of "slices" which are a standard subdivision of

a video frame constituting a plurality of macroblocks
and theslices of data are distributed among decoding
circuits so that high speed parallel decoding may be
carried out.

Further, each of the blocks making up a macro-

block may be distributed to a respective inverse
transformation circuit so that inverse transform proc-

essing can be carried out simultaneously in parallel
for all of the blocks of a macroblock, and the inverse

transform blocks are then combined, in parallel, with

reference data to recover the video signal which had
been predictive-coded. The reference data, in turn,

may be provided from parallel memories at the same
time on the basis of the motion compensation vector

for the particular macroblock, and in such a waythat
there is no needto place restrictions on the motion-

compensation carried out during the predictive cod-

ing. For example, there is no needto limit the range
of the motion vector.

Embodimentsof the invention will now be descri-

bed, by way of example only,with reference to the ac-
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companying drawings, in which:
Figure 1 is a block diagram of an embodiment of
an apparatus for decoding a moving picture video
data signal;
Figure 2 is a schematicillustration of a mannerin
which video data corresponding to an image
frameis distributed for decoding;
Figure 3 is a timing diagram whichillustrates op-
eration of a buffer memory provided in the appa-

ratus of Figure 1;
Figure 4 is a block diagram whichillustrates a
code buffering arrangement provided upstream
from variable-length decodercircuits provided in
the apparatus of Figure 1;
Figure 5 is a timing diagram whichillustrates op-
eration of the code buffering arrangement shown
in Figure 4;
Figure 6 is a block diagram which showsanalter-

native code buffering arrangement provided up-
stream from variable-length decodercircuits pro-

vided in the apparatus of Figure 1;
Figure 7 is a timing diagram whichillustrates op-
eration of the code buffering arrangement shown
in Figure 6;
Figures 8(A), 8(B) and 8(C) together schematical-
ly illustrate a mannerin which reference data is
provided on the basis of a motion vector to adders

that are part of the apparatus of Figure 1;
Figure 9 is a timing diagram whichillustrates an
operation for providing reference data to the ad-
ders which are part of the apparatus of Figure 1;
Figure 10 is a block diagram of another embodi-

mentof an apparatus for decoding a moving pic-
ture video data signal;
Figure 11(A), 11(B) and 11(C) together schemat-
ically illustrate a mannerin which reference data
is provided on the basis of a motion vectorto ad-

ders that are part of the apparatus of Figure 10;
Figures 12(A) and 12(B) together schematically
illustrate an alternative manner in which refer-

ence data is provided on the basis of a motion
vector to the adders which are part of the appa-

ratus of Figure 10;
Figure 13 is timing diagram whichillustrates an
operation for providing reference data according
to the example shownin Figure 12;
Figure 14 is a block diagram of a conventional ap-
paratus for decoding and reproducing a moving
picture video data signal;
Figure 15 is a block diagram of a portion of a con-
ventional apparatus for decoding and reproduc-
ing a movingpicture video data signal by means
of parallel processing; and
Figure 16 schematically illustrates operation of

the conventional decoding apparatus of Figure
15.

Apreferred embodimentof the invention will now

be described, initially with reference to Figure 1.
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Figure 1 illustrates in block diagram form an ap-
paratus for decoding a moving picture video data sig-
nal that has been coded according to a proposed
MPEGstandard system.

Aninput bit stream representing the coded video
data signal is provided to a demultiplexer 25, by
meansof which the input signal is distributed, slice-
by-slice, to code buffers 26-29.

Figure 2 illustrates the slice-by-slice distribution

of the input data. As is well known to those whoare

skilled in the art, each slice is a sequence of macro-

blocks transmitted in raster scanning order. The start-
ing point of eachslice is indicated by a synchronizing
codesignal, and the slices are provided sothat trans-
mission errors and the like can be confined to a single
slice, because after an error occurs, proper coding
can resumeat the synchronizing code signal provided
at the beginning of the subsequentslice. Accordingly,
the demultiplexer 25 is provided with a circuit which

detects the synchronizing code signals, and distribu-

tion of the input signal among the codebuffers 26-29
is carried out in responseto the detected synchroniz-
ing codesignals.

Asis also well known, the motion vectors provid-

ed with respect to each macroblock, and the DC coef-

ficients for each block, are differentially encoded. In
other words, only the difference between respective
motion vectors for the current macroblock and the

preceding macroblock is encoded and transmitted,
and also,only the difference between the respective
DC coefficient for the present block and that of the

preceding block are coded and transmitted.

Asindicated in Figure 2, the first, fifth, ninth, etc.
slices of each image frame are storedin the first code
buffer 26, and theseslices are provided for variable-

length decoding by a variable-length decodercircuit

30. Similarly, the second, sixth, tenth, etc. slices of
the image frameare stored in the second code buffer
27for variable-length decoding by variable-length de-
codercircuit 31; the third, seventh, eleventh,etc.slic-
es are stored in the third code buffer 28 for variable-

length decoding by the variable-length decodercircuit

32; and the fourth, eighth, twelfth, etc. slices are stor-
ed in the fourth code buffer 29 for variable-length de-
coding by the variable-length decodercircuit 33.

According to the example shownin Figure 2, the
numberof macroblocksin eachslice is fixed, so that

it will not be necessary for any of the variable-length
decodersto wait. As result, decoding carried on by the
variable-length decodersis synchronized and is car-
ried out efficiently.

It will be understood that, although the numberof
macroblocks perslice is fixed, the numberof bits per

slice in the input signal will vary because of variable-

length encoding. Nevertheless, the number of macro-
blocksperslice output by each variable-length decod-
ing circuit is the same according to this example.

In the example shownin Figure 2, eachslice is
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shown as being one macroblock high and extending
horizontally entirely across the image frame, so that
eachslice consists of one row of macroblocks. How-

ever, it is also within the contemplation of this inven-

tion to provide for slices having a fixed length in terms
of macroblocksthatis longer or shorter than one row
of macroblocks. It is further contemplated that the

number of macroblocks per slice may be variable
within each frame and/or from frame to frame and

that the positions of slices within a frame mayvary.
In case variable-length slices are provided within a
frame,it will be appreciated that the numberof mac-

roblocksdistributed to each of the variable-length de-
coders maybe unbalanced, in which case someofthe
variable-length decoders may be required to output
filler macroblocks (all zeros for example) until other
decoders have "caught up". Furthermore,it is provid-
ed that variable-length decoding of slices from the

next image framewill not proceeduntil all of the slic-
es of the current frame have beenvariable-length de-
coded.

It will be recognized that any loss of decodingef-
ficiency that results from the occasional needto in-
terrupt the processing by someof the variable length
decoders is compensated for by the fact that the cod-
ing can be performed with slices that have a variable
length in terms of macroblocks.

Details of the variable-length decoding process-
ing will now be described.

Data which has been decodedbythe respective
variable length decoders are transferred to buffer
memories 35-38 by way of switcher34. Figure3illus-
trates the mannerin which datais distributed to, and

output from, the buffer memories 35-38.It will be not-

ed that, upstream from the buffers 35-38, processing
had been performedin a slice-wise parallel manner,

but downstream from the buffers 35-38 processing is
performed in a block-wise parallel manner. In partic-

ular, the four blocks of luminance data making up a
macroblock are output in parallel from respective

ones of the buffer memories 35-38.(It will be under-
stood that a macroblock also includes chrominance

blocks. For example, in the 4:2:2 format, each mac-
roblock includes four blocks of chrominance data in

addition to the four blocks of luminance data. The dis-

cussion from this point forward will deal only with the
luminance data blocks, it being understood that the
corresponding four chrominance data blocks can be
processed in a similar manner.)

Referring again to Figure3,it will be seen that the
variable length decoders 30-33 respectively output
simultaneously the respective first block of the first
through fourth slices. The respective first blocks are
distributed among the buffer memories 35-38 so that

the first block of the first slice (i.e., the first block of
the first macroblock of the first slice) is stored in the
first buffer memory 35, the second blockof the first
slice is stored in the second buffer memory 36. the
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third block of the first slice is distributed to the third

buffer memory 37, and the fourth block of the first
slice is distributed to the fourth buffer memory 38. As
a result, all four blocks of a single macroblock can be
read outin parallel by the respective buffer memories
35-38, so that block-wise parallel processing can be
accomplished downstream. Such processing _in-
cludes conventional inverse transform processing in
accordancewith zig-zag scanning.

In the example just discussed, each buffer mem-
ory preferably has two banks which each havethe ca-
pacity of storing four data blocks.

The block-wise parallel data provided from the

buffer memories 35-38 is subjected to inverse quan-
tization and inverse discrete cosine transform proc-

essing in parallel at processing blocks 39-42. There-
after, motion compensation processing for the four
blocks of the macroblockis also carried outin parallel.

Reference picture data for each macroblock is ex-

tracted from previously reproduced(i.e., previously

reconstructed) image data stored in a frame memory
43. The referencepicture data is formed on the basis

of the motion vector which corresponds to the macro-

block being processed andis used to form decoded
data in combination with difference data output from

the processing blocks 39-42. In this example, since
motion compensation processingis carried out in par-

allel for each macroblock (four blocks) of luminance
data, the motion vectors provided to motion compen-

sation processing blocks 53-56 from the variable
length decoders 30-33 always correspond to each
otherat any given time. For this reason, an MC (mo-

tion compensation) switcher 52 is used to switch a
data bus,sothatit is possible to provide motion com-

pensation processing of the reference data transfer-
red to MC buffer memories 48-51 in such a manner

that memory accessing by the motion compensation
processing blocks 53-56 does not overlap. As a re-
sult, the motion compensation search range, and ac-
cordingly the permissible range of the motion vector,
is not limited. Details of motion compensation proc-

essing will be provided below.

Reproduced decoded image data formedin par-
allel at adders 57-60is stored via four parallel proc-

essing pathsin the frame memory 43 by wayofstor-
age buffers 61-64. Moreover, sequences of images
for which the reproduced(reconstructed) data is stor-
ed in memory43 are outputto a digital-to-analog con-
verter 99 through display buffer memories 94-97, and
a display switcher 98 which is switched according to
appropriate display timing. The D/A converted signal
is then displayed on a display device 100.

There will now be described, with reference to

Figure 4, details of a buffering arrangement provided

upstream from the variable length coders of the ap-
paratus of Figure 1.

As shownin Figure 4, an input signal bit stream
is received at an input terminal 65 and provided there-
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from to a demultiplexer 66 which divides the bit

stream at the beginning of each slice and distributes
the slices among code buffer memories 67-70. The
slices of data are output respectively from the code
buffer memories 67-70 to variable-length decoders
71-74, and variable-length decoded data is respec-
tively output from each of the variable-length decod-
ers 71-74 via output terminals 75-78.

The buffering and decoding operations carried

out by the circuitry shown in Figure 4 will now be de-
scribed with reference to the timing diagram shownin
Figure 5.

In particular, the input bit stream received at the

terminal 65 is divided at the beginning of eachslice
by the demultiplexer 66. Because synchronizing code
signals indicative of the beginning of eachslice are in-
cluded at intervals corresponding to a plural number
of macroblocks(suchintervals each being referred to

as a slice), the synchronizing code signals are detect-
ed at the demultiplexer 65 for the purpose of perform-

ing the division of the bit stream into slices.
As shownin Figure 5, a sequenceof the resulting

slices are written in a cyclical fashion into the code
buffer memories 67-70. In particular, slice 1, slice 5,

slice 9, etc. are written into the code buffer memory
67; slice 2, slice 6, slice 10, etc. are written into the

code buffer memory 68; slice 3, slice 7, slice 11, etc.

are written into the code buffer memory 69; and slice
4, slice 8, slice 12, etc. are written into the code buffer

memory 70.
At a point when slice 4 has been written into the

code buffer memory70, the slices 1-4 are respective-

ly read out in parallel from the code buffer memories
67-70 to the four variable-length decoders 71-74 and
variable-length decoding begins.

The variable-length decoders 71-74 each com-

plete decoding processing of a macroblock from a re-
spective slice within the same time. Decoded data

producedbyvariable-length decoder71 is output via
terminal 75; decoded data produced by variable-
length decoder72 is output via terminal 76; decoded
data produced by variable-length decoder73 is out-

put via terminal 77; and decoded data produced by
variable-length decoder 74 is output via terminal 78.
All of the decoded data is supplied to the switcher 34

(Figure 1). In addition, decoded motion vectordata is
provided from the variable-length decodersto the MC
switcher 52 and motion compensation processing
blocks 53-56.

It should be understoodthat, in Figure 5, the sym-
bol "1-1" shown in the output of IVLC1 (variable-
length decoder71) is indicative of the first block of
slice 1. Similarly, for example, "4-1" shownin the out-
put of IVLC4 (variable-length decoder74)is indicative
of the first block ofslice 4.

An alternative code buffering arrangement pro-
vided upstream from the variable-length decodersis
shownin Figure 6.
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In Figure 6, the input bit stream is again received
at an input terminal 65 and provided therefrom to a

demultiplexer 79, at which the bit stream is divided at

the beginning of each slice. Immediately downstream
from the demultiplexer 79 is a code buffer memory 80
which has respective regions in each of which a slice
of data can be stored. Additional buffer memories 90-

93 are provided downstream from the buffer memory
80. In a similar mannerto the arrangementof Figure

4, the buffered data output from each of the buffer

memories 90-93 is provided to a respective one of the

variable-length decoders 71-74, and the decoded
data output from the variable-length decoders 71-74
is provided at respective output terminals 75-78.

Operation of the code buffering arrangement
shownin Figure 6 will now be described with refer-
ence to the timing diagram of Figure 7.

As before, the input bit stream provided from the

terminal 65 is divided at the beginning of each slice
by the demultiplexer 79 on the basis of synchronizing

code signals provided at intervals corresponding toa
numberof macroblocks.

As shownin Fig. 7, respective slices are written
in a cyclical fashion into the regions 1-4 of the buffer
memory 80. In particular, slice 1, slice 5, slice 9, etc.
are written into region 1; slice 2, slice 6, slice 10, etc.
are written into region 2; slice 3, slice 7, slice 11, etc.

are written into region 3; and slice 4, slice 8, slice 12,
etc. are written into the region 4.

At a point when slice 4 has beenwritten into re-

gion 4, the data stored in the four regions are sequen-
tially read out from the code buffer memory 80. As a

result, slices 1, 5, 9, etc. are read out from region 1
and written into buffer memory 90;slices 2, 6, 10, etc.,
are read out from region 2 and written into buffer
memory 91; slices 3, 7, 11, etc. are read out from re-

gion 3 and written into buffer memory 92, and slices
4, 8, 12, etc. are read out from region 4 and written
into buffer memory 93.

At a time when the contents of region 4 have
been written into the buffer memory 93, the data re-
spectively stored in the buffer memories 90-93is read

out in parallel to the variable-length decoders 71-74,
and decoding processingstarts at that time.

The variable-length decoders 71-74 each com-
plete the decoding processing of a respective macro-
block within the same time. Decoded data produced

by variable length decoder 71 is output via terminal
75; decoded data producedby variable-length decod-
er 72 is output via terminal 76; decoded data pro-

ducedby variable-length decoder73 is outputvia ter-
minal 77; and decoded data produced by variable-
length decoder74 is output via terminal 78. This de-
coded data is supplied to the switcher 34, and in ad-

dition, decoded motion vector data is supplied from

the variable-length decoders to MC switcher 52 and
to motion compensation processing blocks 53-56.

As wasthe case with Figure 5, in Figure 7 the
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symbol "1-1" is indicative of the first block in slice 1,
which is decoded by variable-length decoder 71,
while "4-1" is indicative of the first block of slice 4,

which is decoded bythe variable-length decoder 74.
With respectto the buffering arrangement shown

in Figure 4, it is possible to use certain distribution
methods with respect to input data streams which

have a processing unit which is shorter than a slice
and are includedin a layer (known as an “upperlay-

er") which has processing units which are longer than
a slice. With respect to an input data stream which

has such a format, it is possible to simultaneously
write the upper layer into the code buffer memories
67-70 in orderto provide parallel data to the variable-

length decoders 71-74. Alternatively, the bit stream
for the upper layer can be written into one of the four
code buffer memories so that the upperlayer is de-
codedby only oneof the four variable-length decod-

ers, with parameters being set at the other variable-
length decoders. According to anotherpossible meth-

od, an additional processoris provided to decode the

upperlayer bit stream so as to set parameters at the
four variable-length decoders.

Onthe other hand,using the arrangement shown
in Figure 6, the upperlayer bit stream can be written
into one of the four regions of the buffer memory 80
and the contents of that region can be simultaneously
written into the buffer memories 90-93 for parallel

processing by the variable-length decoders 71-74.
According to an alternative method, the upperlayer
bit stream is written into one of the four regions of the
buffer memory 80 so that the data is written into one
of the four buffer memories 90-93 andis then decod-

ed by one of the four variable-length decodersin or-
der to set parameters at the other variable-length de-
coders.

According to another alternative method, a sep-
arate processoris provided to decode the upperlayer
bit stream in order to set parameters at the four vari-

able-length decoders. As a further method, the de-
multiplexer 79 repeatedly writes the upper layerbit
stream into the four regions of the buffer memory 80

so that the data is simultaneously written from each
region into the buffer memories 90-93 for parallel
processingin the variable-length decoders 71-74.

In these ways, distribution of the data stream,
and parallel processing thereof, can be carried out on
the basis of parameters included in the data stream.

Details of decoding processing with respect to
motion-compensated predictive-coded data will now
be described.

Figure 8(A)illustrates a manner in which refer-
ence image data is distributed among andstoredin
DRAMs44-47 making up the frame memory 43. Each

image frameis, as indicated above,divided into mac-
roblocks, and each macroblock is formed of four

blocks. Eachof the four blocksis, in this particular ex-

ample, an 8 x 8 array of pixel elements, and each of
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the blocks constitutes one of four quadrantsofits re-

spective macroblock. The data with respect to each

macroblockis divided among the four DRAMs 44-47.
In particular, all of the first blocks (upperleft blocks)
ofall of the macroblocks are stored in DRAM 44,all

of the second blocks (upperright blocks) ofall of the
macroblocks are stored in DRAM 485,all of the third

blocks (lowerleft blocks)ofall of the macroblocks are
stored in DRAM 46, andall of the fourth blocks (lower

right blocks) of all of the macroblocks are stored in
DRAM 47. Accordingly,it will be seen that the refer-
ence data is distributed among DRAMs 44-47 ina
checkered pattern.

Continuing to refer to Figure 8(A), the square lab-
elled 81 represents the geometric area of the image
frame which corresponds to the macroblock whichis

currently being decoded (reconstructed), and refer-
ence numeral 82 represents the motion vector asso-

ciated with that macroblock, according to the example
shownin Figure 8(A). In addition, the reference nu-

meral 83 represents the reference data stored in the

DRAMs44-47 and indicated by the motion vector 82
as corresponding to the current macroblock 81. The
data represented by the shaded square 83is read out
from the DRAMs 44-47 undercontrol of motion com-

pensation processing blocks 53-56 on the basis of the
motion vector 82. In particular, the data correspond-

ing to the "DRAM1"portion of the square 83 (i.e., a
central portion of the square 83) is read out from
DRAM 44 to motion compensation buffer 48 under

the control of motion compensation processing block
53. Similarly, the portions of the shaded square 83

which overlap with squares labelled "DRAM2"(i.e.,
central portions of the left and right sides of the
square 83) are read out from DRAM 45 to motion
compensation buffer 49 under control of motion com-

pensation processing block 54. Also, the portions of
the shaded square 83 which overlap the squares lab-

elled "DRAMS3"(i.e., the central portions of the upper
and lower edges of the square 83) are read out from
DRAM 46 to motion compensation buffer 50 under

control of motion compensation processing block 55.

Finally, the portion of the shaded square 83 which
overlaps with squares labelled "DRAM4"(i.e., corner
regions of the square 83) are read out from the DRAM
47 to motion compensation buffer 51 under control of

motion compensation processing block 56.
Figure 8(B) is a schematic illustration of the ref-

erence data read out from the respective DRAMs 44-

47 and stored in respective motion compensation buf-
fers 48-51. This data stored in the four motion com-

pensation buffers 48-51 represents the reference

data for the macroblock whichis currently to be recon-
structed. However, the data as stored in the individual

motion compensation buffers does not correspond to

the data required for each of the adders 57-60. There-

fore, the MC switcher 52 is provided between the mo-

tion compensation buffers 48-51 and the adders 57-
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60 so that the correct reference data is distributed

from the motion compensation buffers to the adders.

The reference data which is supplied to each of the

adders 57-60 is schematically illustrated in Figure
8(C).

Figure 9 illustrates the timing, according to the
example shownin Figure. 8(A), at which data read out
from the motion compensation buffers 48-51 is rout-

ed among the adders 57-60.

The processing of the four blocks making up the
macroblock proceeds, as indicated before,in parallel,

with the respectivefirst lines of each of the blocks be-

ing processed simultaneously, then the second lines,
and so forth. With respectto thefirst lines of the

blocks, initially, at a starting time tl (Figure 9), data
from motion compensation buffer 51 is routed to ad-

der 57, data from motion compensation buffer 50 is
routed to adder 58, data from motion compensation
buffer 49 is routed to adder 59, and data from motion

compensation buffer 48 is routed to adder 60. At a

changeoverpoint in the processing ofthefirstlines,
indicated by time t2 in Figure 9, the routing is changed
so that data from motion compensation buffer 50 is

routed to adder 57, data from motion compensation
buffer 51 is routed to adder 58, data from motion com-

pensation buffer 48 is routed to adder 59, and data

from motion compensation buffer 49 is routed to ad-

der 60. This routing state continues until the end of
the first line (indicated by time t3) and then the pro-
cedure that was followed for thefirst lines is carried

out again with respect to the second lines. The same
procedureis then continued through the nth lines, but

upon completion of the nth lines of the block, as indi-

cated at time t4, a different routing pattern is estab-
lished for the beginning of the (n + 1)th lines. Accord-
ing to this pattern, data from motion compensation
buffer 49 is provided to adder 57, data from motion

compensation buffer 48 is provided to adder58, data

from motion compensation buffer 51 is provided to

adder59, and data from motion compensation buffer

50 is provided to adder60. This routing arrangement
continues until a changeoverpoint in the (n + 1)th

lines, indicated by time t5, at which the routing ar-
rangementis changed so that data from motion com-
pensation buffer 48 is routed to adder 57, data from

motion compensation buffer 49 is routed to adder58,

data from motion compensation buffer 50 is routed to

adder 59, and data from motion compensation buffer

51 is routed to adder 60. On the completion of the

processfor the (n + 1)th line (indicated by timet6), the
procedure carried out for the (n + 1)th lines is repeat-
ed with respect to each of the remaining lines of the
blocks until the last (eighth) lines have been process-
ed, at which point (indicated by time t7) processing for

the macroblock is complete. Processing for the next
macroblock then begins, on the basis of the motion
vector associated with the next macroblock.

It will be appreciated that the reference data sup-
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plied to the adders 50-60 is added by the adders to
the current difference data supplied thereto from the

processing circuits 39-42 so that macroblocksof re-
constructed image data are produced.It will also be
recognized that the storage of the reference data ac-
cording to the above-described checkered pattern in
the frame memory 43, and the above-described
method of reading out, buffering, and switching the
reference data makes it possible to provide motion-

compensation decoding processing without anyre-
striction on the range of the motion vector, and in such
a mannerthat memory accesses do not overlap.

In the embodimentillustrated in Figure 1, the MC
switcher 52 is provided between the motion compen-
sation buffers 48-51 and the adders 57-60. However,

according to an alternative embodiment, shown in
Figure 10, the MC switcher 52 can be provided be-
tween the DRAMs 44-47 and the motion compensa-
tion buffers 48-51, with each of the buffers 48-51 con-

nected directly to, and providing data exclusively to,

a respective one of the adders 57-60.

A method of operating the embodimentillustrat-
edin Figure 10 will be described with reference to Fig-
ures 11(A)-(C).

Figure 11(A) is similar to Figure 8(A), and shows
a square 84 which represents the geometric area cor-
responding to the macroblock currently being proc-
essed, motion vector 85 associated with the current

macroblock, and a shaded square 86 which repre-

sents the appropriate reference data for the current

macroblock as indicated by the motion vector 85.It
will also be noted that the reference data is distributed

for storage among the DRAMs 44-47in a block-wise
manner according to the same checkered pattern
shownin Figure 8(A).

Undercontrol of the motion compensation proc-

essing blocks 53-56, and on the basis of the motion
vector for the current macroblock, data is read out
from the DRAMs44-47androuted to the motion com-

pensation buffers 48-51 by the MC switcher 52 so that
all of the reference data to be provided to the adder
57 is stored in the motion compensation buffer 48,all

of the reference data to be provided to the adder 58

is stored in the motion compensation buffer49,all of

the reference data to be provided to the adder59is

stored in the motion compensation buffer 50, andall

of reference data to be provided to the adder 60 is

stored in the motion compensation buffer 51. Refer-

ring to Figures 11(A) and (B), it will be noted that the
data represented by the upperleft quadrant of the
shaded square86 is stored in the motion compensa-

tion buffer 48, the data represented by the upperright
quadrantof the shaded square 86is stored in the mo-

tion compensation buffer 49, the data represented by
the lower left quadrant of the shaded square 86is

stored in the motion compensation buffer 50, and the

data represented by the lower right quadrant of the
shaded square86is stored in the motion compensa-
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tion buffer 51. More specifically, during an initial read
out period, data is simultaneously read out from all
four of the DRAMs 44-47 and routed such that data

from a portion of the DRAM 47is stored in motion

compensation buffer 48, while data from a portion of

DRAM46is stored in motion compensation buffer 49,

data from a portion of DRAM 45is stored in motion

compensation buffer 50, and data from a portion of
DRAM44is stored in motion compensation buffer 51.

During a second read out period there is again simul-
taneous reading outof data from the four DRAMs,but
now the routing is such that data from a portion of
DRAM46is stored in motion compensation buffer 48,

data from a portion of DRAM 47is stored in motion

compensation buffer 49, data from a portion of DRAM

44 is stored in motion compensation buffer 50, and

data from a portion of DRAM 45is stored in motion

compensation buffer 51. Moreover, during a third

read out period, again there is simultaneous read out
from all of the DRAMs, but routing is performed so

that data from a portion of DRAM 45is stored in mo-

tion compensation buffer 48, data from a portion of

DRAM44is stored in motion compensation buffer 49,

data from a portion of DRAM 47is stored in motion

compensation buffer 50, and data from a portion of

DRAM46is stored in motion compensation buffer 51.

Then,during a final read out period, data is simulta-

neously read out from four DRAMs and routed such
that data from a portion of DRAM 44 is stored in mo-

tion compensation buffer 48, data from a portion of

DRAM45is stored in motion compensation buffer 49,

data from a portion of DRAM 46is stored in motion

compensation buffer 50, and data from a portion of

DRAM47is stored in motion compensation buffer 51.

It will be observed that datafrom every one of the
four DRAMSis thus stored in each of the motion com-

pensation buffers. Moreover, with reading of the data
from the DRAMsand control of the MC switcher 52

on the basis of the motion vectorfor the current mac-

roblock, memory access can be performed without
overlap.

Also, because each of the motion compensation

buffers are associated exclusively with a respective
adder, and the reference data has been stored appro-

priately therein, as shown in Figure 11(C), there is
also nodifficulty in accessing the motion compensa-
tion buffers.

There will now be described, with reference to

Figures 12 and 13, in addition to Figure 10, an alter-
native method of operating the embodimentof Figure
10 so that the appropriate reference data is stored in

each of the motion compensation buffers 48-51.

Asindicated in Figure 12(A), accordingto this al-
ternative method of operation, the reference data is

distributed line-by-line among the DRAMS 44-47,
rather than block-by-block, as in the technique shown
in Figure 11(A). For example,referring again to Figure
12(A), the data for the first line of each macroblock
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(i.e., the first line of the first and second blocksof the
macroblock), is stored in DRAM 44,the second line of
data of each macroblock is stored in DRAM 45, the
third line of data for each macroblock is stored in

DRAM46,the fourth line of each macroblockis stored

in DRAM 47,the fifth line of each macroblockis stor-

ed in DRAM 44, andso forth, continuing in a cyclical
fashion, line-by-line. It should be understood that the
data for the ninth line of each macroblock (i.e., the
first line of data in the third and fourth blocks of each

macroblock) is stored in DRAM 44, whereasthe data
for the last line of each macroblock(i.e., the last line
of the last two blocks of the macroblock) is stored in
DRAM47. Accordingly, the reference data is distrib-
uted among the DRAM 44-47 according to a striped
pattern, rather than the checkered pattern of Figure
11(A).

In Figure 12(A), the square labelled 87 repre-

sents the geometric area which corresponds to the
macroblockwhichis currently to be decoded, the mo-
tion vector 88is the motion vector associated with the

current macroblock, and the square 89 represents the

appropriate reference data for the current macro-

block, as indicated by the motion vector 88.
Figures 12(B) and Figure 13 indicate the sources

of data and the timing according to which the appro-
priate reference data is stored in the motion compen-
sation buffers 48-51. As before, data is read out from

the DRAMS44-47 and routed by MC switcher 52 un-
der the control of the motion compensation process-

ing blocks 43-56 and onthe basis of the motion vector
for the current macroblock.

In particular, during a first time slot, the reference
data corresponding to thefirst line of the first block is
read out from DRAM 47andstored in motion compen-

sation buffer 48. During the sametimeslot, reference

data corresponding to the eighth line of the second
block is read out from DRAM46 andstored in motion

compensation buffer 49. reference data for the sev-
enthline of the third block is read out from DRAM 45

and stored in motion compensation buffer 50. andref-
erencedata for the sixth line of the fourth blockis read

out from DRAM 44 and stored in motion compensa-
tion buffer 51.

In the next (second)time slot, a one line shift in
routing occurs, so that reference data for the second
line of the first block is read out from DRAM 44 and

stored in motion compensation buffer 48, reference
data for the first line of the second block is read out

from DRAM 47 and stored in motion compensation

buffer 49, reference data for the eighthline of the third
block is read out from DRAM46 andstored in motion

compensation buffer 50, and reference data for the
seventhline of the fourth block is read out from DRAM

45 and stored in motion compensation buffer 51.
The one-line shifts are continued in each of the

succeeding six time slots so that the data is read out,
routed and stored in the motion compensation buffers
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according to the pattern shownin Figures 12(D) and
13. It will be observed that memory accessoccurs,as
before, without overlapping.

As aresult, the reference data whichis to be sup-

plied to adder 57 is stored in motion compensation

buffer 48, reference data whichis to be supplied to ad-

der58 is stored in motion compensationbuffer49,ref-

erence data whichis to be supplied to adder 59 is stor-
ed in motion compensation buffer 50, and reference

data which is to be supplied to adder 60 is stored in

motion compensation buffer 51. Again, there is no
problem with overlapping memory accesseswith re-
spect to the motion compensation buffers.

Although the above embodimentsof the present
invention have been described with respect to a de-

coding apparatus, it should be understood that the
samecould also be applied to a local decoderprovid-

ed in a data encoding apparatus.

The moving picture video data decoding appara-
tus provided in accordance withthis invention distrib-

utes an input data stream for parallel decoding proc-
essing on the basis of synchronizing code signals
present in the data stream, and the decoding proc-
essing is continuously carried out within a time period
between synchronizing codes. Accordingly, there is
no limitation placed on the coding method with re-
spect to time periods between synchronizing codes.

Thus,parallel decoding processing can be carried out
with respect to data that has been encodedby a con-
ventional method, which difference-codes motion

vectors, DC coefficients and the like on the basis of

differences between a current block and a previous
block.

In addition, in the decoding apparatusprovidedin
accordancewith this invention, the blocks making up
a macroblockare simultaneously processedin paral-

lel so that video data that has been encoded by a con-
ventional encoding method, without modification,
can be reproduced at high speed.

Furthermore, decoding of motion-compensation
codedvideo data can be carried out with parallel read-

out of reference data from a plurality of memory
banks based on the same motion vector, so that a

plurality of reference data memory banks and motion
compensation circuits can be operatedin parallel to

carry out high speed processing on the basis ofa con-
ventional encoding method that is not modified by
limiting the range of motion vectors, or by placing
otherlimitations on motion prediction.

As used in the specification and the following
claims, the term "image frame" should be understood
to mean a signal representing a picture upon which
motion-compensated predictive coding is performed.
As will be understood by thoseskilled in the art, such

a picture may be formed, for example, of a progres-
sive-scanned video frame, onefield of an interlace-

scanned video frame, or two fields which together
makeupaninterlace-scanned video frame.
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In atleast preferred embodimentsthereis provid-

ed a method and apparatus for decoding a videosig-
nal in which a plurality of memory units and motion
compensation devices are operated in parallel to

process video data encoded according to a known
standard, and without limiting the range of motion
vectors used for predictive coding or requiring similar
restrictions on motion predictive compression-cod-

ing.

Having described specific preferred embodi-
ments of the present invention with reference to the

accompanying drawings,it is to be understood that
the invention is not limited to those precise embodi-

ments, and that various changes and modifications
may be effected by one skilled in the art without de-
parting from the scope of the invention as defined in
the appendedclaims.

Claims

1. An apparatus for decoding a coded video signal
that represents an image frame, said coded vid-
eo signal having been divided into a plurality of
slices (1, 2, 3, 4), each of said slices being a se-
quence of macroblocks (MB), each of said mac-
roblocks being a two-dimensionalarray of picture

elements of said image frame, said coded video
signal being a bit stream that represents a se-
quence of said slices which together represent
said image frame, said bit stream including a
plurality of synchronizing code signals, each of

which is associated with a respective one of said

slices for indicating a beginning of the respective
slice, the apparatus comprising:

a plurality of decoding means (30, 31, 32,

33), each for decoding a respective portion of
said coded video signal that represents said im-
age frame; and

distributing means (25) responsiveto said
synchronizing code signals for distributing said
slices amongsaid plurality of decoding means.

2. An apparatus according to claim 1, wherein said
plurality of decoding meansis fewer in number
than said plurality of slices into which said coded
video signal which represents said image frame
wasdivided, and said distributing meansdistrib-
utes said slices in cyclical fashion amongsaid de-
coding means.

3. An apparatus according to any one of claims 1
and 2, wherein each of said slices represents a

portion of said image frame which is one macro-

block high and extends horizontally entirely
across said image frame.

4. Anapparatus according to claim 3, wherein each
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of said macroblocksis a 16 x 16 array of said pic-
ture elements.

An apparatus for decoding input signal blocks
that were formed by transform encoding and then
variable-length encoding blocks of video data,
the apparatus comprising:

decoding means (30, 31, 32. 33) for vari-
able-length decoding a series of said input signal
blocks;

parallel data means(34) for forming plural
parallel data streams, each of which includesre-

spective onesofsaid series of input signal blocks
which were variable-length decoded by said de-
coding means; and

a plurality of inverse transform means(39,
40, 41, 42) each for receiving a respective one of
said parallel data streams and for performingin-

verse transform processing on the variable-
length decoded signal blocks in the respective
data stream.

An apparatus according to claim 5, wherein said
decoding meansis one ofa plurality of decoding
means for variable-length decoding respective
series of input signal blocks; and further compris-
ing distributing means (25) for forming said re-

spective series of input signal blocks to be decod-
ed by said plural decoding means from a bit
stream representing an image frame and in re-
sponse to synchronizing signals provided at pre-
determined intervals in said bit stream represent-

ing said image frame.

An apparatus for decoding an input digital video
signal which includes groupsofblocks (83)of pre-
diction-coded difference data, each of said

groups consisting of a predetermined plurality of
said blocks (MB) and having a respective motion
vector (82) associated therewith, each of said
blocks of prediction-coded difference data hav-

ing been formed on the basis of the respective

motion vector associated with the respective

group which includes said block, the apparatus
comprising:

output means(39, 40, 41, 42) for supplying
in parallel blocks of prediction-coded difference

data contained in one of said groups of blocks;
reference data means (43, 53, 54, 55, 56,

48, 49, 50, 51) for supplying in parallel plural
blocks of reference data, each of said blocks of

reference data being formed on the basis of the
motion vector associated with said one of said

groupsof blocks and correspondingto one ofsaid
blocks of prediction-coded difference data sup-

plied by said output means; and
a plurality of adding means(57, 58, 59, 60)

each connected to said output means and said
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reference data meansfor adding a respective one
of said blocks of prediction-coded difference data

and the corresponding block of reference data.

An apparatus according to claim 7, wherein each
of said groups of blocks is a macroblock whichin-
cludes four blocks of prediction-coded data and

said plurality of adding means consists of four ad-
ders (57, 58, 59, 60) operating in parallel.

An apparatus according to any one of claims 7
and 8, wherein said reference data means com-

prises:

a plurality of reference data memories (44,
45, 46, 47) from which reference data is read out
in parallel on the basis of said motion vector as-

sociated with said one of said groups of blocks;
a plurality of buffer memories (48, 49, 50,

51), each for temporarily storing the reference
data read out from a respective oneof said plur-

ality of reference data memories and for reading
out the temporarily stored data on the basis of
said motion vector associated with said one of

said group of blocks; and
distributing means (52) connected be-

tween said buffer memories and said adding
means for distributing among said plurality of

adding means,on the basis of said motion vector
associated with said one of said groups of blocks,
the reference data read out from said plurality of
buffer memories.

An apparatus according to any one of claims 7
and 8, wherein said reference data means com-

prises:

a plurality of reference data memories (44,

45, 46, 47) from which reference data is read out
in parallel on the basis of said motion vector as-

sociated with said one of said groups of blocks;
a plurality of buffer memories (48, 40, 50,

51), each connected to a respective oneof said
adding means, for temporarily storing reference

data read out from said plurality of reference data
memories and for supplying the temporarily stor-
ed reference data to its respective adding means;
and

distributing means (52) connected be-
tween said reference data memories and said

buffer memories for distributing among the plur-
ality of buffer memories, on the basis of said mo-
tion vector associated with said one of said

groups of blocks, the reference data read out
from the plurality of reference data memories.

An apparatus according to claim 10, wherein
each of said buffer memories temporarily stores
reference data read out from every one of said
reference data memories.
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An apparatus according to any one of claims 7 to
11, wherein said input digital video signal includes
input signal blocks that were formed by transform
encoding and then variable-length encoding
blocks of prediction-coded difference data, and

said output means comprises:

decoding means (30, 31, 32, 33) for vari-
able-length decoding a series of said input signal
blocks;

parallel data means(34) for forming plural
parallel data streams, each of which includesre-

spective onesofsaid series of input signal blocks
which were variable-length decoded by said de-
coding means; and

a plurality of inverse transform means(39,
40, 41, 42) each for receiving a respective one of
said parallel data streams and for performingin-
verse transform processing on the variable-

length decoded signal blocks in the respective
data stream to form blocks of prediction-coded

difference data that are supplied to said adding
means.

An apparatus according to claim 12, wherein said
decoding meansis one ofa plurality of decoding
means(30, 31, 32, 33) for variable-length decod-
ing respective series of input signal blocks; and

further comprising distributing means (25) for
forming said respective series of input signal
blocks to be decoded by said plural decoding
meansfrom a bit stream representing an image
frame and in response to synchronizing signals

provided at predetermined intervals in said bit

stream representing said image frame.

A method of decoding a coded video signal that

represents an image frame, said coded video sig-
nal having beendivided into a plurality of slices
(1, 2, 3, 4), each of said slices being a sequence
of macroblocks (MB), each of said macroblocks
being a two-dimensional array of picture ele-
ments of said image frame, said coded video sig-

nal being a bit stream that represents a sequence
of said slices which together represent said im-
age frame,said bit stream including a plurality of
synchronizing code signals, each of whichis as-
sociated with a respective one ofsaid slices for

indicating a beginning of the respectiveslice, the
method comprising the steps of:

providing a plurality of decoding means
(30, 31, 32, 33), each for decoding a respective
portion of said coded signal that represents said
video frame; and

distributing said slices among said plural-

ity of decoding means in responseto said syn-
chronizing code signals.

A method according to claim 14, wherein said
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plurality of decoding meansis fewer in number
than said plurality of slices into which said coded
video signal which represents said image frame
was divided, and said distributing step includes
distributing said slices in cyclical fashion among
said decoding means.

Amethod according to claim 14, wherein each of
said slices represents a portion of said image

frame whichis one macroblock high and extends
entirely across said image frame.

Amethod according to claim 16, wherein each of
said macroblocksis a 16 x 16 arrayofsaid picture
elements.

A method of decoding input signal blocks that
were formed by transform encoding and then va-

riable-length encoding blocks of video data, the
method comprising the steps of:

variable-length decoding a series of said
input signal blocks;

forming plural parallel data streams, each
of which includes respective ones of said vari-

able-length decodedseriesof input signal blocks;
and

performing, in parallel, inverse transform

processing on the variable-length decodedsignal
blocks in the respective data streams.

A method according to claim 18, further compris-
ing the steps of:

forming in parallel plural series of input sig-
nal blocks from a bit stream representing an im-
age frame of input video signals and in response
to synchronizing signals provided at predeter-

mined intervals in said bit stream representing
said frame of input signals; and

variable-length decoding, in parallel, the
plural series of input signal blocks.

Amethod according to claim 19, further compris-

ing the stepof distributing variable-length decod-
ed input signal blocks from everyoneof said plu-
ral series of input signal blocks to eachofsaid plu-
ral parallel data streams.

Amethodofdecoding an inputdigital video signal
which includes groups of blocks of prediction-
coded difference data, each of said groups con-
sisting of a predeterminedplurality of said blocks
and having a respective motion vector associated
therewith, each of said blocks of prediction-cod-

ed difference data having been formed on the ba-
sis of the respective motion vector associated

with the respective group which includes said
block, the method comprising the stepsof:

outputting in parallel blocks of prediction-
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coded difference data contained in one of said

groupsof blocks;
reading out in parallel from memory, on

the basis of the motion vector associated with

said one of said groups of blocks,plural blocks of
reference data, each of said blocks of reference

data corresponding to one of said blocks of pre-
diction-coded difference data; and

respectively adding, in parallel, the blocks

of prediction-coded difference data containedin

said one of said groups of blocks and the corre-
sponding blocks of reference data.

A method according to claim 21, wherein said
reading out step comprises the sub-stepsof:

reading out the reference data from a plur-
ality of memories on the basis of the motion vec-
tor associated with said one of said groups of
blocks;

distributing, on the basis of the motion

vector associated with said one of said groups of
blocks, the reference data read out from the plur-

ality of memories;
temporarily storing the distributed refer-

ence data; and

reading out the temporarily stored data.

A method according to any one of claims 21 and
22, wherein said input digital video signal in-
cludes input signal blocks that were formed by
transform-encoding and then variable-length en-
coding blocks of prediction-coded difference

data, said outputting step comprising the sub-
stepsof:

variable length decoding a series of said
input signal blocks;

forming plural parallel data streams, each
of which includes respective ones of said vari-

able-length decodedseriesof input signal blocks;
and

performing, in parallel, inverse transform
processing onthe variable-length decodedsignal

blocks in the respective data streams.

Amethod according to claim 23, further compris-
ing the steps of:

formingin parallel plural series of input sig-
nal blocks from a bit stream representing an im-
age frameof input video signals and in response
to synchronizing signals provided at predeter-
mined intervals in said bit stream representing
said frame of input signals; and

variable-length decoding, in parallel, the
plural series of input signal blocks.

A method of decoding a prediction-coded video
signal that represents an image frame,said pre-
diction-coded video signal having been divided
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into a plurality of macroblocks, each of said mac- said macroblocks is composed of sixteen lines,
roblocks being a two-dimensionalarray of picture and said number of memoriesis four.
elements of said image frame, the method com-
prising the stepsof:

providing a plurality of memories each for 5
storing reference data which correspondsto a re-
spective portion of said image frame, said plural-
ity of memories together storing reference data
which represents a complete image frame; and

distributing data representing a recon- 10
structed image framefor storagein said plurality
of memories such that a portion of each macro-

block of the reconstructed image frameis stored
in each of said plurality of memories.

15

26. A method according to claim 25, wherein said
macroblocks are each composed of a predeter-
mined number of two-dimensional blocks and

each of said plurality of memories stores corre-
sponding blocks from all of the macroblocksof an 20

image frame.

27. A method according to claim 26, wherein said
plurality of memories consists of first, second,
third and fourth memories, said macroblocks are 25

each composedoffour blocks which respectively
represent upperleft, upperright, lower left and

lower right quadrants of the respective macro-
block, and said distributing step comprises:

storing in the first memory the blocks rep- 30
resenting the upper left quadrants of all of the
macroblocks;

storing in the second memory the blocks
representing the upper right quadrants ofall of
the macroblocks; 35

storing in the third memory the blocks rep-

resenting the lower left quadrants of all of the
macroblocks; and

storing in the fourth memory the blocks
representing the lowerright quadrants of allofthe 40
macroblocks.

28. A method according to any one ofclaims 25, 26
and 27, wherein said distributing step comprises
storing a first line of each of said macroblocksin 45
a first one of said plurality of memories and stor-
ing a secondline of each of said macroblocksin
a second oneofsaid plurality of memories.

29. Amethod according to claim 28, wherein eachof 50
said macroblocks is composed of a numberof

lines that is an integral multiple of a numberof
memories that forms said plurality of memories,
and said distributing step comprises distributing

said lines of each macroblockin cyclical fashion 55
among said memories.

30. Amethod according to claim 29, wherein each of

14
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Video signal decoding.

A digital video signal that has been encoded
using motion- compensated prediction, trans-
form encoding, and variable-length coding, is
decoded using parallel processing. Frames of
the video signal are dividedinto slices (1, 2, 3, 4)
made up of a sequence of macroblocks (MB).
The signal to be decoded is slice-wise divided
for parallel variable-length decoding. Each vari-
able-length-decoded macroblock is divided into
its constituent blocks for parallel inverse trans-
form processing. Resulting blocks of difference
data are added in parallel to corresponding
blocks of reference data. The blocks of refer-

ence data corresponding to each macroblock
are read out in parallel from reference data
memories (44, 45, 46, 47) on the basis of a
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motion vector (83) associated with the macro-
block. Reference data corresponding to each
macroblock is distributed for storage among a
number of reference data memories.
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® A distributed computer system is disclosed
which comprises a source (30) of a continuous data

stream repetitively including data representing a dis-

tributed computing application and a client computer
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(22), receiving the data stream, for extracting (207)
the distributed computing application representative
data from the data stream, and executing (224) the

extracted distributed computing application.
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The present invention relates to a client-server

distributed computer system. Such a computer
system has application in broadcast multimedia

applications.

Early computer systems were standalone sys-

tems, consisting generally of mainframe comput-
ers. Later, several mainframe computer systems

were closely connected, or clustered, to handle

larger computing jobs, such as a large number of
time sharing users. With the advent of personal

computers, large numbers of relatively low power
standalone computer systems were controlled di-

rectly by their users. Soon these large numbers of
personal computers were coupled together into
networks of computers, providing shared resources
and communications capabilities to the users of the

individual personal computers and between those

users and the preexisting mainframe computers.
One form of such a network includes a central

computer, called a server, which generally includes
a large amount of mass storage. Programs used by

the network users are centrally stored in the mass

storage on the server. When a user desires to run
a program, the user's computer requests that a
copy of that program be sentto it from the server.
In response to that request, the server transfers a

copy of the program from its mass storage to the
main memory of the personal computer of that

user, and the program executes on that personal
computer. Data also may be centrally stored in the

server and shared by all the users on the network.

The data is stored on the mass storage of the

server, and is accessible by all the network users

in response to a request. The server also serves as

a hub for communications of messages (electronic
mail) between network users The server in such a

system handles the storage and distribution of the
programs, data and messages, but does not contri-
bute any processing powerto the actual computing
tasks of any of the users. l.e. a user cannot expect

the server computer to perform any of the process-

ing tasks of the program executing on the personal

computer. While such networks perform a valuable

function, they are not distributed computing sys-
tems, in which interconnected computers cooperate

to perform a single computing task.
In an improvement to such networks, the net-

work may be configured in such a manner that a
user on the network may request that the server, or

other personal computer connected to the network,

execute a program. This is termed remote execu-
tion because a computer (server or other personal

computer) remote from the requester is executing a
program in response to a request from the re-

quester. In such a system, the program of which
remote execution is requested is either sent from

the requester to the remote computer, or retrieved

from the server in response to a request by the
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remote computer. When the program is received, it
is executed. In this manner several computers may

be enlisted to cooperate in performing a computing
function.

Recently, there have been programs which dis-
tribute the actual computing tasks necessary for
performing a single computing function. For exam-
ple, in such a data base program, where the data
base is stored in the mass storage of the server,if
a user desires to make a query of the data base,

the portion of the data base management program
on that user's personal computer will generate a
query request, which is forwarded to the server.

The portion of the data base management program
on the server performs the query processing, e.g.
parsing the query request, locating where the data
specified in the query request resides on its mass

storage device, accessing that data, and sending
the results back to the requesting personal com-
puter over the network. The portion of the data

base management program on the personal com-

puter then processes the data received from the

server, e.g. formatting it, and displaying it on the
screen or printing it on a printer. While the server
is processing the query request, the personal com-
puter is free to perform other processing, and while
the personal computer is generating the query re-
quest, and processing the resulting data received
from the server, the serveris free to process query

requests from other personal computers.

Other types of programs are also amenable to
this type of distributed computing, termed client-

server computing. The sharing of the processing
tasks between the personal computer and the serv-

er improves the overall efficiency of computing
across the network. Such client-server computer

systems, and remote execution networks, may be

termed distributed computing systems because
several computers (the server and/or the respective

peripheral computers) cooperate to perform the

computing function, e.g. data base management.
Recently, broadcast multimedia programs,

more specifically, interactive television (TV) pro-

grams, have been proposed. Interactive TV pro-
gramswill allow a viewerof a television program to
interact with that program. In an interactive TV
system, the central broadcast location (TV network,

local TV studio, cable system, etc.) will have a

central computer, corresponding to the server com-
puter, which will produce signals related to the
interactive TV program to be broadcast simulta-
neously with the TV (video and audio) signals.
These signals carry data representing the inter-
active TV program and may include commands,

executable program code and/or data for control-
ling the viewerinteraction. Each viewer location will
have a computer, corresponding to the client com-
puter, which will receive the commands, executable
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code and/or data from the central computer, ex-

ecute the executable code, process the received

data, accept input from the user and provide data

to the user by means of the TV screen. The input

from the user may be sent back to the computerat

the broadcast location, allowing the user to interact
with the interactive TV program.

U.S. Patent 4,965,825, SIGNAL PROCESSING
APPARATUS AND METHODS, issued Oct. 23,

1990 to Harvey et al., describes an interactive TV

system in which a central broadcast location in-

cludes signals carrying commands, executable
code and data in, for example, the vertical blanking
interval of the television signal for receipt by the
computer systems at the viewer locations. A com-

puter at the viewer location extracts the commands,
executable code and data and executes the code

to process the data and interact with the user. Such

a system is comparable to the remote execution

function of distributed computer systems, de-

scribed above, in that the viewer computer is en-

listed into the interactive TV program, and is con-
trolled by the central location.

In all of the above systems, a central computer

controls or responds to requests from peripheral

computers attached to it through a network.l.e. the
peripheral computer (personal computer) requests

remote execution of a program, requests a file or
message from, or sends a query request to, an-
other computer. Only in response to a request

does the other computer provide a response, e.g.
remote execution, the requested file, message or

retrieved data. In addition, in general, the peripheral
computer is required to have all the resources

necessary to completely, or almost completely, ex-

ecute the desired program, with the server acting

only as another storage mechanism. or at most
sharing a portion of the computing tasks.

The inventors herein propose a_ distributed

computing system in which a server computer con-
tinuously produces a data stream. This data stream

acts a mass storage device for the client comput-

ers receiving it. This data stream repetitively in-
cludes data representing a distributed computing
application in which the client computer may par-

ticipate, including executable code and data. A
transport mechanism, including a high speed, one-
way, communication path, carries the data stream
from the server to the client. The client receives

the data stream, extracts the distributed computing
representative data and executes the distributed

computing application.
In accordance with principles of the present

invention, a distributed computer system comprises

a source of a continuous data stream repetitively

including data representing a distributed computing
application and a client computer, receiving the
data stream, for extracting the distributed comput-
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ing application representative data from the data
stream, and executing the extracted distributed
computing application.

In a distributed computing system according to
the invention, the client computer system need not

include all the resources, in particular, main mem-

ory and mass storage, necessary to perform the
entire program. Instead, no mass storage is re-
quired because the data stream provides the func-

tion of the mass storage device, and the main

memory requirement is modest because only the

currently executing portion of the program need be
stored in memory. When the currently executing
portion has completed, its memory space is freed

up, and the next executing portion is extracted
from the data stream, stored in the freed memory

space, and that portion begins execution.
In addition, a distributed computing system ac-

cording to the present invention allows the user of
the client computer to have the option of participat-

ing in the distributed computing task.If it is desired

to participate, the client computer extracts the data

representing the distributed computing application
and executes the distributed computing application,
as described above.If it is desired not to partici-

pate, the data stream is merely ignored, and the
processing desired by the user, or none atall, is
performed. Such a distributed computing system
also allows each participating client computer to
join the distributed computing function at any time
and to proceed at its own pace in performing its
own computing function.

A distributed computing system according to
the present invention is particularly amenable to

interactive TV applications because it allows a
viewer to tune into an interactive TV channel at any

time, join in the interactivity whenever desired (or

not at all), and allows all the viewers to proceed at

their different paces. This is especially advanta-

geous in an environment when an interactive com-
mercial, with its own executable code and data,

may be presented within an interactive program,or

whenthe viewer wishes to change channels.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

In the drawing:
FIGURE 1 is a block diagram of a distributed
computing system according to the present in-
vention;

FIGURE 2 is a block diagram of a server com-
puter as illustrated in FIGURE 1;

FIGURE 3 is a timing diagram illustrating the
data streams produced by a server computerin

a distributed computing system asillustrated in
FIGURE1;

FIGURE4 is a block diagram of a client com-
puter as illustrated in FIGURE 1.
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FIGURE 1 is a block diagram of a distributed
computing system according to the present inven-
tion. In FIGURE 1, a server computer 10, which

may include a large computer system, is coupled
to a plurality of client computers 20 through a
transport mechanism 30. The server computer 10

may be coupled to more than the three client

computers 20 illustrated in FIGURE 1, and the

client computers 20 may be geographically widely
dispersed. Client computer 22 is_ bidirectionally
coupled to a local computer 40, to an auxiliary data

processing system 50 and to a central processing
facility 60. The central processing facility 60 is
bidirectionally coupled to the server computer 10.

The central processing facility 60 may also be
connected to facilities other than the server com-

puter 10 illustrated in FIGURE 1. The local com-
puter 40 is further bidirectionally coupled to a mass

storage device 70. The client computer 22 interacts
with a user 80 by providing information to the user
via a display screen or other output device (not

shown) and by accepting information from the user
via a keyboard or other input device (also not

shown).

Client computers 24 and 26 also interact with
their users, (not shown in order to simplify the

drawing). In addition, client computers 24 and 26
are bidirectionally coupled to the central process-

ing facility 60. Such links are optional, however.
The only requirements for any client computer 20

is a way to interact with a user, and a connection to

the transport mechanism 30. Links to local comput-

ers, auxiliary data processing systems, and the
central processing facility 60 are all optional, and
need not be present in every one of the client
computers 20.

The transport mechanism 30 includes a un-

idirectional high speed digital data link, such as a
direct fiber optic or digital satellite link from the
server 10 to the client computers 20. The data may

be transported over the transport system 30 by a
packet data system. In such a system, a stream of

data packets, each including identification informa-
tion indicating, among other things, the type of data
contained in that packet and the actual data, is

transmitted through the data link. Such a packet
data system allows several independent streams of

data, each identified by identification information in

their packets, to be time multiplexed within a single
stream of packets.

In addition, it is possible to multiplex a plurality

of such packet data streams over respective chan-

nels on the same physical medium (fiber optic or

satellite radio link) making up the transport mecha-
nism 30. For example, different data streams may

be modulated on carrier signals having different
frequencies. These modulated carriers may be

transmitted via respective transponders on a sat-
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ellite link, for example. Further, if a particular tran-

sponder has sufficient capacity, it is possible to

time multiplex several data streams on a single
modulated carrier.

The client computers 20 each contain a data

receiver for selecting one of the streams of packets
being transported over the transport mechanism
30, receiving the selected stream of packets and
extracting the data contained in them. Continuing
the above example, the data receiver may include

a tunable demodulator for receiving one of the
respective modulated carriers from the satellite link.

In addition, the data receiver may include circuitry

for time demultiplexing the respective data streams
being carried by that modulated carrier.

In operation, the server 10 produces a continu-

ous data stream in the form of a stream of packets
for the client computers 20. The server 10 repet-

itively inserts a packet, or successive packets, con-

taining data representing the distributed computing
application, including at least one executable code
module, into the data stream. This code module

contains executable code for the client computers

20. The data receiver in, for example, client com-

puter 22, continuously monitors the packets in the

data stream on transport mechanism 30. When a

packetincluding identification information indicating
that it contains the code module (or a portion of the

code module) required by the client computer 22 is

present in the data stream, the client computer 22

detects its presence, extracts the code module (or

the portion of the code module) from that packet

and stores it in the main memory. When the code

module is completely received, the client computer

22 begins to executeit.
There may be more than one code module

placed in the continuous data stream, each contain-

ing a different portion of the distributed computing
application. For example, it is possible to divide the

distributed computing application into small por-
tions in such a manner that only one portion at a
time need be executed at a time. The portion of

the distributed computing application currently
needed to execute is loaded into the memory of

the client computer 22. When that portion has

completed its execution, then a code module con-

taining the executable code for the next portion of
the distributed computing application is extracted
from the data stream, stored in memory and ex-

ecuted. Each portion is extracted from the data

stream as needed. If there is sufficient memory in

the client computer 22, it is possible to load several

code modules into the memory and switch be-

tween them, without extracting them from the data

flow, but this is not necessary. By structuring a
distributed computing application in this manner,
the required memorysize of the client computer 22

may be minimized
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The server 10 may also repetitively include a

packet or packets containing one or more data
modules in the data stream. The data modules

contain data to be processed by the executable

code in the code module. Prior to, or during the
execution of the code from a previously extracted

code module, the client computer 22 may require
access to the data in the data module or modules.

If so, the client computer 22 monitors the data

stream for the required data module or modules.

When packets containing the data module or mod-
ules (or portions of the data module or modules)

are present in the data stream, they are extracted,

and the contents stored in the main memory of the

client computer 22. When all the required data

modules have been completely received, the client

computer 22 begins or continues execution of the
code from the code module to process the data
from the received data module or modules. As is

the case for code modules, it is possible for more

than one data module to be stored in memory,if

there is sufficient memory in client computer 22.

The server 10 may further repetitively include

in the data stream a packet or packets containing a
directory of the code and data modules currently

being included in the data stream. The directory
includes a list of all the code and data modules

which are present in the data stream, along with
information about those modules. If a directory is

present in the data stream, then, prior to extraction

of any code or data modules from the data stream,

the client computer 22 monitors the data stream for

the directory. When packets containing the direc-
tory (or portions of the directory) are present in the

data stream, they are extracted, and their data
stored in the main memory of the client computer

22. When the directory has been completely re-

ceived, the client computer 22 evaluates the entries

in the directory, then requests the first code and/or
data module from the data stream and execution

proceeds as described above.
Any of the client computers 20 may join the

distributed computing function represented by the
packet stream at any time, and each of the client

computers 20 may operate at its own speed, gen-
erally in response to the user 80. In order to allow

for this, the server 10 repetitively places the direc-

tory and all the code and data modules which the

client computers 20 may require to perform their

portion of the distributed computing function into
the data stream on the transport mechanism 30.

Whenever one of the client computers 20 joins the

distributed computing function, it monitors the new-
ly selected packet stream on the transport mecha-

nism 30 for the directory module, extracts it, and

processes it as described above. During execution,
whenever one of the client computers 20 requires
the a new code and/or data module, it monitors the
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data stream on the transport mechanism 30 for the

newly required code and/or data module, extracts it
and either executes it, if it is a code module, or

processes it if it is a data module, as described
above.

The packet data stream mayalso include pack-

ets of auxiliary data. This data is not required by

the client computer 22 for execution of the code,

although it may be related to the execution be-
cause the user 80 may interact with the executing

program on the client computer 22 based on re-
ceived auxiliary data. The data stream receiver in

the client computer 22 recognizes the auxiliary
data packets in the data stream on the transport

mechanism 30 and passes them directly to the

auxiliary data processor 50. The auxiliary data pro-

cessor 50 processes its packets independently of
the client computer 22. If the auxiliary data must be

presented to the user 80, the auxiliary data proces-

sor 50 may provide its own display device (not

shown) which may be shared with the client com-

puter 22, or the display device (not shown) asso-

ciated with the client computer 22 may be shared

with the auxiliary data processor 50, to provide a

single information display to the user 80. The auxil-
iary data processor 50 may have links to other

illustrated elements (not shown), but that is depen-

dent upon the type of data.

In an interactive TV system, for example, the

auxiliary data includes the video and audio portions

of the underlying television signal. For example, the
auxiliary data would include video packets contain-

ing MPEG, or MPEG-like, encoded data represent-
ing the television image and audio packets contain-
ing digitally encoded audio. Further, there may
possibly be several different audio packet streams

carrying respective audio channels for stereo, sec-
ond audio program (SAP) or multilanguage capabil-
ity. In an auxiliary data processor 50 in such a

system, the video packets would be supplied to a

known MPEG (or similar) decoder (not shown)

which would generate standard video signals,

which would be supplied to a television receiver or

video monitor (not shown). The audio packets

would be supplied to a known audio decoder (not

shown) which would generate standard audio sig-
nals for the television receiver or speakers (not

shown).

In such an interactive TV system, the client

computer 22 may, in response to execution of the

executable code module, generate graphic displays
to supply information to the user 80. These graphic
displays may be combined with the standard video

signal from the MPEG decoder in a known manner,
and the combined image displayed on the televi-
sion receiver or video monitor. The client computer

22 may also generate sounds to provide other
information to the viewer. The generated sounds
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may be combined, in known manner, with the stan-

dard audio signals from the audio decoder, and the
combined sound played through the television re-
ceiver or speakers.

Furthermore, time code data may be included

in either or both of the television auxiliary packet

data stream and the packet data stream represent-

ing the interactive TV application. This permits
synchronization of any graphic images or sounds
generated by the client computer 22 with the televi-

sion signal from the auxiliary data. In this case, the
client computer 22 would have access to the time

code data, and would control the generation of the
graphic image and/or sound to occurat the desired
time, as supplied by the time code data.

In such an interactive TV system, both the

client computer 22 and the auxiliary data processor

50 may be contained in a single enclosure, such as
a television receiver, or television set-top decoder
box. A television receiver, or decoder box would

include connectors for attaching to a local com-

puter or other equipment.

The user 80 provides input to the program
running on the client computer 22 during its execu-
tion. This data may be required by the server 10 in

order to effect the distributed Computing function.
In an interactive TV system, for example, user 80

may provide input to the client computer through a
handheld remote control unit.

The user data is transferred to the server com-

puter 10 via the central processing facility 60. In
one embodiment, data is sent from the client com-

puters 20 to the server computer 10 via modems

through the telephone system acting as the central
processing facility 60. The server computer 10
receives and processes the data received from the

client computers 20 during execution of its portion
of the distributed computing function.

Server computer 10 may generate new, or
modify existing, code and/or data modules in the
data stream on the transport mechanism 30, in a
manner described below, based on that received

data. Alternatively, the server computer 10 may

immediately return information to the client com-

puters 20 in the other direction through the central
processing facility 60. The information in newly
generated code and/or data modules is processed
by all client computers 20 participating in the dis-
tributed computing function, while information
passed from the server computer 10 to the client

computers 20 through the central processing fa-
cility 60 is specifically related to the client com-

puter (22, 24, 26) to which that information was
sent.

In another embodiment, the central processing
facility 60 may include its own computer system,

separately connected by modem to both the client

computers 20 and the server computer 10 through
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the telephone system. In either of the above em-

bodiments, the central computing facility 60 pro-
vides access to other computers or processing
facilities (not shown) via the telephone system.

Thus, if information from other computer systems

is needed to perform the distributed computing
function, those computer systems may be acces-

sed via modem through the telephone system by
either the client computers 20 or the server com-

puter 10.

An input/output (I/O) port on the client com-

puter 22 is coupled to a corresponding port on the
local computer 40. Local computer 40 is collocated

with the client computer 22. Local computer 40

may be a personal computer used by the user 80

of the client computer 22, or may be a larger
computer, or computer network located at the
same site as the client computer 22. This allows

the client computer 22 to access data on the at-

tached mass storage 70 of the personal computer
or a computer on the network located at the client

computer 22 site. In addition, the client computer

22 may use the mass storage 70 of the local
computer 40 for storage of data to be retrieved
later. It is likely that the local computer 40 will

include both an output device (not shown) such as

a computer monitor and an input device (also not

shown) such as a computer keyboard. Both of

these may be shared with the client computer 22

and/or the auxiliary data processor 50, as de-
scribed above.

For example, the distributed computing system

illustrated in Figure 1 may be part of a widespread
corporate computing system, and the server 10
may be located at a central location of that cor-
poration. The client computer 22 may be located at

a remote location, and the local computer 40 may

be coupled to the personal computer network at

that location. Workers at that location may store

shared data (e.g. financial information) on the serv-
er connected to that network. The distributed com-

puting function may include gathering local finan-

cial data from the client computers at the remote

locations, processing that financial data and return-
ing overall financial results to the client computers.
In such an application, the executable code ex-

ecuted on the client computer 22 accesses the

data from the local computer 40 (either from its

attached mass storage 70 or through the network)
through the I/O port, and sends it to the server
computer 10 through the central processing facility
60. The server computer 10 continues its process-

ing based on the information received from client
computer 22 (and other client computers 20), and

returns the results of that processing to the client
computers 20 either through the central processing
facility 60 or via the data stream on the transport
mechanism 30.
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In another example, the distributed computing
system may be an interactive television system,

broadcasting a home shopping show asthedistrib-
uted computing application. In such a case, the
auxiliary data carries the video and audio portion of

the television signal, which may show and describe
the items being offered for sale, and may include
both live actors and overlaid graphics generated at
the central studio. Code and data modules making
up the interactive television application may include

data about the products which will be offered for

sale during this show, or portion of the show, and
executable code to interact with the user in the

manner described below.

When a viewer wishes to order an item, a

button is pressed on the TV remote control. This

button signals the client computer 22 to display a
series of instructions and menus necessary to so-

licit the information necessary to place the order,

e.g. the item number, name and address of the
viewer, the method of payment, the credit card

number (if needed), etc. These instructions are

generated in the client computer as graphics which
are overlaid on the television video image.It is also
possible for a computer generated voice to be
generated and combined with the television audio
either by voice-over, or by replacing the television
audio. The viewer responds to the instruction by

providing the requested information via the TV re-
mote control. When the information requested by

the on-screen display and/or voice instructions has

been entered by the viewer, it is sent to a central

computer via the modem in the client computer. An

order confirmation may be sent in the other direc-

tion from the central computer.
It is also possible that permanent information

about the viewer(i.e. the name, address, method of

payment and credit card number) may be preen-

tered once by the viewer, so it is not necessary to
solicit that information each time an order is

placed. The information is stored in permanent
memory in the client computer. In such a case,

when an order is placed, that information is re-

trieved from the permanent memory, appended to
the item number and transmitted to the central

computer. It is further possible that, by means of
time codes, or other commands, inserted into the

data stream, the client computer will know which

item is currently being offered for sale. In such a
case, the viewer will be able to order it by simply

pressing one button on the TV remote control. In
response, the client computer can combine the

previously received information related to the item

currently being offered for sale with the previously
stored personal information related to the viewer,

and transmit the order to the central computer and
receive the confirmation in return.
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Because the code and data modules related to

the home shopping program are repetitively in-
serted into the data stream, a viewer may tune into

the program at any time and be able to participate
interactively. Similarly, it is not necessary for the
viewer to participate interactively, but may simply

ignore the interactive portion of the show.
It is also possible for the client computer 22 to

receive control information from the local computer

40. For example, the user 80, using the local com-

puter 40, could control the client computer 22 via

the I/O port to select a desired one of the data
streams on transport mechanism 30, and process

the program currently being broadcast on that data
stream, with interaction with the user 80 through
the input and output devices (not shown) con-

nected to the local computer 40.
It is further possible for the user 80 to cause

the client computer 22 to access the server com-

puter 10 through the central processing facility 60,
instead of via the data stream on transport mecha-
nism 30, and receive code and data modules via
this bidirectional link.

FIGURE 2 is a block diagram illustrating a
server computer 10 as illustrated in FIGURE 1. In

FIGURE 2, a source of distributed computing ap-
plication code and data 101 includes an application

compiler, and software management module (not
shown) and has an output terminal coupled to an

input terminal of a flow builder 102. An output

terminal of flow builder 102 is coupled to an input

terminal of a transport packetizer 104. An output

terminal of transport packetizer 104 is coupled to a

first input terminal of a packet multiplexer 106. An

output terminal of packet multiplexer 106 is coup-
led to an input terminal of a transport multiplexer

110. An output terminal of transport multiplexer 110

is coupled to the physical medium making up the
transport mechanism 30 (of FIGURE 1). A second
input terminal of packet multiplexer 106 is coupled

to a source of auxiliary data packets 107. A clock
109 has respective output terminals coupled to

corresponding input terminals of the transport pac-
ketizer 104 and auxiliary data source 107. A data
transceiver 103 has an first bidirectional terminal

coupled to the central processing facility 60 (of
FIGURE 1) and a secondbidirectional data coupled
to the application code and data source 101.

Application code and data source 101, flow

builder 102, transport packetizer 104, auxiliary data

source 107, clock 109 and packet multiplexer 106,
in combination, form a channel source 108 for the

transport mechanism, illustrated by a dashed box

in . Other channel sources, including similar com-
ponents as thoseillustrated in channel source 108

but not shown in FIGURE 1, are represented by
another dashed box 108a. The other channel sour-

ces (108a) have output terminals coupled to other
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input terminals of the transport multiplexer 110, and

may have input terminals coupled to central pro-

cessing facilities through data transceivers.
In operation, data representing the distributed

computing application program, and data related to
the transmission of the program over the transport
mechanism 30 are supplied to the flow builder 102

from the application source 101. This data may be

supplied either in the form of files containing data
representing the code and data modules, or by

scripts providing information on how to construct
the code and data modules, or other such informa-

tion. The code and data modules may be constant

or may change dynamically, based on inputs re-
ceived from the client computers 20 via the central

computing facility 60 and/or other sources. The
executable code and data module files may be

generated by a compiler, interpreter or assembler
in a known mannerin response to source language
programming by an application programmer. The
data file related to the transmission of the modules

includes such information as: the desired repetition

rates for the directory and the code and data
modules to be included in the data stream; the size

of main memory in the client computers 20 re-

quired to store each module, and to completely

execute the application program; a priority level for
the module, if it is a code module,etc.

Flow builder 102 processes the data from the

application source 101. In response, flow builder

102 constructs a directory module, giving an over-
all picture of the application program. The informa-

tion in the directory module includes e.g. the iden-
tification of all the code and data modules being
repetitively transmitted in the data stream, their
size and possibly other information related to those

modules. Then the application program representa-
tive data is processed to generate the code and
data modules. The directory, code and data mod-

ules thus constructed are formatted by adding
module headers and error detection and/or correc-
tion codes to each module. A transmission sched-

ule is also generated. After this processing is com-
plete, the data representing the directory module
and the code and data modules are repetitively

presented to the transport packetizer 104 according
to the schedule previously generated.

The transport packetizer 104 generates a
stream of packets representing the directory mod-
ule and the code and data modules as they are

emitted from the flow builder 102. Each packet has

a constant predetermined length, and is generated
by dividing the data stream from the flow builder
into groups of bits, and adding a packet header

with information identifying the information con-
tained in the packet, and an error detection and/or

correction code,etc., to each group, such that each
packet is the same predetermined length. (If there
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is insufficient data from the flow builder 102 to

completely fill a packet, the packet is padded with

null data.) These packets are time multiplexed with

the auxiliary data packets, in a known manner, to

form a single packet stream in the packet mul-
tiplexer 106. It is also possible for the generated
packets to have varying lengths. In this case, the
packet header for each packet will contain the

length of that packet. In addition, time code data
packets are placed in the data stream packets

and/or the auxiliary data packets based on data
received from the clock 109.

Packet streams from ail of the channel sources

(108,108a) are multiplexed into a single transport
channel, which is transmitted through transport
mechanism 30. As described above, the packet

streams may be frequency multiplexed by having
each packet stream modulate a carrier signal at a
different frequency, with all of the carriers being
carried by a satellite link to the client computers
20, in a known manner. In addition, if there is

sufficient capacity within one carrier channel, sev-

eral packet streams may bestatistically time mul-

tiplexed, and used to modulate a single carrier,
also in a known manner. For example, it has been

proposed to time multiples up to eight interactive
television data streams through a single satellite
link.

Data from the client computers 20 via the cen-

tral processing facility 60 (of FIGURE 1) is received
at the server computer 10 by the data transceiver

103, which may include its own processor (not

shown). If an immediate response is generated, the
transceiver 103 processor returns that response via

the central processing facility 60 to a specific client
computer (22-26), a specific set of the client com-

puters 20 or to all client computers 20 in their turn.

lf, however, a common responseto all client com-

puters 20 is desired, the application programmer
may amend the code and data files in the applica-

tion code and data source 101 using the applica-
tion compiler. These amended files are then pro-

cessed by the flow builder again to generate an-
other flow. It is further possible that the code and

data files in the application source 101 may be

amended automatically and dynamically (i.e. in real

time) in response to data received from the tran-

sceiver 103, and the flow updated as the data is

being received from the client computers 20.
FIGURE 3 is a timing diagram illustrating the

data streams produced by the server computer 10

in a distributed computing system as illustrated in
FIGURE 1. In FIGURE 3 server computer 10 is

shown as simultaneously producing a plurality of
packet streams 32-38. Each packet stream (32-38)

is shown as a horizontal band divided into packets

having the same duration and numberof bits. As
described above, it is possible that the size of the
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packets within any packet stream vary with the
amount of data to be carried. In FIGURE 3 it can

be seen that the starting times of the packets are
not synchronized. It is possible to synchronize the

packets, but it in not necessary. In FIGURE 3,

packets carrying data representing directories are
designated DIR, packets carrying data representing
code modules are designated CM, packets carrying
data representing data modules are designated
DM, and packets carrying auxiliary data are des-

ignated AUX.
In the top series of packets 32, the leftmost

packet contains data representing a code module,
CM. This is followed by three packets containing
auxiliary data, AUX, followed by another packet

containing data representing the code module, CM.
From the series of packets 32 it can be seen that
the code module is repetitively produced. There

may be more or fewer packets in between succes-

sive repetitions of the code module packets CM.

The rate of repetition may be specified by the

programmer when the application is programmed,
and may be varied during the execution of the
application.

In the next series of packets 34, the leftmost

packet contains auxiliary data, AUX. The next two

packets contain respective portions of a code mod-

ule (CM1,CM2). The last packet contains auxiliary
data, AUX. From the series of packets 34 it can be

seen that if a code module is too large to be
contained in a single packet, it may be carried by
more than one, with each packet containing a por-

tion of the code module. Although two packets are
illustrated in the series of packets 34 as containing
the code module (CM1,CM2), any number of pack-
ets may be used to carry the code module, de-

pending upon its size. The two packets carrying
the code module, (CM1,CM2) are repetitively trans-
mitted (not shown) in the series of packets 34, as
described above.

In the series of packets 36, the leftmost packet

contains data representing a code module (CM).

The next packet (DM1) is a first packet containing
data representing a data module. The next packet
contains auxiliary data, AUX. The next packet

(DM2) is a second packet containing the remaining
data representing the data module. From the series
of packets 36 it may be seen that a data module

(DM1,DM2), associated with the code module

(CM), may also be included in the packet stream.
Both the code module (CM) and the data module
(DM1,DM2)are repetitively transmitted (not shown)

in the series of packets 36. The rate of repetition of

the code module (CM) may be different from that

of the data module (DM1,DM2), and both rates may

be specified by the application programmer and
varied during the execution of the application.
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It may further be seen that if the data module

is too large to be contained in a single packet, it
may be carried by more than one packet, with

each packet containing a portion of the data mod-
ule. Although two packets are illustrated in the
series of packets 36 as containing the data module
(DM1,DM2), any number of packets may be used

to carry the data module, depending upon its size.
It may be further seen that the packets carrying the
data module need not be transmitted sequentially,

but may have intervening packets in the packet
stream. The sameis true for multiple packets car-

rying a code module or directory module (not
shown).

In the bottommost series of packets 38, the

leftmost packet contains data representing the di-
rectory (DIR). The next packet contains data repre-

senting a code module (CM), followed by a packet
containing auxiliary data (AUX) and a packet con-
taining data representing a data module (DM). In
the series of packet 38 all of a directory module

(DIR), a code module (CM) and a data module

(DM) in a single packet stream may be seen. The
respective repetition rates of these three modules

may be different, as specified by the programmer
of the application, and may be varied during the
execution of the application.

FIGURE 4 is a block diagram of a client com-
puter 22 asillustrated in FIGURE 1. In FIGURE4,
transport mechanism 30 (of FIGURE 1) is coupled
to an input terminal of a stream selector 202. An

output terminal of stream selector 202 is coupled to

respective input terminals of an auxiliary data ex-

tractor 204 and a packet data extractor 206. An

output terminal of auxiliary data extractor 204 is
coupled to the auxiliary data processor 50 (of FIG-

URE 1). A bidirectional terminal of packet data

extractor 206 is coupled to a corresponding termi-
nal of a stream I/O adapter 208. A control output
terminal of stream |/O adapter 208 is coupled to a

corresponding control input terminal of stream se-
lector 202. The combination of stream selector 202,

auxiliary data extractor 204 and packet data extrac-
tor 206 form a data stream receiver 207 for client

computer 22, illustrated by a dashed line in FIG-
URE4.

Stream I/O adapter 208 forms a part of a

processing unit 224 in client computer 22, illus-
trated by a dashed line in FIGURE 4. In addition to

the stream I/O adapter 208, processing unit 224
includes a processor 210, read/write memory

(RAM) 212 and read-only memory (ROM) 214

coupled together in a known mannervia a system
bus 216. Further input and output facilities are

provided by an I/O port 218, coupled to the local
processor 40 (of FIGURE 1); user I/O adapter 220,

for communicating with user 80; and modem 222,
coupled to the central processing facility 60 (of
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FIGURE1); all also coupled to the system bus 216
in a known manner. Other adapters (not shown)
may be coupled to system bus 216 to provide

other capabilities to the processing unit 224.
As described above, auxiliary data extractor

204, I/O port 218 and modem 222 are not required

in a client computer 20 according to the present
invention. They are illustrated in FIGURE 1 and
FIGURE4 to show optional additional functionality.

In operation, processor 210 of processing unit

224 retrieves program instructions permanently
stored in ROM 214, or temporarily stored in RAM
212, and executes the retrieved instructions to read

data from ROM 212 and/or RAM 214, write data to

RAM 212 and/or receive data from or supply data

to outside sources via the I/O port 218, user I/O
adapter 220 and/or modem 222, in a known man-

ner. Under program control, processor 210 may
also request a code and/or data module from the

data stream supplied to the client computer 22 via

the transport mechanism 30 (of FIGURE 1). To
retrieve this data, processor 210 first instructs

stream V/O adapter 208 to send a selection control

signal to the stream selector 202, possibly in re-
sponse to user input from user I/O adapter 220.
Then processor 210 issues a request for a specific

code or data module to the stream I/O adapter 208.
Stream I/O adapter 208 relays this request to the
packet data extractor 204.

Transport mechanism 30 (of FIGURE 1) sup-
plies all of the plurality of packet streams (32-38 of

Figure 3) it carries to the stream selector 202,

which passes only the selected packet stream.

Auxiliary data extractor 204 monitors the selected

packet stream, extracts the auxiliary data packets
from it and supplies them directly to the auxiliary

data processor 50 (of FIGURE 1). Packet data
extractor 206 similarly monitors the selected packet

stream, extracts the directory, code and/or data

module packets requested by the stream I/O adapt-
er 208 and supplies them to the stream I/O adapter
208. The data in the packets returned to the stream

V/O adapter 208 is supplied to the RAM 212. When
the entire module has been retrieved from the

packet stream (which may require several packets,

as described above), processor 210 is notified of

its receipt by the stream I/O adapter 208. Proces-
sor 210 may then continue execution of its pro-
gram.

The data stream in a distributed computing
system illustrated in FIGURE 1 is similar to a mass

storage system in prior art systems. An application
program executing on the processor 210 makes a
request for a module listed in the directory in the

same manner that such a program would make a
requestfor a file containing a code or data module
previously stored on a mass storage device in a
prior art system. The data stream receiver 207 is
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similar to a mass storage device, and stream I/O
208 acts in a similar manner to a mass storage
adapter on a prior art system by locating the de-
sired data, transferring it to a predetermined loca-
tion (I/O buffer) in the system memory and inform-

ing the processor of the completion of the retrieval.
However, the stream I/O adapter 208 can only
retrieve code and data from the data stream; data
cannotbe written to the data stream.

As described above, the distributed computing

application may be divided into more than one

code module, each containing executable code for
a different portion of the distributed computing ap-
plication. When a particular code module is de-

sired, processor 210 requests that code module

from stream I/O adapter 208. When execution of
that module has completed, processor 210 re-
quests the next module from stream I/O 208. Be-

cause code and data modules are repetitively car-

ried on the data stream, a module may be deleted

from RAM 212 when it is not currently needed

without the necessity of temporarily being stored,
because if it is required later, it may again be
retrieved from the data stream when needed. How-

ever, if RAM 212 has sufficient capacity, processor

210 may request stream I/O adapter to simulta-
neously load several code modules into RAM 212.

lf this can be done, then processor 210 may switch

between code modules without waiting for stream
VO adapter 208 to extract them from the data
stream.

As described above, other I/O adapters may be
coupled to the system bus 216 in a known manner.

For example, in an interactive TV system, a graph-
ics adapter may be coupled to system bus 216.

The graphics adapter generates signals represent-

ing graphical images, in a known manner, in re-
sponseto instructions from the processor 210. Fur-

ther, these signals may be combined with the stan-
dard video signal produced by the video decoder
(described above) in the auxiliary data processor

50 of an interactive TV system. When the graphical

image representative signal and the standard video
signal are combined, the resulting signal represents
an image in which the image generated by the
graphics adapter is superimposed on the image
represented by the broadcast video signal. It is
also possible to selectively combine these two im-

age representative signals under the control of the
processor 210.

An interactive TV system, may also include a

sound adapter coupled to the system bus 216. The

sound adapter generates a signal representing a
computer generated sound (such as music, syn-
thesized voice or other sound), in a known manner,

in response to instructions from the processor 210.

Further, these signals may be combined with the
standard audio signal produced by the audio de-
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coder (described above) in the auxiliary data pro-

cessor 50 of an interactive TV system. When the

sound representative signal and the standard audio
signal are combined, the resulting signal represents
the combination of the sound generated by the
sound adapter and the broadcast audio signal. It is
also possible to selectively combine these two

sound representative signals under the control of
the processor 210.

The timing of the generation and display of the

graphical image and sound representative signals,
may be controlled by receipt of the time code data
from the data stream. This enables an executable

code module to synchronize the display of proces-

sor generated image and presentation of processor
generated sound to the broadcast video and aucio.
It is further possible to synchronize the operation of
the interactive TV application by the insertion of

specialized packets into the data stream which

cause an interrupt of the code currently executing
in processor 210. Stream I/O 208 monitors the data

stream for such specialized packets, and generates
an interrupt, in a known manner, for the processor

210. Processor 210 respondsto that interrupt, also

in known manner, by executing an interrupt service
routine (ISR). This ISR may be used for synchro-
nization of the interactive TV application, or other
purposes.

A client computer 22 in a distributed computing
system asillustrated in FIGURE 1 does not need a

mass storage device, nor a large amount of RAM
212. Such a system decreases the cost of a client
computer, and increases the functionality of the

lower cost client computers. In addition, such a

client computer has the option of participating in a
distributed computing function, may join in the dis-

tributed computing function at any time (or may
drop out and return later), and may participate at

its own pace.

Claims

1. A distributed computer system characterized

by:

a source (10) of a continuous data stream

repetitively including data representing a dis-
tributed computing application; and

a client computer (20), receiving (207) the
data stream, extracting (206) the distributed
computing application representative data from
the data stream, and executing (224) the ex-
tracted distributed computing application.

2. The computer system of claim 1, further char-

acterized by an auxiliary data processor;
wherein:

the data stream source produces the data

stream further including auxiliary data; and
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the client computer extracts the auxiliary

data from the data stream and supplies it to

the auxiliary data processor.

The computer system of claim 2, characterized
in that:

the data stream source produces the data

stream in the form of a series of packets;

a first one of the series of packets contains

data representing the distributed computing

application and includes identification informa-

tion indicating that the first one of the series of
packets contains data representing the distrib-
uted computing application; and

a second one of the series of packets

contains auxiliary data and includes identifica-

tion information indicating that the second one
of the series of packets contains auxiliary data.

The computer system of claim 1, characterized
in that:

the data stream source simultaneously

produces a_ plurality of continuous data

streams, each repetitively including data repre-
senting a respective distributed computing ap-
plication; and

the client computer further includes a data

receiver for selectively receiving one of the
plurality of data streams, and extracting the
distributed computing application representa-
tive data included in the selected one of the
data streams.

The computer system of claim 4, further char-

acterized by an auxiliary data processor;
wherein:

the data stream source produces the data

stream further including auxiliary data; and
the client computer extracts the auxiliary

data from the data stream and supplies it to

the auxiliary data processor.

The computer system of claim 4, characterized
in that:

the data stream source produces the data

stream in the form of a series of packets;

a first one of the series of packets contains

data representing the executable code module
and includes identification information indicat-

ing that the first one of the series of packets
contains data representing the executable code
module;

a second one of the series of packets

contains data representing the data module
and includes identification information indicat-

ing that the second one of the series of pack-
ets contains data representing the data mod-
ule; and
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a third one of the series of packets con-

tains auxiliary data and includes identification

information indicating that the third one of the
series of packets contains auxiliary data.

The computer system of claim 6, characterized
in that:

the data stream source produces the data

stream further including a directory module
containing information related to the code
module; and

the client computerfirst extracts the direc-

tory module from the data stream, then ex-

tracts the code module in response fo the
information related to the code module in the

extracted directory module, and executes the
extracted code module.

The computer system of claim 1, characterized
in that:

the data stream source produces the data

stream in the form of a series of packets;

a first one of the series of packets contains

data representing the executable code module
and includes identification information indicat-

ing that the first one of the series of packets
contains data representing the executable code
module;

a second one of the series of packets

contains data representing the data module
and includes identification information indicat-

ing that the second one of the series of pack-

ets contains data representing the data mod-
ule;

a third one of the series of packets con-

tains data representing the directory module
and includes identification information indicat-

ing that the second one of the series of pack-
ets contains data representing the directory
module; and

a fourth one of the series of packets con-
tains auxiliary data and includes identification

information indicating that the third one of the
series of packets contains auxiliary data.

The computer system of claim 8, characterized
in that:

the data stream source produces the data

stream further including a data module and a
directory module further contains information
related to the data module; and

the client computer further extracts the

data module from the data stream in response
to the information related to the data modulein

the extracted directory module and executes

the extracted code module to process the ex-
tracted data module.
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In a distributed computer system, a client com-

puter (22), characterized by:

an input terminal (30), for receiving a con-
tinuous data stream repetitively including data
representing a distributed computing applica-
tion

a data stream receiver (207), coupled to

the input terminal, for receiving the data
stream and extracting (206) the distributed
computing application representative data; and

a processing unit (224), coupled to the
data stream receiver, for receiving and execut-
ing (210) the distributed computing application.

The client computer of claim 10, characterized

in that the processing unit comprises:
a system bus;
read/write memory, coupled to the system

bus;

a data stream input/output adapter, coup-
led between the data stream receiver and the

system bus, for receiving the extracted distrib-
uted computing application representative data
from the data stream receiver, and storing it in
the read/write memory; and

a processor, coupled to the system bus for

executing the distributed computing application
stored in the read/write memory.

The client computer of claim 10, characterized
in that:

the input terminal receives the data stream

as a series of packets containing packets car-
rying the distributed computing application re-
presentative data; and

the data stream receiver comprises a

packet data extractor, coupled to the input

terminal, for extracting the packets carrying the
distributed computing application representa-
tive data.

The client computer of claim 12, characterized
in that:

the series of packets in the data stream

further include packets carrying auxiliary data;
the client computer further includes an

auxiliary data processor; and

the data stream receiver comprises an

auxiliary data packet extractor, coupled to the

auxiliary data processor, for extracting the
packets carrying the auxiliary data from the
data stream and supplying them to the auxil-
iary data processor.

The client computer of claim 13, characterized

in that the distributed computing system is an
interactive television system, and the auxiliary
data is television video and audio.
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The client computer of claim 10, characterized
in that:

the input terminal receives a plurality of

data streams, each including data representing
a respective distributed computing application;
and

the data stream receiver comprises:

a data stream selector, coupled to the in-

put terminal, for producing a selected one of
the plurality of data streams in response to

control signals from the processing unit; and
a_ distributed computing representative

data extractor, coupled between the data

stream selector and the processing unit, for
extracting the distributed computing application
representative data from the selected one of

the plurality of data streams.

The client computer of claim 15, characterized
in that:

the data stream selector comprises a se-

lection control input terminal, and produces the

selected one of the plurality of data streams in

response to a control signal at the selection
control input terminal;

the processing unit comprises:
a system bus;

read/write memory, coupled to the system
bus;

a data stream input/output adapter, coup-
led between the data stream receiver and the

system bus, for receiving the extracted distrib-

uted computing application representative data
from the data stream receiver, and storing it in
the read/write memory, and having a control
output terminal coupled to the selection control

input terminal of the data stream selector, for

producing the selection contro! signal; and
a processor, coupled to the system bus,

for controlling the data stream input/output de-
vice to generate a selection control signal se-
lecting a specified one of the plurality of data

streams, and for executing the distributed
computing application stored in the read/write
memory.

The client computer of claim 10, characterized
in that:

the input terminal receives the distributed

computing application representative data in-
cluding an executable code module;

the data stream receiver extracts the ex-

ecutable code module; and

the processing unit executes the extracted
code module.

The client computer of claim 17, characterized
in that:
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19.

20.

the input terminal receives the distributed

computing application representative data fur-
ther includes a directory module containing
information related to the executable code

module; and
the data stream receiverfirst extracts the

directory module from the data stream;

the processing unit then processes the in-
formation related to the executable code mod-

ule in the directory module;
the data stream receiver then extracts the

executable code module from the data stream

based on the information related to the execut-

able code module in the extracted directory
module; and

the processing unit then executes the ex-
tracted executable code module.

The client computer of claim 18, characterized
in that:

the distributed computing application re-

presentative data further includes a data mod-

ule and the directory module further contains
information related to the data module;

the processing unit further processes the
information related to the data module in the

directory module;
the data stream receiver further extracts

the data module from the data stream based

on the information related to the data module

in the extracted directory module; and

the processing unit executes the extracted

code module to process the extracted data.

The client computer of claim 10 characterized

in that the distributed computing application is
divided into a plurality of modules, represent-

ing portions of the application, and the pro-
cessing unit stores only modules of said plural-
ity of modules, necessary to execute the cur-

rent portion of the application.
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first-in first-out(FIFO) buffers for storing the divided video
frame data, a image processing device for decompress-
ing the encoded digital video signal and reproducing the
original video imagesignal, and frame formatter for cou-
pling the reproduced original video image signal.
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Description

Field of the Invention

The presentinvention relates to a video imaging sys-
tem; and, more particularly, to an improved video image
decoding apparatus having two decoding modules for
decompressing incoming compressed video image data
in parallel.

Description of the Prior Art

In various electronic/electrical applications such as
high definition television and video telephone systems,
an image signal may need be transmitted in a digitized
form. When the image signal is expressed in a digitized
form,there is bound to occur a substantial amountof dig-

ital data. Since, however, the available frequency band-
width of a conventional transmission channelis limited,

in order to transmit the image signal therethrough, the
use of an image signal encoding apparatus becomes
necessary to compressthe substantial amountsofdigital
daia.

Accordingly, most image signal encoding apparatus
employ various compression techniques (or coding
methods)built on the idea of utilizing or reducing spatial
and/or temporal redundancies inherent in the input
imagesignal.

Amongthe various video compression techniques,
the so-called hybrid coding technique, which combines
temporal and spatial compression techniques together

with a statistical coding technique, is known to be most
effective.

Most hybrid coding techniques employ a motion
compensated DPCM(differential pulse code modula-
tion), two-dimensional DCT(discrete cosine transform),
quantization of DCT coefficients, and VLC(variable
length coding). The motion compensated DPCMis a
process of determining the movement of an object
between a current frame andits previous frame, and pre-
dicting the current frame according to the motion flow of
the object to producea differential signal representing
the difference betweenthe current frame andits predic-
tion. This method is described, for example, in Staffan
Ericsson, "Fixed and Adaptive Predictors for Hybrid Pre-

dictive/Transform Coding”,IEEETransactionsonCom-
munications, COM-33, No. 12(December 1985); and in
Ninomiya and Ohtsuka, "A Motion Compensated Inter-
frame Coding Schemefor Television Pictures", IEEE
Transactions on Communications, COM-30, No. 1(Jan-
uary 1982).

The two-dimensional DCT, which reduces or

removesspatial redundancies between image data such
as motion compensated DPCMdata,converts a block of
digital image data, for example, a block of 8x8 pixels, into
a set of transform coefficient data. This technique is
described in Chen and Pratt, "Scene Adaptive Coder",
IEEE Transactions on Communications, COM-32, No.

3(March 1984). By processing suchtransform coefficient
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data with a quantizer, zigzag scanner and VLCcircuit,
the amount of data to be transmitted can be effectively
compressed.

Specifically, inthe motion compensated DPCM,cur-
rent frame data is predicted from previous frame data
based on an estimation of the motion between the cur-

rent and the previous frames. Such estimated motion
may be described in terms of two dimensional motion
vectors representing the displacementof pixels between

the previous and the current frames.
In order to compress the image signals with the

above mentioned technique, the use of a processor
capable of carrying out a high speed processing
becomes necessary, and this is usually achieved by
employing a parallel processing technique. Generally, in
the image signal decoding apparatus having the parallel
processing capability, one video image frame area is

divided into a plurality of subframes, and image data
within the video image framearea is processed on a sub-
frame-by-subframe basis.

Onthe other hand, to determine a motion vector for

a search blockin the current frame, a similarity calcula-
tion is performed betweenthe searchblockof the current
frame and each of a plurality of equal-sized candidate
blocks included in a generally larger search region within
a previous frame, wherein the size of the search block
typically ranges between 8x8 and 32x32 pixels. Conse-
quently, the search region containing a boundaryportion
of any subframealso includes a boundaryportion of a
neighboring subframe. Accordingly, the motion estima-
tion carried out by each processor requires a shared

memory system with a multiple random access capabil-
ity.

Summaryof the Invention

Itis, therefore, a primary object of the present inven-
tion to provide an improved video image decoding appa-
ratus capable of carrying out a parallel processing,
without having to use a shared memory system with a
multiple random access capability.

In accordance with the present invention, there is
provided an apparatus for decoding an encodeddigital
video signal in an encoded bit stream for the reproduc-
tion of an original video image signal, wherein the

encoded digital video signal includesa plurality of video
frame data, each video frame data having a numberof
slice start codes representing a start of each slice
therein, said apparatus comprising: meansfor detecting
the slice start codes from the encodeddigital video signal
and generating a slice start detection signal: control
means for counting the numberof the slice start codes

of the encodedbit stream in responseto theslice start
detection signal, and for generating a control signal in
responseto the counted numberof theslice start codes;
means, responsive to the control signal, for dividing
video frame data into two subframes; twofirst-in first-

out(FIFO) buffers for storing the divided video frame
data; image processing means for decompressing the
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encoded input data and reproducing the original video

image signal; and means for coupling the reproduced
original video image signal. The image processing
meansincludes two decoder modules and a frame mem-

ory part for reproducing the original video imagesignal,
wherein each decoder module reproduces each of the

two subframes, and the memorypart includes two mem-
ory modules for storing the divided video frame data, a
memory module selection controller for generatingfirst
and second selection signals, and first and second
address data, and selecting meansfor producing pixel
data stored in the corresponding memory modules in
responseto thefirst and second selection signals.

Brief Description of the Drawings
 

The above and other objects and features of the

presentinvention will become apparent from the follow-
ing description of preferred embodiments given in con-
junction with the accompanying drawings,in which:

Fig. 1 is aschematic representation of a video image
frame area divided into two subframes;

Fig. 2 represents a block diagram of the inventive
decoding apparatus comprising an imagedata par-
titioning circuit and an image processing device;
Fig. 3 presenis a more detailed block diagram of the
image processing device coupled to the image data
partitioning circuit shownin Fig. 2; and
Fig. 4A and 4B describe a timing diagram represent-
ing the order of processing for each subframe.

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiments

The present invention provides for the communica-
tion of high definition television(HDTV) signals from a
transmitter location to a population of receivers. At the
transmitter of an encoder"end of the communicationlink,

digital video signals for successive framesof a television
picture are broken down into subframes for processing
by multiple processors. The inventive decoding appara-
tus includes two decoder modules, each of whichis ded-

icated to the decoding of video data from a particular
subframe.

Referring to Fig. 1, there is shown a video image
frame area 10 divided into two subframes. The total

frame area encompasses M horizontal picture lines,
eachpicture line containing N pixels. For example,a sin-
gle HDTV frame comprises 960 picture lines, each pic-
ture line including 1408 pixels. In other words, a single
HDTV frame comprises 60 slices, each slice including
16 horizontal picturelines.

In accordance with the present invention, a video
image frame area is divided into two subframes, e.g.,
subframes 13, 16 asillustrated in Fig. 1.

In order to process the two subframes, a processor
is assigned to each subframe for decompressing com-

pressed digital data bounded bythe subframein a video
frame. In an encoding apparatus, data redundancies
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between a current video frame and one or moreofits

prior video frames is reduced using a motion estima-
tion/compensation technique.

Referring to Fig. 2, thereis illustrated a block dia-
gram ofthe inventive parallel image decoding apparatus,
which comprises an image data partitioning circuit 30
and an imageprocessing device 40.

The image data partitioning circuit 30 which includes
a slice start code(SSC) detector 31, a control unit 32, a

switching block 33, andtwofirst-in first-out(FIFO) buffers
34, 35 is coupled to the image processing device 40; and
serves to divide the encodeddigital data into two sub-
framesfor the processing thereof on a subframe-by-sub-
frame basis. The image processing device 40 includes
two decoder modules 50, 60, each of the decoder mod-

ules having variable length decoding(VLD)circuits 51,
61, motion compensators 52, 62, inverse zigzag scan-

ners 58, 63, inverse quantizers(IQs) 54, 64, inverse dis-
crete cosine transform(IDCT) circuits 55, 65 and adders
56, 66 decompresses compressedinput digital data in
connection with a frame memorypart 70, respectively.

As shownin Fig. 2, a variable length encodeddigital
video signal received from an encoding apparatus(not
shown)is inputted via terminal 20 to the SSCs detector
31. The encoded digital video signal includes a plurality
of video frame data, each of said video frame data occu-

pying a video image frame area has variable length
coded transform coefficients, motion vectors and a

number of SSCs, wherein each SSC represents a start
of a slice included in the encoded bit stream. The SSC
detector 31 detects slice start codes from the encoded

digital video signal and generatesa slice start detection
signal to the control unit 32 which serves to control the
switching block 33. The control unit 32 counts the
numberof SSCsin responseto theslice start detection
signal provided from the SSC detector 31. Wheneverthe
counted numberof the SSCs reaches a predetermined
value, e.g., 30, a control signal for alternately switching
the encoded digital video signal supplied from the SSC
detector 31 between $1 and S2 is generated by the con-
trol unit 32, thereby dividing each frame of the incoming
encoded image signal into two subframes and storing
them in two FIFO buffers 34, 35. The FIFO buffers output
the subframe data to corresponding decoder modules
50, 60, incorporated in the image processing device 40,
each of said decoder modules is dedicated to the

processing of video image data boundedbya particular
subframe and substantially identical each other. The
image processing device 40 reconstructs a discrete
cosine transform(DCT) coefficients, performs a motion
compensation based on a motion vector, and constitutes
representative image data of a given block in the current

frame. The decoded subframe data from the image
processing device 40 is sent to a frame formatter 80 and
combined therein to form a single data stream represent-
ing the original video image signal to be, e.g., displayed
on a display unit(not shown).

Referring now to Fig. 3, there is shown a more
detailed block diagram of the image processing device
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40 coupled to the image data partitioning circuit 30

shownin Fig. 2. The decoder modules 50 and 60 con-
tained in the image processing device 40 are madeof
identical elements, each element serving a same func-
tion.

As shownin Fig. 3, video image data bounded by a
particular subframeis provided from the imagedata par-
titioning circuit 30 to variable length decoding(VLD)cir-
cuits 51, 61 through lines 501, 601, respectively. Each

VLDcircuit processes the video image data bounded by
a corresponding subframe. That is, each VLD circuit
decodesthe variable length coded transform coefficients
and the motion vectors to send the transform coefficient

data to respective inverse zigzag scanners 53, 63 and
the motion vector data to each of the motion compensa-
tors 52, 62, incorporated in the decoder modules. The
VLDcircuits are basically a look-up table: thatis, in the

VLDcircuits, a plurality of code sets is provided to define
respective relationships between variable length codes
and their run-length codes or motion vectors. The output
from each VLDcircuitis then distributed to a correspond-
ing processor. Each processor processes video image
data bounded by a corresponding subframe.

Video image data boundedbythefirst subframe 13
shownin Fig. 1 is provided from the VLDcircuit 51 to the
inverse zigzag scanner 53 through a line 503. In the
inverse zigzag scanner 53, the quantized DCT coeffi-
cients are reconstructed to provide anoriginal block of
quantized DCTcoefficients. A block of quantized DCT
coefficients is converted into DCT coefficients in the

inverse quantizer(IQ) 54 and fed to the inverse discrete
cosine transform(IDCT) circuit 55 which transforms the
DCTcoefficients into difference data between a blockof

the current subframe and its corresponding block of the
previous subframe. The difference data from the IDCT
circuit 55 is then sent to the adder56.

In the meanwhile, the variable length decoded
motion vector from the VLD circuit 51 is fed to the motion

compensator 52 and a memory module selection con-
troller 75 within the frame memorypart 70 via lines 502
and 701. The motion compensator 52 extracts corre-
spondingpixel data from the previous subframe stored
in the frame memorypart 70 based on the motion vector
and sends the corresponding pixel data to the adder56.
The corresponding pixel data derived from the motion

compensator 52 and the pixel difference data from the
IDCTcircuit 55 are summedup at the adder 56 to con-
stitute representative image data of a given block of the
current subframe and written onto the first memory mod-
ule 71 and transmitted to the frame formatter 80 as

shownin Fig. 2.
Also, the decoder module 60 is similar to the

decoder module 50 in structure and operation. In other
words, video image data bounded by the second sub-
frame 16 shownin Fig. 1 is provided from the VLDcircuit
61 to the inverse zigzag scanner 63 via a line 603, and
the quantized DCT coefficients are reconstructed
therein. The quantized DCT coefficients are converted
into DCT coefficients in the IQ 64 and fed to the IDCT
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circuit 65, thereby transforming the DCTcoefficients into
difference data betweenablock of the current subframe

and its corresponding block of the previous subframe.
Thedifference data from the IDCTcircuit 65 is then sent
to the adder 66.

In the meanwhile, the motion vector from the VLD

circuit 61 is fed to the motion compensator 62 and the
memory module selection controller 75 via lines 602 and
702. The motion compensator 62 extracts corresponding

pixel data from the previous subframestoredin the frame
memory part 70 based on the motion vector and provides
the corresponding pixel data to the adder 66. Thecorre-
spondingpixel data derived from the motion compensa-
tor 62 and thepixel difference data from the IDCTcircuit
65 are summedupat the adder66 to constitute repre-
sentative image data of a given blockin the current sub-
frame and written onto the second memory module 72
and transmitted to the frame formatter 80 as shown in

Fig. 2.
In accordance with the present invention, one video

image frame areais divided into two subframes, each of
the subframe data being processed through the use of
a corresponding decoder module.In this case, when the
boundaryportion betweenthe two subframes,e.g., slice
30 or slice 31 shownin Fig. 1, is processed, the motion
compensator 52 or 62 may access one of the memory
modules 71, 72. Thatis,if the first motion vector provided
from the VLDcircuit 51 is foundin the subframe 16 during
the processingofthe slice 30 within the subframe 13, the
motion compensator 52 should access the memory
module 72. Similarly, if the second motion vector applied
from the VLDcircuit 61 is in the subframe 13 during the
processing of the slice 31, the motion compensator 62
should access the memory module 71. At this time, the
motion compensation process performed by each of the
two decoder modulesis controlled to prevent the two
motion compensators from concurrently attempting to
access a same memory module.In other words,the two
memory modules are madeto have an appropriate dead-
lock so that the two motion compensators do not access
a same memory module, simultaneously. A more
detailed description of the above mentioned operation
will be provided with reference to Fig. 4.

As shownin Fig. 3, for this mutually exclusive mem-
ory module access, the frame memorypart 70 includes

two memory modules 71, 72, the two multiplexercircuits
73, 74 and the memory module selection controller 75.
At the memory module selection controller 75, it is
checked whether the motion vectors are in an adjacent
subframe.

The memory module selection controller 75 receives
first and second motion vectors from the VLDcircuits 51,

61 via lines 701, 702 and generatesfirst and second
selection signals through lines 703, 704 to the multi-
plexercircuits 73, 74. Also, the memory module selection
controller 75 simultaneously producesfirst and second
address data via lines 705, 706 to the memory modules
71, 72.
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Wheneachof the motion vectors provided from the

VLD circuits to the memory module selection controller
75 is in each of the corresponding subframes, the mem-
ory module selection controller 75 generatesthe first and
secondselection signals, e.g., logic "low", to multiplexer
circuits 73, 74. Each multiplexer circuit outputs corre-

spondingpixel data from the previous subframe stored
in the corresponding memory module based on the
motion vectors, in responseto the first and second selec-
tion signals with a said logic "low". That is, whenthefirst
selection signal is a logic "low", the multiplexer circuit 73
furnishes the pixel data supplied from the memory mod-
ule 71 to the motion compensator 52. Similarly, when the

second selector signal is a logic "low", the multiplexer
circuit 74 offers the pixel data supplied from the memory
module 72 to the motion compensator62.

Wheneachof the motion vectors is in another adja-

cent subframe,thefirst and second selection signals pro-
duced by the memory mcdule selection controller 75 are
logic "high". In this case, the multiplexer circuits 73 and
74 output the pixel data from the memory modules 72
and 71, respectively. As noted above, the mutually exclu-
sive memory accessing operation between the two
memory modules 71, 72 is performed under the control
of the memory module selection controller 75.

Referring now to Figs. 4A and 4B,there is shown a
timing diagram representing the order of processing for
each subframe.

Asindicatedin Fig. 4, the decoder module 50 starts
the processing of the video image data occupying the
subframe 13. After processing all of the slices contained

in the subframe 13, the processing of the subframe 16
is commenced by the decoder module 60. At this time,
the decoder module 50 has a deadlock until the decoder

module 60 completes the processing of the slice 31 in
the subframe 16 in orderto prevent the two motion com-
pensators 52, 62 shownin Fig. 3 from accessing a same
memory module. Whentheslice 31 is processed by the
decoder module 60, the decoder module 50 begins the
processing of next subframe data,e.g., slice 1’, ina next
video image frame area. The decoder module 60 has a
deadlock until the decoder module 50 completes the
processing of theslice 30’in said next video image frame
area. In this manner, each of the decoder modules 50,

60 repeats the decoding operation until all of the incom-

ing video image data is processed.
While the present invention has been described with

respect to certain preferred embodiments only, other
modifications and variations may be made without
departing from the spirit and scope of the presentinven-
tion as set forth in the following claims.

Claims

1. An apparatus for decoding an encodeddigital video
signal in an encodedbit stream for the reproduction
of an original video image signal, wherein the

encoded digital video signal includes a plurality of
video frame data, each video frame data having a
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numberof slice start codes representing a start of

eachslice therein, which comprises:
meansfor detecting the slice start codes from

the encoded digital video signal and generating a
slice start detection signal;

control meansfor counting the numberof the
slice start codes in the encoded bit stream in

responseto the slice start detection signal, and for
generating a control signal in response to the
counted numberofthe slice start codes;

means,responsive to the conirol signal, for
dividing video frame data into two subframes;

twofirst-in first-out(FIFO) buffers for storing
the divided video frame data;

image processing meansfor decompressing
the encoded digital video signal and reproducing the
original video imagesignal; and

means for coupling the reproduced original
video imagesignal.

The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the image
processing meansincludes two decoder modules
and a frame memory part for reproducing the origi-
nal video image signal, wherein each of the decoder
modules generates the decompressed digital video
signal, and the frame memory part includes two
memory modulesfor storing the decompressed dig-
ital video signal, a memory module selection con-
troller for generating first and second selection
signals and first and second address data, and
selecting means for producing pixel data stored in

the corresponding memory modulesin response to
the first and second selection signals.
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used. The blocks of each unit stream data are sequen-
tially stored into a plurality of disk devices. In response
to a requestfor each real time stream data from a client,
the blocks constituting each real time stream data are
read out from disk devices to a buffer memory, and each
real time stream data is read out from a buffer memory
and transferred to the client through a network, accord-
ing to an appropriately scheduled transfer start timing
for each unit stream.
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Description

BACKGROUNDOF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

The presentinvention relates to a real time stream serverfor supplying a plurality of real time stream data in differ-
ent data rates simultaneously to clients, and a method for operating the real time stream server.

Description of the Background Art

Data to be sequentially transferred in real time such as video data and audio data are generally called "real time
stream data”. For a real time stream server for handling such real time stream data, a necessary condition is thatit
should be able to transfer the real time stream data stored in disk devices to each client while guaranteeing a continuity
in real time.

In order to satisfy this condition, in the prior art, the real time stream data are stored in disks by being divided into
blocks of a size to be transferred in a prescribed period of time, and the server makes accessesto disks periodically for

each stream. The read out blocks are stored in a buffer memory once, and periodically transferred to correspondingcli-
ents through a communication network.

Astream scheduling deviceis a device which realizes a managementof timings for issuing disk access commands
and data transfer commandsin this operation.

In addition, the scheduling device establishes a new stream channel upon receiving a connection request from a
user. In order to manage disk accesses and data transfer timings, the scheduling device provides time-slots as shown
in Fig. 1 which are partitioned at constant time interval. One disk accessis allocated to one time-slot, and one disk
accessreads out oneblockof the real time stream data. A period of disk access in one stream is constant, so that by
allocating disk accessesofdifferent streamsto different time-slots, it becomes possible to share the same stored data
amonga plurality of streams.

In an example shownin Fig. 1, four time-slots are provided in one period. That is, three disk devices with a read
multiplexing level 4 are provided, and blocksare striped over these three disk devices. Consequently, an access period
for one disk device is 4 x 3 = 12 time-slots, and a maximum number of simultaneously connectable streamsis 12.

As shownin Fig. 1, time-slots by which one stream makes accessesto the disk devices are distanced each other

by the access period of four time-slots. For example, after a read block Ai (a block-1 of the real time stream data A)is
read out, it is transferred to a client-0 and processed (e.g., reproduced) in real time, and then a block A2 is read out and
transferred before the processing of a block A1 is finished. In this manner, the scheduling is made so that each stream
doesnotinfluence the continuity of the other streams.

Fig. 1 shows an exemplary case of a schemein which the disk accessallocated to the time-slotis fixed, but there
is also a schemein which anallocation position of a disk access is made variable amongtime-slots within a tolerable
jitter range, by noting the fact that a time-slot to which a disk accessis to be allocated can be changed during a period
since a buffer memory becomesavailable until a transfer start timing (see, Japanese Patent Application No. 7-57384
(1995). Here, a range of time-slots to which a disk access of one stream can beallocated is called tolerablejitter range
of that stream.

Fig. 2 shows an exemplary tolerable jitter range. In a case whereall the real time stream data to be handled have
the samedata rate, the scheduling becomes easier by a schemeutilizing the tolerable jitter range.

Now,in a caseof handling real time stream data with a higher data rate, a block size becomeslarger, and there can
be a casein which a reading from a disk cannot be completed within one time-slot.

In order to avoid sucha situation, if a time-slot interval and a block size are fixedly set in accordance with the real
time stream data with the maximum data rate, there arises a problem in a case wherereal time stream data with a low
data rate are to be supplied at the sametime becauseit would become impossible to take a full advantage of a transfer
capacity of the disk devices. This is dueto thefactthat, for the same period, the block size changesin proportion to the
data rate.

Onthe other hand, whena time-slot interval is varied according to a blocksize, it becomesdifficult to realize a flex-
ible disk access scheduling in which orders of disk accesses can beinterchanged.In addition, the buffer memory man-

agement becomes complicated in such a case, becausethere is a need to secure a continuousregionin a size of each
block size as the buffer memory.

Moreover, when a blocksizeis fixed regardless of a data rate, a period of access to one disk device is going to be
different for different streams, and for this reason, it becomesdifficult to judge whetherit is possible to connect a new
stream while guaranteeing the continuity of the already connected streams.

Thus,in a case of supplying a plurality of real time stream data with different data rates, it has conventionally been
difficult to realize both a schemefor making the disk access scheduling easier by fixing a period of access to one disk
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device and a time-slot interval, and a schemefor taking a full advantage of a transfer capacity of disk devices by chang-

ing a numberof data supply streams according to a data rate.

SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide a real time stream server and a method for operating a
real time stream server, capable of realizing a supply of a plurality of real time stream data with different data rates by
a scheduling schemeusing constant time-slot interval and transfer start timing period, without wasting a transfer capac-
ity of disk devices.

According to one aspectof the present invention there is provided a real time stream server, comprising: entering
meansfor entering real time stream data to be stored in the real time stream server; determining meansfor determining
a numberof unit streams to be used and a blocktransfer time for the real time stream data, according to a data rate of
the real time stream data; dividing meansfor dividing the real time stream data into a plurality of blocks, each block
being in a size to be transferred within the block transfer time, and sequentially distributing the blocks among as many
unit streams as the numberof unit streams to be used;a plurality of disk devices for sequentially storing the blocks of
each unit stream data; a buffer memory for temporarily storing the blocks read out from said plurality of disk devices;
control meansfor reading out the blocks constituting the real time stream data from said plurality of disk devices to the

buffer memory, and reading out the real time stream data from the buffer memory, according to a request for the real
time stream data from a client; and transfer means for transferring the real time stream data read out from the buffer
memoryto the client through a network.

According to another aspect of the present invention there is provided a method for operating a real time stream
server having a plurality of disk devices and a buffer memory, comprising the steps of: entering real time stream data
into the real time stream server; determining a numberof unit streams to be used and a blocktransfer time for the real
time stream data, according to a data rate of the real time stream data; dividing the real time stream data into a plurality
of blocks, each block being in a size to be transferred within the block transfer time, and sequentially distributing the
blocks among as manyunit streams as the numberof unit streams to be used; sequentially storing the blocks of each
unit stream data into said plurality of disk devices; controlling the real time stream serverto read the blocks constituting
the real time stream data from said plurality of disk devices to the buffer memory, and read out the real time stream data
from the buffer memory, according to a requestfor the real time stream data from a client; and transferring the real time
stream data read out from the buffer memoryto the client through a network.

Other features and advantagesof the presentinvention will become apparent from the following description taken
in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a timing chart showing one conventional scheme for managing disk accesses and data transfer timings in
a stream scheduling device.

Fig. 2 is a timing chart showing another conventional schemefor managing disk accesses and data transfer timings
in a stream scheduling device.

Fig. 3 is a block diagram of one embodimentof a real time stream server according to the presentinvention.
Fig. 4 is a flow chart of an operation for storing real time stream data into memory devices from externalin the real

time stream serverof Fig. 3.
Fig. 5 is a flow chart of an operation for supplying real time stream data according to a requestfrom externalin the

real time stream serverof Fig. 3.
Fig. 6 is a diagram showing exemplarytransfer start timings for blocks read out from logical disk devices in a con-

crete example of the real time stream server of Fig. 3, in a case of using one unit stream.
Fig. 7 is a diagram showing one exemplary transfer start timings for blocks read out from logical disk devices in a

concrete example of the real time stream serverof Fig. 3, in a case of using two unit streams.
Fig. 8 is a diagram showing another exemplary transfer start timings for blocks read out from logical disk devices in

a concrete example of the real time stream server of Fig. 3, in a case of using two unit streams.
Fig. 9 is a diagram showing exemplarytransfer start timings for blocks read out from logical disk devices in a con-

crete example of the real time stream server of Fig. 3, in a case of using three unit stream.

Fig. 10 is a diagram showing exemplary transfer start timings for blocks read out from logical disk devices in a con-
crete example of the real time stream server of Fig. 3, in a case of using four unit stream.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

First, the main features of a real time stream server according to the present invention will be summarized briefly.
In the present invention, a unit stream having a referencedata rate is defined. Then, in a case of supplying real time
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stream data in excess of the data rate of the unit stream, as many unit streams as necessary for the required data rate

are used to supply this real time stream data.

At first, the real time stream data is divided into unit streams, and stored into a plurality of disk devices. Namely,
according to a data rate of entered real time stream data, a numberof unit streams to be used and a blocktransfer time
are determined. Then, the real time stream data is divided into a plurality of blocks, each in a size to be transferred with
the block transfer time, and these blocks are sequentially allocated to unit stream data. Then, for each unit stream data,
allocated blocks are stored bydistributing them overa plurality of disk devices sequentially from a top block. Also, for
each real time stream data, a numberof unit streams to be used, an ID numberof a disk device which stores the top
block of each unit stream, and a recording position of each block on a disk device whichstores that block are recorded.

When a request for this real time stream data so stored in the disk devices is received from a client, stream
recourses for as many unit streams as a recorded numberof unit streams to be used for the requested real time stream
data are secured (reserved), and a transfer start timing of each unit stream is scheduled so that the blocks are trans-
ferred continuously in an orderasin the original real time stream data. At this point, the transfer start timings of the unit
streams are scheduled to be displaced one anotherby a block transfer time part.

In transferring each block, a corresponding block on the buffer memoryis transferred within the block transfer time
starting from the transfer start timing scheduled for each unit stream. Here, the transfer start timings of the unit streams
are displaced one anotherby a blocktransfer time part, so that whenthe block transfer of a preceding unit stream is

finished, the block transfer of a subsequent unit stream is started immediately, and the blocks of the original real time
stream data are transferred while guaranteeing the continuity.

In this manner, according to the present invention, the real time stream data with various data rates can be handled
by using an appropriate number of independentunit streams according to a data rate of each real time stream data,
and therefore it becomes possible to realize the disk access scheduling based on a single schemeregarding a time-slot
interval, a block size, a block transfer period, and a buffer memory management, without distinguishing different data
rates.

Also, according to the present invention, the stream resources are divided into amounts corresponding to the unit
streams, and allocated as much as necessary according to a data rate of each real time stream data to be supplied, so
that it becomes possibleto utilize the stream resourcesefficiently without wasting any resource.

Also, in a case of the real time stream server which has a capacity to supply Cmax sets of real time stream data
with data rates not greater than R, where Ris a reference data rate of a unit stream, a numberof supplies Cm (m = 1,
2, *** +++ ) to be allocated to each real time stream data with a data rate in a data rate range greater than
(m-1)xR_ and not greater than mxR can besetarbitrarily within a range of:

>i(m x Cm) = Cmaxm

where m is a numberof unit streams to be usedfor eachreal time stream data.

Referring now to Fig. 3 to Fig.10, one embodimentof a real time stream server according to the present invention
will be described in detail.

Fig. 3 shows a configuration of a real time stream serverin this embodiment, Fig. 4 shows a flow chart of an oper-
ation for storing real time stream data into memory devices from external, and Fig. 5 showsa flow chart of an operation
for supplying real time stream data according to a request from external.

As shownin Fig. 3, the real time stream server 1 of this embodiment comprises a control device 2, a data storage
unit 3 connected with the control device 2, a buffer memory 4 connected with the data storage unit 3, a data transfer

unit 5 connected with the control device 2 and the buffer memory 4 and connected to an external network6, a data
reception unit 81 for receiving externally entered real time stream data, a data analysis unit 82 connected with the data
reception unit 81 and the control device 2, and a data division unit 83 connected with the control device 2 and the data
storage unit 3.

The control device 2 has a request connection processing unit 21, a scheduling unit 22, and a directory manage-
ment unit 23. The data storage unit 3 has a plurality of disk devices 31 for storing real time stream data in units of blocks.

First, with references to Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, one aspect of this real time stream server 1 regarding a phaseforstoring

real time stream data acquired at the data reception unit 81 into the data storage unit 3 will be described.
Here, the "unit stream”in the real time stream server is defined as a stream which is scheduled by using a block

transfer period T, a block size L, and a time-slot interval | which serve as references for the operation of the real time
stream server.

The "unit data rate R” is defined as a maximum data rate that can be scheduled as a unit stream. Consequently,
the following relationship holds among the block transfer period T, the block size L, and the unit data rate R.
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L= ReT

A value ofthis unit data rate R is to be determined appropriately in view of optimizing the disk reading efficiency
and the data transter/storing efficiency.

Now,at a time of storing real time stream data in the real time stream server, the real time stream data to be stored
is entered from the data reception unit 81 (step $11). Here, the data reception unit 81 may bein a form of reading data
from an external memory device such asoptical disk, floppy disk, CD-ROM,etc., or in a form of receiving data trans-
ferred through a network.

At the data analysis unit 82, a maximum data rate of the entered real time stream data is checked (step $12). To

realize this checking, the maximum data rate may be obtained by analyzing a headerof the real time stream data,or
the maximum data rate known in advance may be entered by a human operator through an input device such as key-
board.

When the maximum data rate is obtained, a numberof unit streams to be used for that real time stream data is

determined (step $13). Here, a numberof unit streams to be used is a numerical value indicating a capacity and
resourcesof the real time stream server required for supplying that real time stream data, which is expressed in terms
of a required numberof the unit streams. Actually, a numberof unit streams to be used can be determined as a mini-
mum integer m whichsatisfies the following relationship.

(Maximum data rate) = m x (Unit data rate R)

Whenthe numberof unit streams to be user is determined, the block transfer time which serves as a referencesize

for dividing the real time stream data into blocks is obtained accordingto the following formula (step $14).

(Block transfer time) = (Block transfer period T)/m

An amountof data to be transferred within this block transfer time obtained according to this formula never exceed
the block size L of the unit stream.

The numberof unit streams to be used and the blocktransfer time calculated at the data analysis unit 82 are then
sentto the data division unit 83 along with the real time stream data.

At the data division unit 83, the real time stream data is divided into blocks, each in a size to be transferred within

the block transfer time T/m (step $15). Then, these blocks are distributed among as many unit stream data as the
numberof unit streams to be used (step $16). Here, the distribution should preferably be done byusing a fixed rule so
that the scheduleswill not interfere among the unit stream data.

Morespecifically, for example, a set of blocks as a whole can bedivided into m pieces of non-dense subsets Bj
given by:

Bj = {b(mxk+j) | k=0,1, °° + eee 8 FGa0, ee eee ee © m1)

and each such non-dense subsetBj can beidentified as a unit stream data. For instance, in a case where m = 4 and
there are sixteen blocks b0O to b15, the blocks are distributed among four unit stream data asfollows.

BO = {b0, b4, b8, b12}

B1 = {b1, b5, b9, b13}

B2 = {b2, b6, b10, b14}

B3 = {b3, b7, b11, b15}

These m pieces of unit stream data (BO to Bm-1) are then sent to the data storage unit 3, and each unit stream data
is stored into N sets of disk devices,in a similar manner as usedfor a unit stream data in a case of m = 1. More specif-
ically, a top block bj of the unit stream data BO is stored into a disk device of a disk device ID numberHj, while each

block b(mxk+j ) is stored into a disk device of a disk device ID number [(k+Hj) modulo NJ.
At this point, the disk device ID number Hj of the disk device which stores the top block of each unit stream, and a

recording position of each block on a disk device which stores each block are recorded as a directory information in the
directory managementunit 28 within the control device 2 (step $18).

Here, a recording position on a disk may be specified by physical cylinder number, track number, and sector

number, or by a logical numberthat can identify a specific position.
Also, a mannerof sending m piecesof unit stream data obtained at the data division unit 83 to the data storage unit
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3 can bein a form of oncestoring all the unit stream data on another memory device provided separately from the data

storage unit 3 of the real time stream server and then sending each unit stream to the data storage unit 3 one by one,
or in a form of sending all m pieces of unit stream data to the data storage unit 3 in parallel.

Next, with references to Fig. 3 and Fig. 5, another aspect of this real time stream server 1 regarding a phase for
transferring the real time stream data to a client 7 upon receiving a request for supply of the real time stream datawill
be described.

Note that, generally speaking, there are two types of a scheduling schemefor allocating a time-slot to a disk
access,including a fixed allocation type and a variable allocation type, and the present invention is applicable to either
type of the scheduling scheme.In the following, it is only assumed that the scheduling is to be madein such a manner

that the continuity of streams is guaranteed, withoutlimiting the scheduling schemeto either one of these two types.
Whena requestfor supply of the real time stream data is received from a client 7 through the network6 (step S21),

the request connection processing unit 21 first obtains a directory information for the requested real time stream data
from the directory managementunit 23 (step S22).

Then, the number m of unit streams to be usedis obtained from the directory information (step $23), and as many
stream structures in the scheduling unit 22 as necessary for holding information required in managing m piecesof unit
streams are secured (reserved), while a necessary amount of regions in the buffer memory 4 are secured (reserved)
(step $24).

Next, the scheduling unit 22 carries out the scheduling including a selection of transfer start timings for the unit
streams SO to Sm-1 to be used (step $25). Here, by the real time stream data storing procedure described above, m
pieces of blocks b(mxk+j) (| = 0, * * * * * °° + , m-1) which are continuousin the original real time stream data are
sequentially distributed among the unit streams SO to Sm-1. Consequently, in order to carry out the transfer of these
blocks continuously, the transfer start timings of the unit streams SO to Sm-1 are displaced one another by the block
transfer time T/m part.

Here howeverit is necessary for each oneof the unit streams SO to Sm-1 to select a time-slot for carrying out the
disk access, so that it becomes possible to read out the respective top block from the disk device 31 which stores that
top block, before the selected transfer start timing, without affecting the continuity of the other already connected unit
streams. Note that the ID numberof the disk device 31 which stores the top block of each unit stream can be obtained
from the directory information obtained at the step S22. This time-slot selection operation will be described in detail
below. Whenthis condition is not satisfied,it is necessary to select different transfer start timings anew.

Each oneofthe unit streams SO to Sm-1 so connectedis then scheduled as an independentunit stream for which
the blocktransfer time for one block is T/m, that is, scheduled according to the block transfer period T, the block size L,

the time-slot interval |, and the block transfer time T/m. Then, according to this scheduling, each block is read out from
the buffer memory 4 from the recording position of each block on a disk device whichis indicated by the directory infor-
mation, and supplied to the client 7 from the data transfer unit 5 (step S26).

According to this embodimentof the present invention, the real time stream data with a data rate not greater than
mxR are handled as m pieces of independent unit streams, so that it becomes possible to realize the disk access
scheduling based on a single schemeregarding a time-slot interval, a block size, a block transfer period, and a buffer
memory management.

Also, according to this embodiment of the present invention, in a case of the real time stream server which has a
capacity to supply Cmax sets of real time stream data with data rates not greater than R, a numberof supplies Cm (m
=1,2, ***** s+ ) to be allocated to each real time stream data with a data rate in a data rate range greater than
(m-1)xR and not greater than mxR can besetarbitrarily within a range of:

>i(m x Cm) = Cmaxm

where m is a numberof unit streams to be used for each real time stream data, as should be apparentfrom the above
description.

Now,with referencesto Fig. 6 to Fig. 10, concrete examplesof the real time stream server of the present invention
will be described.

First, an exemplary case of the real time stream server which stores and supplies the real time stream data by
using a unit stream with a unit data rate R = 1.6 (Mbps) will be described.

Whentheblocktransfer time for one block is selected to be 2400 (ms), the maximum size of one block is 500 (kB).
Assuming the the transfer rate of the disk device to be used is 20 (Mbps), there is a need to setthe time-slot interval to
be not less than 200 (ms) in order to read out oneblock by onetime-slot.

In orderto raise the transfer rate higher, one block can be divided and stored overa plurality of disk devices 31. For
example, considering four disk devices 31 as one set, one block can be divided into four and stored into four disk
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devices 31 respectively, and at a time of reading,all of these four disk devices 31 of the same set can be accessed

simultaneously. In this manner, the effective maximum block size on a disk becomes 125 (kB), and the time-slot interval
of not less than 50 (ms) becomes necessary. In the following, a set of these four disk devices 31 is regarded as one
logical disk device 32.

Whenthetime-slotinterval is set to be 50 (ms) by regarding a set of four disk devices as one logical disk device as
described above, a numberof unit streams that can be supplied by one logical disk device is 2400/50 = 48 pieces.In
addition, when eight of such logical disk devices are provided, it becomes possible to supply 48 x 8 = 384 piecesof the
unit streams.

In a case of handling the unit streams in such a real time stream server, the block bkis to be storedin the logical

disk device with a logical disk device ID number [(k+H) modulo 8], whereHis a logical disk device ID numberof the
logical disk device which stores the top block b0.

In order to supply these unit streams in accordance with the request from the client 7, the disk devices storing the
block to be transferred next are accessed at a period of 2400 (ms), and the block of not greater than 500 (kB)in total is
read out to the buffer memory 4, 125 (kB) from each oneof four disk devices corresponding to one logical disk device,
within the time-slot interval 50 (ms). This block is then transferred to the client 7 at the period of 2400 (ms). in the trans-
fer time of 2400 (ms).

Fig. 6 shows exemplarytransfer start timings for blocks read out from the logical disk devices storing blocks of one

unit stream in this case. In Fig. 6, the top block is stored in the logical disk device-0 (disk-0). Note howeverthat there is
no needfor a disk device to store the top block to be the logical disk device-0, andit is also possible to store the top
block of different real time stream data in different logical disk devices.

Next, in the real time stream server of the concrete example described above, a case of handling the real time
stream data with a data rate of 3 (Mbps) will be considered. Here, the minimum integer m which satisfies
3 =mx R=™m-~x 1.6 (Mbps) is 2, so thatit is possible to store and supply the real time stream data with a date rate of
3 (Mbps) by using 2 pieces of unit streams with the block transfer time for one block equal to 1200 (ms). In order to store
the real time stream data with a date rate of 3 (Mbps), this data is divided into blocks, each in a size to be transferred
in 1200 (ms), and a set of these blocks are divided into m = 2 subsets:

BO = {b(2k) |k=0, 1, *+++ +++ 9}

Bi ={b(2k+1)|k=0,1,«*++eee*]

Then, the block b(2k+j) is stored into the logical disk device with a logical disk device ID number[(k+Hj) modulo 8]. In
other words,for BO, the top block b0 is stored into the logical disk device with a logical disk device ID numberHO,the
next block b2 is stored into the logical disk device with a logical disk device ID number [(HO+1) modulo 8], the next
block b4 is stored into the logical disk device with a logical disk device ID number [(HO+2) modulo 8], and so on.

In order to supply this stream in responseto the request from the client 7, two unit streams SO and $1 for supplying
BO and B1 respectively are prepared.

Then, the reference time-slots for the unit stream SO and the unit stream S1 are selected suchthatthe transfer start

timings of the block bO and the block b1 are displaced by 2400/2 = 1200 (ms). Then,the disk accessis allocated to the
time-slot in a similar manner as used for a unit stream in a case of m = 1, but here it must be possible to realize the disk
accessallocation for the unit stream SO and the disk accessallocation for the unit stream S1 simultaneously. If the
simultaneous disk accessallocations are impossible, the reference time-slots of the unit streams SO and $1 are to be
selected anew.

Whenthereference time-slots of the unit streams SO and $1 are determined in this manner,it suffices to schedule

the unit streams SO and $1 as independentunit streams. In other words, for each one of the unit stream SO and Si, a

block to be transferred next by using the time-slot to which the disk accessis allocated is read out from the logical disk
device which stores this block to the buffer memory 4, and then this block is transferred to the client 7 at the period of
2400 (ms), in the transfer time of 1200 (ms). Here, only the transfer time differs from a case of a usual unit stream. A
size of one block is approximately 460 (kB), which is less than the maximum block size of 500 (kB) for a usual unit
stream, so that the time-slot interval and the buffer memory management can be exactly the same as in a case of a
usualunit stream.

Fig. 7 shows exemplary transfer start timings for blocks read out from the logical disk devices storing blocks of the

unit streams SO and $1 in this case.In Fig. 7, the top blocks of the unit streams SO and $1 are storedin the logical disk
devices with the logical disk device ID numbers HO = 0 and Hi = 4. Note howeverthat any other combination of the
logical disk devices to store the top blocks may be used. Fig. 8 shows another exemplary transfer start timings in this
case, where HO = H1 =0, so that the block bO andthe block b1 are stored in the samelogical disk devicein this case.

Next, in the real time stream server of the concrete example described above, a case of handling the real time

stream data with a data rate of 4.5 (Mbps) will be considered. Here, the minimum integer m which satisfies
4.5 =m~x R=m-~ 1.6 (Mbps) is 3, so thatit is possible to store and supply the real time stream data with a date rate
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of 4.5 (Mbps) by using 3 pieces of unit streams with the block transfer time for one block equal to 800 (ms).

In order to store the real time stream data with a date rate of 4.5 (Mbps), this data is divided into blocks, each ina

size to be transferred in 800 (ms), and a set of these blocks are divided into m = 3 subsets:

BO = {b(3k) |k=0,1, ****eee2}

Bi ={b(3k+1)|k=0,1,¢*eeeee2]

B2 = {b(3k+2)|k=0,1,¢*++ +++]

Then, the block b(3k+j) is stored into the logical disk device with a logical disk device ID number [(kK+Hj) modulo 8].
In order to supply this stream in responseto the request from theclient 7, three unit streams SO, $1 and S2for sup-

plying BO, Bi and B2 respectively are prepared.
Then, the reference time-slots for the unit streams SO, $1 and S2 are selected such that the transfer start timings

of the respective blocks are displaced by 2400/3 = 800 (ms).
Fig. 9 shows exemplarytransfer start timings for blocks read out from the logical disk devices storing blocks of the

unit streams SO, $1 and S2, for an exemplary case of setting HO = 0, H1 = 3, and H2 = 6.
Similarly, in a case of handling the real time stream data with a data rate of 6 (Mbps), the minimum integer m which

satisfies 6 =m x R=m x 1.6 (Mbps)is 4, so thatit is possible to store and supply the real time stream data with a
date rate of 6 (Mbps) by using 4 pieces of unit streams with the block transfer time for one block equal to 600 (ms).

Fig. 10 shows exemplary transfer start timings for blocks read out from the logical disk devices storing blocks of the
unit streams SO, S1, S2 and S3, for an exemplary case of setting HO = 0, H1 = 2, H2 = 4, and H3 = 6.

Note that, in the real time stream server of the concrete example described above, a numberof unit streams that
can be supplied is set as 384, butit is possible to change a numberof unit streams to be used arbitrarily according to
the request from the client 7 as long as a total numberof unit streams to be used is within 384. For example,it is pos-
sible to supply 96 sets of streams with a data rate of 6 (Mbps) (corresponding to a total numberof unit streams equal
to 384) alone, or 48 sets of streams with a data rate of 6 (Mbps) (corresponding to a numberof unit streams equal to
192) and 192 sets of streams with a data rate of 1.5 (Mbps) (corresponding to a numberof unit streams equalto 192)
together.

Next, a mannerof selecting the time-slots at the connection request processing unit 21 in the real time stream
server 1 of Fig. 3 will be described.

In order to supply the real time stream server with a data rate of mxR,it is necessary to allocate m pieces of disk
accessesto the time-slots so that the m pieces of unit streams can be supplied continuously as described above.

Now, as already mentioned above, generally speaking, there are two types of a scheduling schemefor actually allo-
cating a time-slot to a disk access,including a fixed allocation type and a variable allocation type.

The formeris the scheduling schemein whichthe disk accessis fixed to the time-slot whichis positioned a certain
period of time awayrelatively from the reference time-slot as shownin Fig. 1. In other words,it is the scheduling scheme
whichfixes a positional relationship betweenthetransfer timing and the disk accesstiming on the time-slots.

Thelatter is the scheduling schemein which the allocation position of the disk access is made variable among the
time-slots within the tolerable jitter range as shownin Fig. 2, by noting the fact that a time-slot to which a disk accessis
to be allocated can be changed during a period since a buffer memory becomesavailable until a transfer start timing.

Note herethat, in Fig. 2, J indicates the maximum jitter number which is determined accordingto the following for-
mula.

J=BM-D-T-1

whereB is a ratio of a size of a buffer memory that can be used by onestream and a size of one blockof the real time
stream data,M is a time (a numberofslots) for reproducing one blockata client, T is a time (a numberofslots) for trans-
ferring one block to a client, and D is an estimated maximum delay time (a numberof slots) in a case where the disk
access end timing extends beyond the end timing of the allocated time-slot. In an example shownin Fig. 2, a time
required for transferring one blockto the client side and a time required for reproducing one blockat the client side are
assumed to be equal to each other, as a time equivalent to 4 time-slots.

Now,in the scheduling schemein which the disk accessis fixed to the time-slot which is positioned a certain period
of time awayrelatively from the reference time-slot, depending on a combination of the reference time-slots for already
connected unit streams. there can be a casein whichthe reference time-slots for m pieces of new unit streams overlap
with the reference time-slots for the already connected unit streams, no matter how these reference time-slots for m
pieces of new unit streams are selected. In such a case,it is impossible to allocate the disk accessto the time-slot, and

it is impossible to connect a new stream.
In contrast, in the scheduling schemein whichtheallocation position of the disk access is made variable among
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the time-slots within the tolerable jitter range, as long as there is a vacant time-slot within the tolerablejitter range as in

a case showninFig. 2, it suffices to allocate the disk access of a new unit stream to that vacant time-slot. Also, even
whenthere is no vacanttime-slot within the tolerable jitter range, by moving the disk accessof the already connected
unit stream to anothertime-slot within its tolerable jitter range, it is possible to create a vacant time-slot and allocate the
disk access of a new unit stream to that vacated time-slot.

Even in this case, however, a new stream cannot be connected whenit is impossible to create a vacant time-slot
no matter how the disk accesses are moved. In order to lower a probability for such a situation to arise,it is preferable
to select the reference time-slots such that the reference time-slots of the unit streams are not concentrated in a short

period of time as muchas possible,that is, the vacant time-slots are as widely spread as possible overall the time-slots.

As described, according to the present invention, the real time stream data with various data rates can be handled
by using an appropriate number of independentunit streams according to a data rate of each real time stream data,
and therefore it becomespossible to realize the disk access scheduling based on a single schemeregarding a time-slot
interval, a block size, a block transfer period, and a buffer memory management, without distinguishing different data
rates.

Also, according to the present invention, the stream resources are divided into amounts correspondingto the unit
streams, and allocated as much as necessary according to a data rate of each real time stream data to be supplied, so
that it becomes possible to utilize the stream resourcesefficiently without wasting any resource.

It is to be noted that, besides those already mentioned above, many modifications and variations of the above
embodiments may be made without departing from the novel and advantageous features of the present invention.
Accordingly, all such modifications and variations are intended to be included within the scope of the appended claims.

Claims

1. Areal time stream server, comprising:

entering meansfor entering real time stream data to be storedin the real time stream server;
determining meansfor determining a numberof unit streams to be used anda blocktransfer time for the real
time stream data, according to a data rate of the real time stream data;
dividing meansfor dividing the real time stream data into a plurality of blocks, each block being in a size to be
transferred within the block transfer time, and sequentially distributing the blocks among as manyunit streams
as the numberof unit streams to be used;

a plurality of disk devices for sequentially storing the blocks of each unit stream data;
a buffer memoryfor temporarily storing the blocks read out from said plurality of disk devices;
control means for reading out the blocks constituting the real time stream data from said plurality of disk
devices to the buffer memory, and reading out the real time stream data from the buffer memory, according to
a requestfor the real time stream data from a client; and
transfer meansfor transferring the real time stream data read out from the buffer memoryto the client through
a network.

2. Thereal time stream server of claim 1, wherein the control meansincludes:

management means for managinga directory information for each real time stream data stored in said plurality
of disk devices, the directory information indicating the numberof unit streams to be used, a disk device ID
numberof a disk device which stores a top block of each unit stream, and a recording position of each block
on a disk device which stores each block, for said each real time stream data.

3. The real time stream serverof claim 1, wherein the control means carries out operations with respect to each real
time stream data accordingto the directory information for each real time stream data managedin the management
means.

4. The real time stream server of claim 1, wherein the control means includes:

scheduling means for securing stream resources for as many unit streams as the numberof unit streams to be
used, scheduling a transfer start timing for each unit stream in order to transfer the blocks continuously in a
sequential orderto form the real time stream data, and controlling the transfer meansto read out each block of
each unit stream on the buffer memorywithin the block transfer time since the transfer start timing for each unit
stream.

5. The real time stream server of claim 4, wherein the scheduling means schedules the transfer start timing for each
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unit stream such that scheduled transfer start timings of the unit streams are displaced one another by the block
transfer time.

Thereal time stream serverof claim 1, wherein the unit stream is defined as a stream whichis scheduled by using
a prescribed block transfer period T, a prescribed block size L, and a prescribed time-slotinterval I.

The real time stream server of claim 1, wherein the determining means detects a maximum datarate of the real
time stream data, and determines the number m of unit streams to be used as a minimum integer which satisfies:

the maximum data rate = m x R

whereRis a prescribed maximum data rate of each unit stream.

Thereal time stream serverof claim 7, wherein the determining means determines the block transfer time as:

the block transfer time = T/m

whereTis a prescribed block transfer period, and m is the numberof unit streams to be used.

Thereal time stream serverof claim 1, wherein the real time stream server has a capacity to supply Cmaxsets of
real time stream data with data rates not greater than R, where R is a prescribed maximum data rate of each unit
stream, and the control means sets a numberof supplies Cm (m= 1, 2, * + + + * © * + ) tobe allocated to each real
time stream data with a data rate in a data rate range greater than (m-1)xR and not greater than mxR,arbitrarily
within a range of:

>i(m x Cm) = Cmaxm

where mis the numberof unit streams to be used for said each real time stream data.

A methodfor operating a real time stream server having a plurality of disk devices and a buffer memory, comprising
the stepsof:

entering real time stream data into the real time stream server;
determining a numberof unit streams to be used and a block transfer time for the real time stream data,
according to a data rate of the real time stream data;
dividing the real time stream data into a plurality of blocks, each block being in a size to be transferred within
the block transfer time, and sequentially distributing the blocks among as manyunit streams as the numberof
unit streams to be used;

sequentially storing the blocks of each unit stream data into said plurality of disk devices;
controlling the real time stream server to read the blocks constituting the real time stream data from said plu-
rality of disk devices to the buffer memory, and read out the real time stream data from the buffer memory,
according to a requestfor the real time stream data from a client; and

transferring the real time stream data read out from the buffer memoryto the client through a network.

The method of claim 10, wherein the controlling step includes the stepof:

managing a directory information for each real time stream data stored in said plurality of disk devices, the
directory information indicating the numberof unit streams to be used, a disk device ID numberof a disk device
which stores a top block of each unit stream, and a recording position of each block on a disk device which
stores eachblock, for said each real time stream data.

The method of claim 11, wherein the controlling step carries out operations with respect to each real time stream
data accordingto the directory information for each real time stream data managed by the managementstep.

The methodof claim 10, wherein the controlling step includes stepsof:
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securing stream resources for as many unit streams as the numberof unit streams to be used;

scheduling a transfer start timing for each unit stream in orderto transfer the blocks continuously in a sequen-
tial order to form the real time stream data; and

controlling the real time stream server to read out each block of each unit stream on the buffer memory within
the block transfer time since the transfer start timing for each unit stream.

The method of claim 13, wherein the scheduling step schedules the transfer start timing for each unit stream such
that scheduled transfer start timings of the unit streams are displaced one anotherbythe block transfer time.

The method of claim 10, wherein the unit stream is defined as a stream which is scheduled by using a prescribed
block transfer period T, a prescribed block size L, and a prescribed time-slot interval I.

The method of claim 10, wherein the determining step detects a maximum datarate of the real time stream data,
and determines the number m of unit streams to be used as a minimum integer which satisfies:

the maximum data rate = m x R

whereRis a prescribed maximum data rate of each unit stream.

The method of claim 16, wherein the determining step determines the blocktransfer time as:

the block transfer time = T/m

whereTis a prescribed block transfer period, and m is the numberof unit streams to be used.

The method of claim 10, wherein the real time stream server has a capacity to supply Cmax setsof real time stream
data with data rates not greater than R, whereRis a prescribed maximum data rate of each unit stream, and the
conirolling step sets a numberof supplies Cm (m= 1, 2, * * + * * + * © ) to be allocated to each real time stream
data with a data rate in a data rate range greater than (m-1)xR_ and not greater than mxR,arbitrarily within a range
of:

>i(m x Cm) = Cmaxm

where m is the numberof unit streams to be used for said each real time stream data.
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FIG.4
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DETERMINE NUMBER OF UNIT S13
STREAMS TO BE USED

OBTAIN BLOCK TRANSFER TIME S14

DIVIDE REAL TIME STREAM DATA S15
INTO BLOCKS

DISTRIBUTE BLOCKS AMONG S16
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STORE UNIT STREAM DATA INTO S17
DISK DEVICES

CREATE DIRECTORY INFORMATION S18

END
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FIG.5

START
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OBTAIN NUMBER m OF UNIT $23
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END
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present application is directed to application programmers interfaces (API) for programmer applications for
communications systems.

Asset forth in U.S. Patent No. 5,499,365,full incorporated herein by reference, object oriented programming sys-
tems and processes,also referred to as "object oriented computing environments,” have been the subject of much
investigation and interest. As is well known to those having skill in the art, object oriented programming systems are

composedof a large numberof objects.” An object is a data structure, also referred to as a “frame,” and a set of oper-
ations or functions, also referred to as "methods,” that can access that data structure. The frame may have “slots,” each
of which contains an “attribute” of the data in the slot. The attribute may be a primitive (such as an integeror string) or
an object reference whichis a pointer to another object. Objects having identical data structures and common behavior
can be groupedtogetherinto, and collectively identified as a "class."

Each defined class of objects will usually be manifested in a numberof "instances". Each instance contains the par-
ticular data structure for a particular example of the object. In an object oriented computing environment, the data is
processed by requesting an object to perform oneof its methods by sending the object a "message". The receiving

object responds to the message by choosing the method that implements the message name, executing this method
on the namedinstance, and returning control to the calling high level routine along with the results of the method. The
relationships between classes, objects and instancestraditionally have been established during "build time” or genera-
tion of the object oriented computing environment, i.e., prior to "run time” or execution of the object oriented computing
environment.

In addition to the relationships between classes, objects and instancesidentified above, inheritance relationships
also exist between two or more classes suchthata first class may be considered a “parent” of a second class and the
second class may be considered a “child” of the first class. In other words,thefirst class is an ancestor of the second
class and the secondclass is a descendantof thefirst class, such that the secondclass(i.e., the descendant) is said
to inherit from the first class (i.e., the ancestor) The data structure of the child class includesall of the attributes of the
parent class.

Object oriented systems have heretofore recognized "versions" of objects. A version of an object is the same data
as the objectat a different point in time. For example, an object which relates to a "work in progress”, is a separate ver-
sion of the same object data which relates to a completed and approved work. Many applications also require historical

records of data asit existed at various points in time. Thus, different versions of an object are required.
Two articles providing further general background are E.W. Dijkstra, The Structure of "THE" Multi programming

System, Communications of the ACM, Vol. 11, No. 5, May 1968, pp. 341-346, and C.A.R. Hoare, Monitors: Operating
Systems Structuring Concepts, Communications of the ACM, Vol. 17, No. 10, October, 1974, pp. 549-557, both of which
are incorporated herein by reference. The earlier article describes methods for synchronizing using primitives and
explains the use of semaphores while the latter article develops Brinch-Hansen's concept of a monitor as a method of
structuring an operating system.In particular, the Hoare article introduces a form of synchronization for processes and
describes a possible method of implementation in terms of semaphores and gives a proof rule as well asillustrative
examples.

As setforth in the Hoarearticle, a primary aim of an operating system is to share a computerinstallation among
many programs making unpredictable demands uponits resources. A primary task of the designeris, therefore, to
design a resourceallocation with scheduling algorithms for resources of various kinds (for example, main store, drum
store, magnetic tape handlers, consoles). In order to simplify this task, the programmertries to construct separate
schedulers for each class of resources. Each scheduler then consists of a certain amountof local administrative data,

together with some procedures and functions which are called by programs wishing to acquire and release resources.
Sucha collection of associated data and procedures is known as a monitor.

The adaptive communication environment (ACE)is an object-oriented type of network programming system devel-
oped by Douglas C. Schmidt, an Assistant Professor with the Department of Computer Science, School of Engineering
and Applied Science, Washington University. ACE encapsulates user level units and WIN32 (Windows NT and Win-
dows 95) OS mechanismsvia type-secured, efficient and object-oriented interfaces:

« IPC mechanisms - Internet-domain and UNIX-domain sockets, TLI, Named pipes (for UNIX and Win 32) and
STREAMpipes;

¢ Event multiplexing - via select() and poll() on UNIX and WaitForMultipleObjects on Win 32;
* Solaris threads, POSIX Pthreads, and Win 32 threads;

*—Explicit dynamic linking facilities - e.g., dlopen/disym/diclose on UNIX and LoadLibrary/GetProc on Win 32;
* |Memory-mappedfiles;
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« System VIPC - shared memory, semaphores, message queues; and

« Sun RPC (GNU rpc++).

In addition, ACE contains a numberof higher-level class categories and network programming frameworks to inte-
grate and enhancethe lower-level C++ wrappers. The higher-level components in ACE support the dynamic configura-
tion of concurrent network daemons composedof application services. ACE is currently being used in a numberof
commercial products including ATM signaling software products, PBX monitoring applications, network management
and general gateway communication for mobile communications systems and enterprise-wide distributed medical sys-
tems. A wealth of information and documentation regarding ACEis available on the worldwide webat the following uni-

versal resource locator: http:/Avww.cs.wustl.edu/...schmidt/ACE-overview.html.
The following abbreviations are or maybeutilized in this application:

* Thread - a parallel execution unit within a process. A monitor synchronizes, by forced sequentialization, the parallel
access of several simultaneously running Threads, which all call up functions of one object that are protected
through a monitor.

¢ Synchronizations-Primitive - a means of the operating system for reciprocal justification of parallel activities.
* Semaphore- a Synchronizations-Primitive for parallel activities.
¢ Mutex - a special Synchronizations-Primitive for parallel activities, for mutual exclusion purposes,it includesa crit-

ical code range.
* Condition Queue - an event waiting queuefor parallel activities referring to a certain condition.
* Gate Lock - a mutex of the monitor for each entry-function, for protection of an object, for allowing only one parallel

activity at a time to use an Enitry-Routine of the object.
* Long Term Scheduling - longtime delay of one parallel activity within a condition queue or event waiting queuefor

parallel activities.
« Broker- a distributor.

In addition, the following acronyms are or may be used herein:

AFM Asynchronous Function Manager
SESAM_Service & Event Synchronous Asynchronous Manager
PAL Programmable Area Logic

API Application ProgrammersInterface
IDL Interface Definition Language
ATOMIC Asynchron Transport Optimizing observer-pattern-like system supporting several Modes (client/server -

push/pull) for an IDL-less Communication subsystem, described herein
XDR External Data Representation
VO Input/Output
IPC Inter Process Communication

CSA CommonSoftware Architecture (a Siemens AG computing system convention)
SW Software

SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

The present invention provides a location and protocol transparent object oriented communication system that
implicitly encodes and decodestransferred data,if connected peers reside on hostwith different internal data represen-

tation. In that regard, the invention provides an Asynchronous Transport Optimizing Observer- Pattern-Like system
Supporting Several Modesfor an Interface Definition Language- less Communication Subsystem (ATOMIC) as well as
an application programming interface therefor. However, the data structure must be identical to that expected by the
supplier.

In an embodiment, the invention provides an object oriented communication system on a computerplatform, com-
prising:

means for supporting external data representation without an interface definition language; means for propagating
events in both push and pull communication modes and selecting which mode is used for a given connection;
meansfor distributing events; and meansfor server processing pattern management.

In an embodiment, the means for supporting external data representation without an interface definition language

comprises meansfor implicitly coding and decoding transferred data.
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In an embodiment,all communication end points that use the same addressare logically connected.

In an embodiment, there is provided a hook routine which called at the supplier side before data is sent and a hook

routine whichis called before data is stored in a target object, both hookroutines called with an environmentstring as
an argument, both hookroutines influencing data transfer.

In an embodiment, the invention further provides means for performing XDR encoding and decoding.
In an embodiment, the invention further provides a macro routine which makes a class accessible to a communi-

cation end-point.
In an embodiment, the macro routine makes the class accessible via the communication end point by declaring

inserter and extractor operators of the communication systems internal encoder/decoderclass as friends, and imple-

menting short memberfunctions and one memberfunction pointer into the class.
In an embodiment, the invention further provide a macro routine which defines a subset of data membersthat are

to be transferred and informs the underlying system as to how to deal with pointers and vectors.
In an embodiment, the macro routine has two arguments, a class name andalist of white space separated macro

routines, one such macroroutine for each transferrable data member.

In an embodiment, the invention provides a supplier class associated with a pattern string in order to transfer com-
ponent classes to consumers associated with the samepattern string residing on a host.

In an embodiment, the supplier class is a template class and can only exist in conjunction with a concrete compo-
nent class.

In an embodiment, the invention further provides a consumerclass associated with a pattern string in order to
receive componentclasses in PUSH mode or PULL modefrom suppliers associated with the samepattern string resid-
ing on hosts.

In an embodiment, the consumerclass is a template class and can only exist in conjunction with a concrete com-
ponentclass.

In an embodiment, the invention provides an object oriented communication system on a computerplatform, com-
prising:

meansfor supporting external data representation without any interface definition language said means for sup-
porting external data representation without an interface definition language comprises meansfor implicitly encod-
ing and decoding transfer data; means for propagating events in both push and pull communication modes and
selecting which modeis usedfor a given connection, including a hook routine called at the supplier side before data
is sent and a hookroutine called before data is stored in a target object, both hook routines called within an envi-

ronment string as an argument; meansfor distributing events; and means for server processing pattern manage-
ment, wherein all communication endpoints that use the same address are logically connected.

In an embodiment, the invention provides an object oriented communication system programmerinterface on a
computerplatform, comprising:a first macro routine which makes a class accessible to a communication endpoint by
declaring inserter and extractor operators of a communication systemsinternal encoder/decoderclass as friends and
implementing short member functions and one memberfunction pointer into the class; and a second macroroutine
which defines a subset of data membersthat are to be transferred and informs the underlying system as to how to deal
with pointers and vectors, a second macroroutine having two arguments, a class name anda list of white space sepa-
rated macro routines, one such white space separate macro routine for each transferrable data member.

In an embodiment, the invention provides a supplier class associated with a pattern string in orderto transfer com-
ponent classes to consumers associated with the samepattern string residing on a host.

In an embodiment, the supplier class is a template class and can only exist in conjunction with a concrete compo-
nent class.

In an embodiment, the invention further provides a consumerclass associated with a pattern string in order to
receive componentclasses in PUSH mode or PULL modefrom suppliers associated with the samepattern string resid-
ing on hosts.

In an embodiment, the consumerclass is a template class and can only exist in conjunction with a concrete com-
ponentclass.

These and other features of the invention are discussed in greater detail below in the following detailed description
of the presently preferred embodiments with reference to the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 illustrates a hardware and software environment.

Figure 2 illustrates the main components of an object-oriented program from Figure 5 of U.S. Patent No.
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5,313,629.

Figure 3 illustrates an example of an inheritance hierarchy to an object oriented platform.

Figure 4 illustrates use of a setValue() using event propogation or client/server communication without reply.

Figure 5 illustrates blocking of a setValue() using client/server communication with reply.

Figure 6 illustrates a nonblocking setValue() using client/server communication with reply - waitFor...().

Figure 7 illustrates a nonblocking setValue(Q) using client/server communication with reply - callback.

Figure 8 illustrates blocking getValueQ) without dataChanged() enabled.

Figure 9 illustrates sending no reply with dataChanged() enabled.

Figure 10 illustrates sending reply without dataChanged() enabled.

Figure 11 illustrates sending reply with dataChanged() enabled.

Figure 12 illustrates a nonblocking getValue() using waitForMultipleObjects.

Figure 13 illustrates a nonblocking getValue() using call-back function.

Figure 14_illustrates dispatching dataChanged() to handle incoming data.

Figure 15_illustrates blocking a PULL modegetValue() using NOWAITflag.

Figure 16__illustrates dispatching dataChanged() to handle pulled data.

COPENDING APPLICATIONS

Thefollowing commonly assigned copending applications are fully incorporated herein by reference:

Application NUMBER|Filing Date|Attorney Docket No.

 MONITOR SYSTEM FOR SYNCHRONIZATION OF GR 96 P 3106 E
THREADS WITHIN A SINGLE PROCESS

SERVICE AND EVENT SYNCHRONOUS/ASYN- GR 96 P 3107 E
CHRONOUS MANAGER

SOFTWAREICS FOR HIGH LEVEL APPLICATION GR 96 P 3109 E
FRAMEWORKS

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESENTLY PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

As stated above, the present invention (ATOMIC) provides a communication system application programmersinter-
face (API) as well as basic mechanismsofthe systemitself.

Again referring to U.S. Patent No. 5,499365, in an object oriented computing environment, work is accomplished
by sending action request messages to an object which contains data. The object will perform a requested action on
the data according to its predefined methods. Objects may be grouped into object classes which define the types and
meanings of the data, and the action requests (messages) that the object will honor. The individual objects containing
data are called instancesof the class.

Object classes can be defined to be subclasses of other classes. Subclassesinherit all of the data characteristics
and methodsof the parent class. They can add additional data and methods and they can override or redefine any data
elements or methodsof the parent class. An object may be represented schematically, and generally is represented

herein by a rectangle. The upper rectangle contains the data structure represented by a frame having slots, each of
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which contains an attribute of the data in the slot. The lower rectangle indicates the object's methods which encapsulate

the frame and which are used to perform actions on the data encapsulated in the frameof the upperrectangle.

Figures 1,2 and 3 are reproduced herein from U.S. Patent No. 5,499,365. The following description relating thereto
is derived from that patent.

Referring now to Figure 1, a hardware and software environment in which the present invention operates will now
be described. As shownin Figure 1, the present invention is a method and system within an object oriented computing
environment 11 operating on one or more computerplatforms 12. It will be understood by those having skill in the art
that computer platform 12 typically includes computer hardware units 13 such as a ceniral processing unit (CPU) 14, a
main memory 15 and an input/output (I/O) interface 16, and may include peripheral components such asa displayter-

minal 21, an input device 22 such as a keyboard or a mouse, nonvolatile data storage devices 23 such as magnetic or
optical disks, printers 24 and other peripheral devices. Computer platform 12 also typically includes microinstruction
codes 26 and an operating system 28.

As shownin Figure 1, object oriented computing environment 11 operates on computerplatform 12. It will be
understood by those having skill in the art that object oriented computing environment may operate across multiple
computerplatforms. Object oriented computing environment 11 is preferably written in the C++ computer programming
language. The design and operation of computer platforms and object oriented computing environments including that
of an object manager, are well knownto those having skill in the art and are described, for example, in U.S. Patent No.
5,265,206 issued November23, 1993 to Abraham,et al., entitled "A Messenger and Object Managerto Implement an
Object Oriented Environment"; and U.S. Patent No. 5,161,225 to Abraham, et al., entitled "Persistent Stream for
Processing Time Consuming and Reusable Queries in an Object Oriented Database Management System; U.S. Patent
No. 5,151,987 to Abraham,et al., entitled "Recovery Objects in an Object Oriented Computing Environment"; and U.S.
Patent No. 5,161,223 to Abraham, entitled "Resumeable Batch Query for Processing Time Consuming Queries in an
Object Oriented Database Management System", the disclosures of which are hereby incorporated herein by refer-
ence, and in numerous textbooks such as Object Oriented Software Construction by Bertrand Meyer, published by
Prentice Hall in 1988, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference and the publication referred to above
in the Background section.

Referring now to Figure 2, which is a reproduction of Figure 5 of U.S. Patent No. 5,313,629, the main components
of an object oriented program (11, Figure 1) will be described. A detailed description of the design and operation of an
object oriented program is provided in "Object Oriented Software Construction", by Bertrand Meyer, published by Pren-
tice Hall in 1988, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference.

Referring to Figure 2, a typical object oriented computing environment 11 includes three primary components: a

Messenger 51, and Object Management Table 52 and a Loaded Classes Table 53. The Messenger 51 controls com-
munication betweencalling and called messages, Object ManagementTable 52 and Loaded Classes Table 53. Object
ManagementTable 52 containsa list of pointers to all active object instances. The Loaded Classes Table 53 contains
a list of pointers to all methodsof active object classes.

Operation of the Object Oriented Program 11 will now be described for the exampleillustrated in Figure 2, in which
Methods A (block 54) of an object sends a message to methodB(block 55) of an object. Method A sends a message
to MethodBbycalling Messenger 51. The message contains (1) an object referenceof the instance to receive the mes-
sage, (2) the method the object instance is requested to perform on the data it encapsulates, and (3) any parameters
needed by the receiving method. Messenger 51 obtains a pointer to the data frame 56 of the instance object specified
by Method A, by searching Object ManagementTable 52 for the instance object. If the specified instance object cannot
be found, Object Management Table 52 addsthe instance object to the table and calls the instance to materialize its
data from the database.

Oncein the instance table, Object Management Table 52 returns the pointer to the materialized instance object.
Messenger 51 then obtains the address of Method B from the Loaded Classes Table 53. If the instance's class is

not loaded, the Loaded Classes Table 53 will load it at this time to materialize its data. The Loaded Classes Table 53

searchesfor the specified method (Method B) and returns the address of the method to Messenger51.
The Messenger51 then calls Method B, passing it a system data area and the Parameters from the call made by

MethcdAincluding the pointer. Method B accessesthe data frame 56 using the pointer. Method B then returns control
to the Messenger 51 which returns control to Method A.

Figure3illustrates an example of an inheritance hierarchy to an object oriented computing platform. As shown,
three object classes areillustrated for “salesperson”, "employee" and "person", where a salesperson is a "kind of”

employee, which is a "kind of” person. In other words, salesperson is a subclass of employee and employeeis the
superclass of salesperson. Similarly, employee is the subclass of person and personis the superclass of employee.
Eachclass shownincludesthree instances. B. Soutter, W. Tipp and B.G. Blue are salespersons. B. Abraham,K. Yates
and R. Moore are employees. J. McEnroe, R. Nader and R. Reagan are persons.In other words, an instanceis related
to its class by an "is a” relation.

Each subclass "inherits" the frames and methodsofits superclass. Thus, for example, a salesperson frameinherits
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age and hire date objects from the employee's superclass as well as promote methods from the employee superclass.

Salespersonalso includes a unique quota attribute and a pay commission method. Each instance can accessall meth-
ods and framesofits superclass, so that, for example, B.G Blue can be promoted.

The ATOMIC communication system is a location and protocol transparent object oriented communication system
that implicitly encodes and decodestransferred data,if the connected peers reside on hosts with different internal data
representation.

To that end, all communication endpoints (a/k/a peers) that use the same address - a character string (pattern) -
are logically connected . The patterns are valid with the network segmentthe host is connected to. Different name
spaces mayberealized by using a nameservicefor the pattern strings (e.g., by adding the host name and/or the proc-

ess nameto the pattern string).
The communication system provides one way communication between supplier and consumerpeers.

COMMUNICATION MODES

The ATOMIC communication system supports two communication modes: an event propogation mode, whichis
preferred; and a classic client/server communication mode, which is known from RPC based communication toolkits.

Table 1 below summarizes a comparisonof the event propogation and classic client/server communication modes

Event Propagation Modes PUSH Mode Consumerm (suppliers) to n (consumers)PossHoseJone:
Selection

Client/Server Communication |Supplier with Callback and/or

Modes waitFor... ()

n (suppliers) to 1(consumer) ( ... [REPLY [, Callback]

[, SynchHandile]])

Connections Consumer with Callback and/or
waitFor...()

( ... [WAIT [, Callback]

{, SynchHandle]])

 
Table 1: Event Propogation and Client/Server Modes

Event Propogation Mode

In the event propogation mode one or more suppliers make events known to zero (0) or more consumers, which
maybeinterested in this event by using the same pattern string as the supplier(s). Neither acknowledgments norreplies
are supported in this mode becauseof the arbitrary number of consumers. This mode supports two transfer modes
described next, the PUSH mode and the PULL mode.

The PUSH Mode

The PUSH mode- the most commonevent propogation mode- is a supplier triggered communication. The supplier
of an event propagates an event that causes the delivery of a dataChangedQ) method (whichis a callback function,
action routine) - if enabled by the consumer- in the consumercontext. It is up to the consumers whetherto allow PUSH
modeevents to be queued (such that no eventis lost) or not to be queued.
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The Pull Mode

The PULL modeis a consumertriggered communication. The consumerfetches incoming events independently of
the supplier's timing in propagating them. There is no queuing at the consumer's side because every consumerread
request causes the communication system to get a copy of the latest version of the supplier's data. The internal han-
dling depends on the queuing flag set (or not set) in the consumer's CsaRemote object. In case of queuing, a "get-
Value()” call blocks until the next data structure is provided by the supplier; if queuing is switched off, the "getValue()”
call returns the contents of the last data structure that were sent by the selected supplier (if any, otherwise anerroris
reported).

To avoid multiple queries into the same receiver object as the result of a consumer read request, one supplier must
be selected to get a unique object read.

Client/Server Communication Mode

Theclassic supplier triggered client/sever communication allows one or moreclients (suppliers) to connect to one
(and only one) server (consumer). This n-to-one relationship allows the server to send a reply backto the client on an
incoming event (message), if this reply was requested bythe client (supplier).

A significant add-on to the standard client/server communication, as known from, RPC is the consumertriggered
client/server communication. Every event received at the consumerside is queued into the consumer's input queue and
can beretrieved by calling the getValue() method (see description below) without getting any callback() routines dis-
patched. This feature allows the consumerto process a new event when appropriate without taking care of the restric-
tions that go along with asynchronousdispatching.

Location Transparency

Thelocation of the communication partner (Supplier as well as consumer)is fully transparent (i.e. as to whetherit
is located within the sameprocess, on the samehost, or on a remote host).

The ATOMIC communication system decides which protocol provides the best performancefor the particular con-
nection.

The user can specify a shared memoryflag as an attribute to the constructors of the CsaConnectable (supplier)
and CsaRemote (consumer) objects, andit is treated as a hint to the communication system.

ENVIRONMENT AND HOOKS

The EnvironmentString

The ATOMIC communication system (Msc) transfers data together with additional header information containing
the sender's peer address, the addressee's peerinformation, and an optional user specified environmentstring. The
data type of the environmentis defined in the headerfile CsaMscOptions.hhasfollows:

constint theCsaMscEnvSize= 32;

typedef char CsaMscEnvType[theCsaMscEnvSize];
The environment string can be passed to sender/receiver methods (see CsaConnectable's setValue()/getValue()

and CsaRemote's getValue(}/dataChanged() descriptions below).
The semantics of the environmentsiring are application specific and defined. The ATOMIC communication system

passes the environmentdata withoutinterpretation.

Adding and Removing Hook Routines

The ATOMIC communication system provides an interface to implement two hook routines, one at the supplier side
that is called before the data are sent and one at the consumerside,that is called before the received data are stored

in the target object. The hook routines are of type bool(i.e., boolean) and are called with one argument, the environ-
ment string. The hook routines are implemented once per process and are intended to be used by applications that

modify/interpret implicitly the environmentstring (¢.g. copy thread specific data into the environmentstring or store the
environmentstring as thread specific data).

The value ("true” or “false”) returned by the hookroutines influences the data transfer. In that regard, the value
"true" doesn't change the behavior while value "false":

* atthe supplier side, aborts a setValue() call without sending the data to the consumer(s)
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* atthe consumerside, aborts a getValue() call without copying the data to the consumer(s) target object(s) and with-

out dispatching/notifying the consumer.

These hook routines may be used for event filtering depending on (implicitly or explicitly specified) environment
string contents.

Thefollowing sample code shows how the hookroutines can be inserted, removed or changed. This sample code
showssetting supplier and consumer hookroutines :

/ / include options header file

#include <CsaMscOptions.hh>

/ / the input (consumer) hook routine

static bool inHook (CsaMscEnvType & theEnv) {

return (true);

}

/ / an alternate input (consumer) hook routine

Static book inHook2 (CsaMscEnvType & theEnv) ({

return (true);

}

/ / the output (supplier) hook routine

static bool outHook (CsaMscEnvType & theEnv) {

return (true);

}

CsaMscOptions theHooks = {inHook, outHook};

/ / set the hook routines

CsaOsOptDb: :setOptions(CsaMscOptionName, (void

theHook);

/ / yvead the hook routines

CsaOsptDb: :getOptions(CsaMscOptionName, (void

theHooks) ;

/ / modify and update the consumer hook routine

theHooks.theInputHook = inHook2;

CsaOsOptDb: :setOptions(CsaMscOptionName, (void

theHooks) ;

Building Classes and Structures

Somegoals for the design of a communication are:

*—the communication should be protocol transparent,

*) &

*) &

*) &
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¢ the communication should be location transparent,

¢«—the communication should be able to transfer all generic data types supported by the compiler,

*—the application programmershould not have to deal with data representation details such as XDR routines
* the communication systemsrestrictions to the class design should be as few as possible.

To achieve these goals, two macros, discussed below, are provided to the class designer, which macros make the
class transferrable by the communication system. These macros are referred to herein as the IMPLEMENT_MSCand
DECLARE_MSCmacros. Theclass definition must be identical for both the supplier and the consumer. Therefore, the
sameheaderfile is included by both communication endpoints; changesof the headerfile do not cause inconsistencies

becausethey are not donein differentfiles.
The XDR encoding/decoding is performed internally by a communication subsystem (the IMPLEMENT_MSC

macro must be present and specify all data membersto be transferred), if the corresponding communication endpoint
is located on a host with different internal data representation (different processor architecture).

The short componentclass example below shows howto use these macrosin nested classes (structures are han-
dled identically to classes; the DECLARE_MSCmacrois inserted in the public (default) section of the structure):

const int theFloatDimension = 333;

/ / user class example 1

class XyzSimpleClass {
public:

XyzSiimpleClass () {}

-XyzSimpleClass () {}

DECLAREMSC (XyzSimpleClass)

protected:

int aIntVar;

float aFloatArray [theFloaDimension];

}i

IMPLEMENTMSC(SyzSimpleClass, V(aIntVar) V(aFloatArray) )

/ fuser class example 2 :

class AbcWithPointers {

public:

AbcWithPointers (xyzSimpleClass *thePointer=0) :
myPointer (thePointer)

{ dsblDataChanged () ; }

-AbcWithPointers () {}

bool dataChanged (CsaMscRcevdFrom from_in,

CsaMscEnvType &theEnv)

{ return (true) ;_ }
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DECLAREMSC (AbcWithPointers)

protected:

double myDoubleVar;

XyzSimpleClass mySimpleClass;

XyzSimpleClass *myPointer;

hi

IMPLEMENTMSC (AbcWithPointers, V(myDoubleVar)

Vi(mySimpleClass) P(myPointer)

Thereis no restriction in the numberor size of the data members that are to be transferred. Some compilers-pre-
processors, however,limit the size of macro expansions.

The DECLARE_MSC macro

The DECLARE_MSC macro makestheclass accessible by a communication endpoint (CsaConnectable = supplier
or CsaRemote = consumer) by declaring the inserter/extractor operators of the communication system's internal
encoder/decoderclass as friends, and implementing a few very short memberfunctions (the enable/disable dataCh-
anged() method), and one memberfunction pointer (the dataChanged() methoditself) into the class.

The DECLARE_MSC macro must be added to the public section of the class asit inserts the memberfunction
pointer into the protected section of the class and the memberfunctionsinto the public section of the class.

The IMPLEMENT_MSC Macro

The IMPLEMENT_MSC macrodefines the subset of data members that are to be transferred and tells the under-
lying system howto deal with pointers/vectors.

The IMPLEMENT_MSC macro must be placed after the class definition (it implements the inserter/extractor oper-
ators of the communication system's internal encoder/decoderclass.

The IMPLEMENT_MSC macro has two arguments - the class name anda list of white space separated macros;
one macro for each transferrable data member. The V(datamember) macrotells the communication system to treat the
variable in the argument as a scalar or vectorthat is to be transferred.

The P(datamember) macro tells the communication system to dereference the pointer specified in the argument
andtransfer the contents of the class/structure/variable the pointer points to.

It should be noted that:

* All variable specification macros (e.g., V() and PQ ... ) build a white space separatedlist.
* The user classes may be derived from other classes. The data membersof the base class must be specified in the

IMPLEMENT_MSC macroof the derived class.

* Classes may be nested (container classes).

« The transferis restricted to data members (no VMT's...).

CsaConnectable (the supplier)

A CsaConnectable is the supplier class associated with a pattern string in order to transfer component classes
(specified as templates) to consumer(s) associated with the same pattern string residing on local or remote hosts.

The class CsaConnectable is a template class and therefore can only exist in conjunction with a concrete compo-
nent class.

A moredetailed interface description is provided below and sample codeis provided under the heading "Exam-
ples.”
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The Constructor

The constructor takes two arguments:

* apattern string which specifies the name of the communication endpoint,
* an attribute mask(local/shared memory has to be used for messagebuffering)

The CsaConnectable establishes the connection to the underlying basic communication system and allocates a
generic SESAM (reference should be made to Application Attorney Docket No. GR 96 P 3107, incorporated herein by

reference) slot for event notification.

Data Transfer

Data transferis initialized by a call to member function setValue(). The user object specified in the argumentlist
coniains the data to be transferred.

In most cases, the event propagation mode will be used.In this mode, only one argument must be supplied - a ref-
erence to the user class object that contains the data to be transferred.

Both, the PUSH mode and the PULL modeinterface do notdiffer from the suppliers point of view. Reference should
be made to Figure 4 wherein setValue() using event propogation orclient/server communication without replyis illus-
trated.

In case of client/server communication, some more information must be passed to setValue(). Because only one
server can be connected to the supplier, one of the existing consumers must be selected as the server. This can be per-
formed by calling getConsumers(), selecting the appropriate consumer and passing the consumerinformations (class
CsaMscPeerlInfo) as an argumentto setValue.

In the client/server mode,a reply from the server (consumer) might be expected. If the reply argumentis specified,
the call to setValue() blocks until the reply is received. Reference should be made to Figure 5 wherein blocking of set-
Value() using client/server communication with replyis illustrated.

Thelast data set transferred through the CsaConnectable can be reread via getValue(). The getValue(), unlike the
getValue() method of CsaRemote, never blocks because the requested data are already present(or not; in this case an
error status will be returned). Therefore, not asynchrony is provided in the CsaConnectable's getValue() interface.

If blocking calls (client/server modeonly) to setValue() are not acceptable, the setValue() method can be performed

in a separate thread. This is done by implicitly using the SESAM's dynamic slot mechanism. The synchronisation
(again, reference should be madeto Application Attorney Docket No. GR 96 P 3107 E for a more detailed description
of these aspects of SESAM ) can berealized in two different ways - waiting for a SynchHandle (returned by setValue())
(see Figure6 illustrating nonblocking setValue() using client/server communication with reply - waitFor...() and/or get-
ting a callback method (must be passedto setValue()) dispatched after completion of setValue() (see Figure 7 illustrat-
ing nonblocking setValue() using client/server communication with reply -callback.

It should be noted that asynchronous setValue() calls are only supported if a reply was requested.
In the constructor of CsaConnectable, a generic SESAMslot is allocated, and the SynchHandle associated with

this slot is stored as a CsaConnectable's private data. This SynchHandle- in this context called notification handle - can
be obtained by calling the method getNotificationHandleQ). This handle can be used for example in watchdog threads
that keep track of replies that are initiated by setValue() calls of other threads without knowledgeof the setValue()'s
argumenis.

Data Processing

The data membersof the userclass object are copied by ani/o stream-like encoder/decoderinto a message buffer,
which is passed to the underlying communication system. The CsaConnectable holds always the latest message buffer
for subsequent getValue() calls and to grant requests from a PULL mode consumer. There is no 1 to 1 relationship
between this message buffer in the output queue and a specific user class object, if more than one object has been
transferred through this CsaConnectable by one or more threads.

Design Restrictions

CsaConnectables (suppliers) may be located on a stack, allocated from a heapor stored in a global address space.
CsaConnectables in shared memoryare not supported.

There must not be classes derived from class CsaConnectable. Containment can be used instead.

There are norestrictions on the lifetime of the CsaConnectable.
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CsaRemote (Consumer)

CsaRemoteis the consumerclass associated with a pattern string in order to receive component classes (specified
as templates) in PUSH mode or PULL modefrom supplier(s) associated with the same pattern string residing on local
or remote hosts.

The class CsaRemote is a template class and therefore can only exist in conjunction with a concrete component
class.

The Constructor

The constructor takes two arguments:a pattern string which specifies the name of the communication endpoint;
and an attribute mask specifying:

a) whether a shared/local memory has to be used for message buffering,
b) whether or not an incoming message must be queued, and
c) the CsaRemote (consumer) to select the PUSH/PULL mode.

The CsaRemoteestablishes the connection to the underlying basic communication system and allocates a generic
SESAM (see SESAM API description, copending Application Attorney Docket No. GR 96 P 3107 E)slot for event noti-
fication.

Data Transfer

For the consumerside there are two modes of operation, the event propagation containing the PUSH and PULL
modes aswell as the client/server communication (supplier and consumertriggered).

The supplier triggered modes - event propagation PUSH modeandtheclient/server mode - are very similar from
the consumer's point of view; the only difference is the reply that will be returned to the supplier (if requested) in cli-
ent/server mode. Common to both modesis the dispatching schemeand the blocking/nonblocking getValueQ) (receive)
calls.

Consumertriggered mode- event propagation PULL mode- is different from the supplier triggered mode in copying
the last data set (that will always be kept by the supplier) by every call to getValue() - regardless whetherthe supplier's

data changed ordidn't change betweentwocalls to getValue().

Data Filter Method dataChanged

The DECLARE_MSC macroaddsa datafiltering and event dispatching mechanism to the user's componentclass.
The designer of the user component class can add a method(in this document always named dataChanged()) to

his class, that can be enabled or disabled at runtime. This method is - if enabled - implicitly called after copying the
received data into the target object - regardless whether the data are received by a synchronous/asynchronouscall to
getValue() or by enabling the dispatching with setCallbackObject(). In the latter case, the action routine that will get dis-
patchedis the dataChanged(Q) memberfunction. There are two arguments passed to the dataChanged() method, a
maskof type CsaMscRevdFrom which specifies the location of the sender (same thread, same processbutdifferent
thread, other process on samehost or process on a remote host) (see SESAM API description) and the environment
string.

In client/server mode,the return value of dataChanged() is returned to the supplier (client) together with the thread

specific error object, if a reply was requested.
The great advantage of dispatching a memberfunction of the user class is the accessibility of all data members by

the dispatched function.
The dataChanged() method is enabled by invoking the user class method:
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void enblDataChanged(

bool (userclass::*f) (CsaMscRcevdFrom,

CsaMscEnvType &

);

The dataChanged() method is disabled by invoking the user class method void dsbIDataChanged(void).
Both methods are implemented by the macro DECLARE_MSC.
It should be noted that the dataChanged() method always should explicitly disabled or enabled in the constructor

of the user class to avoid uninitialized member function pointer. Toggling between enabled and disabled state is possi-
ble at runtime.

Supplier Triggered Event Processing

The most simple caseis just calling getValue() with one argument, the reference to a user object as the receiver
buffer without enabling the dataChanged() method.

The object getValue() blocks until data are available for reading. Reference should be madeto Figure 8 whichillus-
trates blocking getValue without dataChanged enabled.

If the dataChanged() methodis implemented and enabled,it is invoked after reading the incoming data and before
returning to the caller of getValue(). Reference should be made to Figure 9 whichillustrates blocking getValue with
dataChanged enabled.

In client/server mode, the supplier may request a reply. If no dataChanged() method is implemented and enabled,
the reply will be delivered with and havethe status of "success" after copying the incoming data into the target object.
In that regard, reference should be madeto Figure 10 whichillustrates sending a reply without dataChangedQ) enabled.
If the dataChanged() method is implemented and enabled, the reply will be delivered after return from dataChanged()
passingthe return status and, if dataChanged() returned ‘false’, the thread specific error object back to the supplier. In
that regard, reference should be madeto Figure 11 whichillustrates sending a reply with dataChanged() enabled.

As described for CsaConnectable, the blocking invocation can be performed in a separate thread implicitly using
SESAM's dynamic slot mechanism. The synchronization (see detailed description in commonly assigned and copend-
ing application Attorney Docket No. GR 96 P 3107 E) canberealized in two different ways - waiting for a SynchHandle
(returned by getValue(Q)) (see Figure 12 whichillustrates nonblocking getValueQ) using waitForMultipleObjects) and/or
getting a call-back method (mustalso be passed to setValue ()) dispatched after completion of setValue() (see Figure
13 whichillustrates nonblocking getValue() using a callback function).

Manyapplications are event driven or have more than oneinput event to wait for. These applications cannot block
ina single getValue(Q); they need to get dispatchedafter arrival of data in one or more CsaRemote objects. This appli-
cations can declare an object as the receiver object for the specified CsaRemote object using the dataChanged()
method as the callback method. The dataChanged() method is dispatched from the main dispatcher as long as the
input queue contains unread data, similar to the RPC action routine (see Figure 14 whichillustrates dispatching
dataChanged() to handle incoming data). At invocation time of dataChanged() the data are already stored in the spec-
ified object. Reply handling is similar as described for getValue() calls with dataChanged() enabled.

It should be noted that the dataChanged() method must be enabled before invoking setCallbackObject().
After enabling the dataChanged() method as the dispatcher for incoming events, no further getValue() calls are

possible for this CsaRemote object.
In somecasesit may beof interest to be notified every time data on one or more CsaRemoteobjects arrive. The

application process then would call the method waitForMultipleObjects() on the notification handle(s) of the CsaRemote
objeci(s) of interest and invoke for every signaled CsaRemote object the getValue() method with the flag "NOWAIT", as
long as data are available.

ConsumerTriggered Event Processing

In event propagation PULL mode, the consumertriggers the receiving of messages from supplier(s). To get only
one data set for the pull request, one specific supplier must be selected. The selection is donebycalling the method

getSuppliers(), selecting one of the suppliers and calling the method getValue() for the selected supplier.
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The CsaRemoteclass provides two different ways of pulling data from the consumer- request a data set regardless
if it was yet read by a previous call to getValue() (by calling getValue() with the flag "NOWAIT") or request a new version
of the data set (by calling getValue() with the flag "WAIT" which meanswait for a new update by the supplier) (see Fig-
ure 15 whichillustrates blocking PULL mode getValue() using the NOWAITflag).

In the latter case the request for a new update is queued at the supplier's CsaConnectable until the next setValue().
This set Value() causes all queued requests to be granted, regardlessif they are queued by one or more CsaRemotes
(i.e. if more than one request from one CsaRemoteis pending at the same CsaConnectable, the setValue() method
grants all requests!).

The asynchronousfunctionality - passing the getValue() invocation to SESAM's dynamic slots and waiting for com-

pletion and/orforcing a callback function to be dispatched, respectively - is similar to that of the PUSH mode1.
The dispatching of the dataChanged() method enabled by a previouscall to setCallbackObject() is slightly different

by meansofinitiator of the callback. In PULL mode the dataChangedis dispatched due to the supplier's response on
a consumer's getvalue() call (see Figure 13 whichillustrates dispatching datachanged() to handle pulled data).

Replies in Client/Server mode

As described above, replies are possible in client/server mode only. For the processing of replies, see Table 2

below. In Table 2, the entry of an "X" means “not of concern.”

PULL mode|QUEUED |setCallback |/Reply - Behavior

eee Implicit reply after the mes-   
sage is stored in the input  

 message queue. The input queue  
  

 
has the length of 1 message.

Get_value() calls the  
 dataChanged() method, wich re-  
  turns an error status passed as

  a reply status to the supplier.  
 Each message can trigger one 
 
 
 
 

The return status of the

dataChanged ()

to the supplier of the message

  method is passed

  
  

as a reply status (implicitly)

Notes: (1) Consumer triggered event event processing.

 

(2) Supplier triggered event event processing.

(3) If the queve is full, the supplier will block un-

til the consumer dequeues at least one event.

Table 2: Reply Behavior
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Data Processing

All incoming data are queued into the input queue of the consumer. In the case of PUSH mode consumersthat
specify the attribute "NOTQUEUED"to the constructor, the input queue has a maximum length of 1 message buffer,
whichwill be overwritten by a new incoming event.

The data members of the user class object are copied by an i/o stream-like encoder/decoder from a message
buffer, which is queued to the input queue of the CsaRemote, to the user class object.

There is no 1 to 1 relationship between this messagebuffer in the output queue and a userclass object, if more
than one object has been transferred through this CsaRemote.

Design Restrictions

CsaRemote objects (consumers) may be located on a stack, allocated from a heap or stored in a global address
space. CsaRemotesin shared memory are not supported.

There must be no classes derived from class CsaRemote. Instead, one must use containment.

There are no restrictions on the lifetime of a CsaRemote object.
The user class object's lifetime must not be less than the lifetime of the CsaRemote.
In summary, the principal new approach of the invention is the novel and inventive combination of all the following

features within a single homogenous package:

object oriented
supports external data representation without the needof an Interface Definition Language
Event-Propagation for Push&Pull-Modes
Client-Server Communication with reply
full asynchronous Support
multithreaded and multithreadsafe

Layering between Application-View and Implementation-View
transparencyof locations and protocols and according optimizations
use of a server process for pattern-managementonly in the registration phase, but never in the Transport phase
a fully distributed (with local optimizations) event propagation mechanism,so no further event propagation mecha-
nism is necessary throughout a software system.

Examples

Thefollowing examplesillustrate typical usages of CsaConnectable (supplier) and CsaRemote (consumer) objects.
Both, the supplier and the consumer, use the same headerfile with class definitions.
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The Header File

const int theFloatDimension = 333;

// user class example 1

class XyzSimpleClass {

public:

XyzSimpleClass () {}

~XyzSimpleClass () {}

DECLAREMSC (XyzSimpleClass)

protected:

int alIntVar;

float aFloatArray [theFloatDimension] ;

}i

IMPLEMENTMSC (XyzSimpleClass, V(aIntVar) V(aFloatArray))

//user class example 2

class AbcWithPointers {

public:

AbcWithPointers(XyzSimpleClass *thePointer=0):

myPointer (thePointer)

{ dsblDataChanged(); } ~AbcWithPointers() {}

bool dataChanged (CsaMscRevdFrom from_in,

CsaMscEnvType &theEnv)

{ return(true); } DECLARE_MSC(AbcWithPointers)

protected:

double myDoubleVar;

XyzSimpleClass mySimpleClass; XyzSimpleClass *myPointer;

hi

IMPLEMENTMSC (AbcWithPointers, V(myDoubleVar)

V(mySimpleClass)

P(myPointer))
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The Supplier Program

#include <CsaConnectable.hh> // communication classes

#include <user.hh> // user class(es)

// Callback function that notifies the completion of a

// blocking call to setValue() with reply

void * callbackFunc (void *) {

return ((void *) 0);

}

/*

* The main program

*/

main(int argc, char **argv)

{

XyzSimpleClass scl; // a simple user class

AbcWithPointers wpl(&scl); // a

container user class CsaMscPeerInfo peers; // information
about consumers

bool status; // return status for method calls

CsaSesam: :SynchHandleType Synch; // SESAM's synchronization

// handle

// Event Propagation (PUSH mode)

CsaConnectable <AbcWithPointers> conl ("push_mode_conn") ;

status = conl.setValue(wpl) ;

// Event Propagation (PULL mode)

CsaConnectable <AbcWithPointers> con2 ("pull_mode_conn") ;

Status = con2.setValue(wpl) ;

// Client/Server mode (no reply, synchronous completion) Csa-

Connectable

<AbcWithPointers> con3 ("clsv_mode_conn"); status =

con3.getConsumers (&peers) ;

for ( peers.reset(); peers++ ; ) {

// ... select appropriate consumer

break;

}

status = con3.setValue(wpl, &peers) ;

// Client/Server mode (reply, synchronous completion)
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status = con3.setValue(wpl, &peers, CsaMscPeer::Reply);

// Client/Server mode (reply, callback function)

status = con3.setValue(wpl, &peers, CsaMscPeer::Reply,

callbackFunc);

// Client/Server mode (reply, wait for completion)

status = con3.setValue(wpl, &peers, CsaMscPeer::Reply,

0, &Synch) ;

// some code

// AFM's WaitForMultipleObjects(1,&Synch, LOGAND, 60000) ;

return 0;

}

The Consumer Program

#include <CsaRemote.hh> // communication classes

#include<user.hh>

// user class (es)

// A allback function that notifies the asynchronous comple-

tion

// of a call to getValue().

void * callbackFunc(void *) {

return ((void *) 0);

}

/*

* The main program

*/

main(int argc, char **argv)

{

CsaMscPeerInfo peers; // information about consumers

CsaSesam: :SynchHandleType Synch; // SESAM's synchronization

// nandle

bool status; // return status of method calls

/*

* Event Propagation (PULL mode)

*/
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CsaRemote <AbcWithPointers> reml1 ("pull_mode_conn",

CsaMscPeer: : PullMode) ;

XyzSimpleClass scl; // a simple user class AbcWith-

Pointers wpl(&sel); //a

container class

// first select a supplier

status = reml.getSuppliers (&peers) ;

for ( peers.reset(); peers++ ; ) {

// ... select appropriate supplier

break;

}

// enable the dataChanged method

wpl.enblDataChanged (AbcWithPointers: :dataChanged);

// get data using synchronous getValue() call

while (1) {

status = reml.getValue(wpl, &peers) ;

// ... ado something

}

// get data using asynchronous getValue() call

status = reml.getValue(wpl, &peers, CsaMscPeer::Wait,

callbackFunc);

while (1) {

status = reml.getValue(wpl, &peers, CsaMscPeer::Wait,

0, &Synch) ;

// ... do something

// SESAM's WaitForMultipleOb-

jects (1,&Synch, LOGAND, 60000);

}

/*

* Event propagation - PUSH model

*/

CsaRemote <AbcWithPointers> rem2("pull_mode_conn",

CsaMscPeer: : PushMode) ;

XyzSimpleClass sc2; // a simple user class AbcWithPointers

wp2(&Sc2); // a
container user class

// Enable the dataChanged method
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wp2.enblDataChanged (AbcWithPointers: :dataChanged);

// First get some data using synchronous getValue() call

Status = rem2.getValue(wp2) ;

// Now let dataChanged method be dispatched on every

// incoming event. From now on every getValue() call

// on this Remote will be rejected.

status = rem2.setCallbackObject (wp2) ;

// call an appropriate main loop

*/

* Client/server communication

*/

CsaRemote <AbcWithPointers> rem3("clsv_mode_conn",

CsaMscPeer: : PushMode);

XyzSimpleClass sc3; // a simple user class
AbcWithPointers wp3(&sc3); //a container user class
// Enable the dataChanged method

wp3.enblDataChanged (AbcWithPointers: :dataChanged);

// First get some data using synchronous getValue() call

Status = rem3.getValue(wp3) ;

// Now let dataChanged method be dispatched on every

// incoming event. From now on every getValue() call

// on this Remote will be rejected.

Status = rem3.setCallbackObject (wp3) ;

// call an appropriate main loop

}

Although modifications and changes may be suggested bythoseskilled in the art, it is the intention of the inventors
to embodywithin the patent warranted hereonall changes and modifications as reasonably and properly come within
the scopeof their contribution to the art.

Claims

1. An object oriented communication system on a computerplatform, comprising:

meansfor supporting external data representation without an interface definition language;
meansfor propagating events in both push and pull communication modes and selecting which modeis used

for a given connection;
meansfor distributing events; and
meansfor server processing pattern management.

2. The object oriented communication system according to claim 1, wherein the meansfor supporting external data

representation without an interface definition language comprises meansfor implicitly coding and decoding trans-
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ferred data.

The object oriented communication system according to claim 1 or 2, wherein all communication end points that
use the same address are logically connected.

The object oriented communication system according to claim 1 to 3, wherein there is provided a hook routine
which called at the supplier side before data is sent and a hook routine whichis called before data is stored in a
target object, both hookroutines called with an environment string as an argument, both hook routines influencing
data transfer.

The object oriented computing system programmerinterface according to claim 1 to 4, further comprising means
for performing XDR encoding and decoding.

The object oriented communication system according to claim 1 to 5, further comprising a macro routine which
makesa class accessible to a communication endpoint.

The object oriented communication system according to claim 6, wherein the macro routine makesthe class acces-

sible via the communication end point by declaring inserter and extractor operators of the communication systems
internal encoder/decoderclass as friends, and implementing short member functions and one memberfunction
pointerinto the class.

The object oriented communication system according to claim 1 to 7, further comprising a macro routine which
defines a subset of data members that are to be transferred and informs the underlying system as to how to deal
with pointers and vectors.

The object oriented communication system according to claim 8, wherein the macro routine has two arguments, a
class nameanda list of white space separated macro routines, one such macro routine for each transferrable data
member.

The object oriented communication system according to claim 1 to 9, comprising a supplier class associated with
a patternstring in orderto transfer component classes to consumers associated with the samepattern string resid-

ing on a host.

The object oriented communication system according to claim 10, wherein the supplier class is a template class
and can onlyexist in conjunction with a concrete componentclass.

The object oriented communication system according to claim 1 to 11, further comprising a consumerclass asso-
ciated with a pattern string in order to receive component classes in PUSH mode or PULL modefrom suppliers
associated with the same pattern string residing on hosts.

The object oriented communication system according to claim 12, wherein the consumerclass is a template class
and can onlyexist in conjunction with a concrete componentclass.

Anobject oriented communication system programmerinterface on a computerplatform, comprising:

a first macro routine which makes a class accessible to a communication endpoint by declaring inserter and
extractor operators of a communication systems internal encoder/decoderclass as friends and implementing
short memberfunctions and one memberfunction pointer into the class; and
a second macro routine which defines a subset of data members that are to be transferred and informs the

underlying system as to how to deal with pointers and vectors, a second macro routine having two arguments,
aclass nameanda list of white space separated macro routines, one such white space separate macro routine
for each transferrable data member.

The object oriented communication system programmerinterface according to claim 14, comprising a supplier
class associated with a pattern string in order to transfer component classes to consumers associated with the
samepattern string residing on a host.

The object oriented communication system programmerinterface according to claim 14 or 15, wherein the supplier
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class is a template class and can only exist in conjunction with a concrete componentclass.

The object oriented communication system programmerinterface according to claim 14 to 16, further comprising a
consumerclass associated with a pattern string in order to receive component classes in PUSH mode or PULL
modefrom suppliers associated with the same pattern string residing on hosts.

The object oriented communication system programmerinterface according to claim 14 to 17, wherein the con-
sumerclass is a template class and can only exist in conjunction with a concrete componentclass.

A storage medium including object oriented code for an object oriented communication system on a computerplat-
form, comprising:

meansfor supporting external data representation without an interface definition language;
meansfor propagating events in both push and pull communication modes and selecting which modeis used
for a given connection;
meansfor distributing events; and
meansfor server processing pattern management.

The storage medium according to claim 19, wherein the means for supporting external data representation without
an interface definition language comprises meansfor implicitly coding and decoding transferred data.

The storage medium accordingto claim 19 or 20, wherein all communication end points that use the same address
are logically connected.

The storage medium according to claim 19 to 21, wherein there is provided a hook routine which called at the sup-
plier side before data is sent and a hookroutine which is called before data is stored in a target object, both hook
routines called with an environmentstring as an argument, both hook routines influencing data transfer.

The storage medium according to claim 19 to 22, further comprising means for performing XDR encoding and
decoding.

The storage medium according to claim 19 to 23, further comprising a macro routine which makesa class acces-
sible to a communication endpoint.

The storage medium according to claim 24, wherein the macro routine makesthe class accessible via the commu-
nication end point by declaring inserter and extractor operators of the communication systems internal
encoder/decoderclass as friends, and implementing short memberfunctions and one memberfunction pointer into
the class.

The storage medium accordingto claim 19 to 25, further comprising a macro routine which defines a subsetof data
membersthat are to be transferred and informs the underlying system as to how to deal with pointers and vectors.

The storage medium according to claim 26, wherein the macro routine has two arguments, a class name andalist
of white space separated macro routines, one such macro routine for each transferrable data member.

The storage medium according to claim 19 to 27, comprising a supplier class associated with a pattern string in
orderto transfer component classes to consumers associated with the samepattern string residing on a host.

The storage medium accordingto claim 28, wherein the supplier class is a template class and canonly exist in con-
junction with a concrete componentclass.

The storage medium according to claim 19 to 29, further comprising a consumer class associated with a pattern

string in order to receive component classes in PUSH mode or PULL mode from suppliers associated with the
samepattern string residing on hosts.

The storage medium according to claim 30, wherein the consumerclassis a template class and can only exist in
conjunction with a concrete componentclass.
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Astorage medium including object oriented code for an object oriented communication system on a computerplat-

form, comprising:

a first macro routine which makes a class accessible to a communication endpoint by declaring inserter and
extractor operators of a communication systems internal encoder/decoderclass as friends and implementing
short memberfunctions and one memberfunction pointer into the class; and
a second macro routine which defines a subset of data members that are to be transferred and informs the

underlying system as to howto deal with pointers and vectors, a second macro routine having two arguments,
aclass name anda list of white space separated macro routines, one such white space separate macro routine
for each transferrable data member.

The object oriented communication system programmerinterface according to claim 32, comprising a supplier
class associated with a pattern string in order to transfer component classes to consumers associated with the
samepattern string residing on a host.

The storage medium according to claim 33, wherein the supplier class is a template class and canonly exist in con-
junction with a concrete componentclass.

The storage medium according to claim 33 or 34, further comprising a consumer class associated with a pattern
string in order to receive component classes in PUSH mode or PULL mode from suppliers associated with the
samepattern string residing on hosts.

The storage medium according to claim 33 to 35, wherein the consumerclass is a template class and can only exist
in conjunction with a concrete componentclass.
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Description

BACKGROUNDOF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to a digital broadcasting system.

2. Description of the Related Art

Since the developmentof digital satellite broadcasting in recent years, there has been a great increase in the
numberof programs being provided on an ever greater number of channels. Fordigital satellite broadcasting, large

numbersof channels are possible by multiplexing the channels together into a single frequency band. This multiplexing

is performed using whatis called a "transport stream" under MPEG2 (Moving Pictures Experts Group2) standard. This
technique is described in detail in the documentation for IS/IEC Standard 13818-1 (MPEG2 system standard).

Digital satellite broadcasting has a drawbackin that image information is transmitted one-directionally from a trans-
mitter, so that no interaction between the receiver and the transmitter is possible. However, users would be able to
enjoy a greatervariety of programsif they were able to makeinteractive selections of image information in accordance
with the content of the image information received by the receiver terminal.

SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

It is a primary object of the present invention to provide a digital broadcasting apparatus that one-directionally
broadcasts a broadcast wave which, whenreceived by a reception apparatus, gives the user the impression ofinter-

action that is achieved through bidirectional communication. Here, it is the object of the present invention to further
provide a reception apparatus, a digital broadcasting system, and a recording medium for recording a program to be
used by a reception apparatus.

The above object can be achieved by a broadcasting apparatus for broadcasting an interactive program composed
of a plurality of contents that are linked to one another, the broadcasting apparatus including: a content storing unit for
storing the plurality of contents, each content including a set of video data anda set of control information that indicates

another content that is a link destination for a present content, and a transmitting unit for multiplexing a set of video
data and a plurality of sets of the same control information included in a same content as the set of video data, and
for transmitting the multiplexed sets of video data and control information.

Here, the content storing unit may include: a first storing unit for storing the sets of video data included in the
plurality of contents; a secondstoring unit for storing the sets of control information includedin the plurality of contents;

and aconstruction table storing unit for storing a construction table showing correspondence betweenthe sets of video

data stored in the first storing unit and the sets of control information stored in the secondstoring unit.
Here, the transmitting unit may include: a multiplexing unit for reading the plurality of sets of video data stored in

the first storing unit and the plurality of sets of control information stored in the second storing unit as respective digital
data streams, and multiplexing the digital data streams to generate a multiplexed stream; a multiplexing control unit
for referring to the construction table and controlling the multiplexing unit to multiplex the plurality of sets of video data

and to repeatedly multiplex a set of control information corresponding to a set of video data; and a broadcasting unit

for placing the multiplexed stream generated by the multiplexing unit onto a digital broadcast wave and broadcasting
the digital broadcast wave.

Here, the content storing unit may further include: a third storing unit for storing sets of audio data that correspond
to the sets of video data, wherein the construction table storing unit stores correspondence betweena set of video
data, a set of audio data, and a set of control information included in each of the plurality of contents, and wherein the
multiplexing unit also multiplexes the sets of audio data storedin the third storing unit into the multiplexed stream.

With the above construction, control information is repeatedly multiplexed with the video data andis transmitted,

so that the reception apparatus can perform reproduction while interactively switching between contents in accordance
with user operations. This is to say, the present digital broadcasting apparatus can provide interactive programs using
a one-directional broadcast.

Here, each content mayinclude a plurality of sets of control information, each set of control information including
a set of link information showing contents that are link destinations and a set of time information indicating a valid

period for the present control information within the reproduction period of the set of video data correspondingto the
present set of control information, and the multiplexing control unit may control the multiplexing unit to repeatedly
multiplex each set of control information with the corresponding set of video data during the valid period of the set of
control information.
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With the stated construction, the digital broadcasting apparatus can repeatedly and freely multiplex different sets

of control information for different periods within the reproduction time of sets of video data, so thatthe link destination
contents and number of potential links can be dynamically changed in accordance with the content of the video data.
As a result, each content can be linked to appropriate link destination contents for the content of each scene in the
video data.

Here, the multiplexing control unit may control the multiplexing unit to repeatedly multiplex each set of control

information with the corresponding video data starting from a predetermined time before the valid period of the set of
control information, the predetermined time being sufficiently long to enable a reception apparatus to processa set of
control information.

With the stated construction, control information is repeatedly multiplexed with the video data starting from a pre-
determined time before the valid period of the control information, so that when a content is being reproduced by the
reception apparatus, the reception apparatus will have enough time to process new control information which has a

different valid period.

Here, the multiplexing control unit may append a version number, reflecting the valid period of each set of control
information, to each set of control information in a given content.

With the stated construction, the reception apparatus can obtain new control information with a different valid
period for a same content using the version numbers.

Here, eachset of control information stored by the secondstoring unit may include a setof link information showing
contents that are link destinations and supplementary images representing menu items for each link destination.

With the stated construction, menu items for assisting user operationsin the reception apparatus canbefreely set
in each set of control information.

Here,at least one set of control information mayinclude: a plurality of sets of additional information representing
one of text and a graphic imagethatis to be displayed superimposed onto the corresponding video data; and a set of
script information that validates one of the sets of additional information within a reception apparatus, in accordance

with a user operation.
With the stated construction, sets of control information can be provided with script information and a plurality of

sets of additional information, with the reception apparatus being able to interactively switch between the sets of ad-

ditional information. As one example, when the video data expresses a weather forecast and the sets of additional
information provide a plurality of supplementary explanations (text or graphics) relating to the content of the video data,
switching of the display of supplementary explanations can be performed using the script information in accordance

with the user operations. By doing so, onepair of a set of video data and a set of control information can be used to
express whatare effectively a plurality of contents.

Here, at least one set of control information may include: at least two groups of a set of link information and
supplementary images; a set ofinitial information showing a group of a setof link information and supplementary
imagesthatis valid at a start of reproduction by a reception apparatus for a content including the present set of control

information; and a set of script information that changesavalid setting in the reception apparatus in accordancewith

a user operation.
With the stated construction, sets of control information are provided with a plurality of groups which may be

switched according to the script information, so that an effective increase in the number oflink destination contents
can be achieved.

Here, each group of a set of link information and supplementary image mayfurther include a set of additional

information representing oneof text and a graphic imagethatis to be displayed superimposed onto the corresponding
video data.

With the stated construction, the groups are provided with additional information, so that one pair of a set of video
data and a setof control information can be usedto effectively expressa plurality of contents that have different link
destination contents according to the additional information.

The object of the present invention can also be achieved by a broadcasting apparatus for broadcasting an inter-
active program composedof a plurality of contents that are linked to one another, the broadcasting apparatus including

an imagestoring unit storingaplurality of sets of video data anda plurality of sets ofstill image data; a control information

storing unit for storing sets of type 1 control information and sets of type 2 control information, the sets of type 1 control
information being elements of contents including video images, the sets of type 2 control information being elements
of contents including still images, and the sets of type 1 control information and sets of type 2 control information
including setsoflink information that indicate contents whicharelink destinations for a present content; a construction
table storing unit storing a first construction table showing correspondence betweensetsof video data and sets of type

1 control information and a second construction table showing correspondence betweensets of still image data and
sets of type 2 control information;a first multiplexing unit for generating a first multiplexed stream by multiplexing a set
of video datain the first construction table and repeatedly multiplexing a set of type 1 control information corresponding
to the set of video data; a second multiplexing unit for generating a second multiplexed stream by repeatedly multi-
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plexing a plurality of sets of still image data in the second construction table with a set of type 2 control information;

and a broadcasting unit for placing the multiplexed stream generated by the multiplexing unit onto a digital broadcast
wave and broadcasting the digital broadcast wave.

With the stated construction, interactive programsthat are made up of two types of contents, whichis to say video-
based contents and still-based contents, can be broadcasted. Type 1 and type 2 control information can have both
kinds of contents as link destination contents, so that a reception apparatus can perform reproduction switching be-

tween both kinds of content in accordance with user operations. In this way, very impressive interactive programs can
be realized.

The above object can also be achieved by a reception apparatus for receiving a broadcast wave including an
interactive program composedof a plurality of contents that are linked to one another, wherein the broadcast wave
includes a multiplexed stream into whichdifferent sets of video data have been multiplexed with a plurality of sets of
control information showing a link to another content, the sets of control information being repeatedly multiplexed, the

reception apparatus including: an extracting unit for extracting a set of video data and a set of control information ina

same content as the set of video data; a storing unit for storing the extracted set of control information; a reproducing
unit for reproducing the extracted set of video data and outputting an image signal; an operation unit for receiving a
user operation that indicates a content switching; and a control unit for controlling the extracting unit to extract another
contentindicated by the set of control information stored in the storing unit, in accordance with the user operation.

With the stated construction, the reception apparatus can behaveinteractively as if two-way communication were
being performed, despite only using a one-directional broadcast of image information, meaning that users can enjoy

interactive programs. Since the control information is repeatedly transmitted, the storing unit only requires enough

storage capacity to store the control information for one content.
Here, first identification information may be appended to eachset of video data and secondidentification informa-

tion is appendedto eachset of control information, and wherein the sets of control information include first identification
information and secondidentification information which express a contentof a link destination, the extracting unit may

include:a first judging unit for judging the first identification information appendedto sets of video data in the broadcast
wave; a second judging unit for judging the second identification information appendedto sets of control information
in the broadcast wave; an obtaining unit for obtaining a set of video data and whenthefirst judging unit judges that

the first identification information coincides with specified identification information indicated by the control unit and
obtaining a set of control information when the second judging unit judges that the second identification information
coincides with specified identification information, the reproducing unit may reproducetheset of video data obtained

by the obtaining unit, and the storing unit may store the set of control information obtained bythe obtaining unit.
With the stated construction, the reception apparatus judges the sets of video information and control information

and obtains the appropriate data, so that the only the data to be reproducedis obtained, thereby improving the reception
efficiency.

Here, a set of entry information giving first identification information and secondidentification information for the

content to be reproducedfirst may be multiplexed into the multiplexed stream, the control unit may send an indication

to the extracting unit to extract the set of entry information when the operation unit has received a selection operation
for a multiplexed stream from a user, the extracting unit may further include: an entry information extracting unit for

receiving the indication from the control unit and extracting the set of entry information from the multiplexed stream;
and an entry information storing unit for storing the set of entry information extracted by the entry information extracting
unit, wherein the control unit may give the obtaining unit an indication of the first identification information and second

identification information included in the entry information as the specified identification information.

With the stated construction, the reception apparatus can extract the content to be reproducedfirst in accordance
with the entry information, so that contents which contain important information, such as a main menu,can definitely
be reproduced.

Here, the link information may include anidentifier of a set of video data and an identifier of a set of control infor-
mation which show a contentof alink destination, the first identification information and secondidentification information

may be IDs (identifiers) of digital data streams which represent a set of video data and a set of control information in

the multiplexed stream, a correspondence table, showing correspondence betweenthe identifiers for sets of video

data and thefirst identification information and correspondence betweenthe identifiers for sets of control information
and the secondidentification information, may be multiplexed into the multiplexed stream and repeatedly transmitted,
and the extracting unit may extract the correspondencetable and the control unit may refer to the correspondence
table, convert an identifier of the set of video data included in the link information into first identification information

and anidentifier of the set of control information into second identification information and inform the extracting unit of
the convertedfirst and secondidentification information.

With the stated construction, the interactive programsof the present invention are broadcastusing a digital satellite
broadcast according to MPEG2 standard,so that the present invention can be achieved by modifying a conventional
digital satellite broadcast tuner.
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Here, at least one set of control information may includelink information showing a content of a link destination

and supplementary imagesthat include a menu item imagefor eachlink destination, the reproducing unit mayinclude:
a video data reproducingunit for reproducing the set of video data obtained by the obtaining unit; and an image repro-
ducing unit for reproducing supplementary imagesstored bythe storing unit superimposedonto the video data, wherein
the operation unit may receive a user selection of a menu item image, and wherein the control unit may determine the
first identification information and the secondidentification information of a link destination content in accordance with

the link information and the menu item image selected by the user.
With the stated construction, menu item images are displayed by the reception apparatus, assisting the interactive

operations of the user and enabling the achievementof impressive interactive programs.
Here,at least one set of control information may include additional information which expressesoneof a text image

and a graphics image, and wherein the reproducing unit may additionally reproduce one of the text image and graphics
imagestored in the storing unit superimposed onto the video data.

With the stated construction, additional images such as text or graphics are displayed in addition to the video data,

making the interactive programs even more impressive.
Here, each set of control information may include valid period information showing a valid period of the set of

control information, wherein each content may have a plurality of sets of control information which havedifferent valid
periods, and wherein the reproducing unit may reproduce supplementary imagesstoredin the storing unit only during
a valid period of the set of control information stored in the storing unit.

With the stated construction, sets of control information with different valid periods within the reproduction time of

video data are repeatedly multiplexed, so that the link destination contents and numberof potential links can be dy-

namically changedin accordance with the content of the video data. As a result, each content can be linked to appro-
priate link destination contents for the content of each scenein the video data. As a result, the user of the reception
apparatus can gain greater enjoyment from the interactive programs which havelink destinations that correspond to
the video scenes.

Here, each of the plurality of sets of control information for a same content has a version number that reflects the
valid period, and wherein the control unit controls the extracting unit to extract a set of control information which has
a next version number, when oneset of control information has been extracted by the extracting unit.

With the above construction, the reception apparatus can use the version numbersfor the content presently being
reproduced andso obtain following sets of control information with different valid periods.

Here, at least one set of control information mayinclude a plurality of sets of additional information which each

express one of a text image and a graphics imageto be displayed superimposed ontothe video data, and a setof
script information that validates one of the sets of additional information within a reception apparatus, in accordance
with a user operation, wherein the control unit may determine a valid set of additional information by interpreting and
executing the script information stored in the storing unit, and wherein the reproducing unit may reproduce oneof the
text image and the graphics imageincluded in the valid set of additional information based on a result of interpreting

and executing by the control unit.

With the stated construction, the reception apparatus does not need to obtain new control information, and so can
perform content switching in accordancewith the script information. Such content switching performed entirely by the

execution of script information is much more responsive to user operations.
Here, the multiplexed stream mayinclude sets of audio data correspondingto the sets of video data, wherein the

extracting unit may extract a set of audio data corresponding to a set of video data from the broadcast wave, and

wherein the reproducing unit may additionally reproduce the extracted set of audio data.

With the stated construction, interactive programs composedof contents including video,stills, and audio can be
realized.

The stated object can also be achieved by a recording medium used by a reception apparatus that includes a
receiving unit for receiving a broadcast waveincluding an interactive program composedofa plurality of contents that
are linked to one another, an extracting unit for extracting one digital data stream from the broadcast wave, and a
reproducing unit for reproducing a set of video data and outputting an image signal, the recording medium storing a

program that includes the following steps: an extracting step for extracting a set of video data and a set of control

information in a same contentas the set of video data from the broadcast wave; a storing step for storing the extracted
set of control information into a memory in the reception apparatus; a reproducing step for reproducing the extracted
set of video data and outputting an image signal; a judging step for judging whether a user operation indicating a
switching of content has been made; and a control step for controlling the extracting unit to extract another content
indicated by the set of control information stored in the memory, when the judging step judges that a user operation

indicating a switching of content has been made.
With the stated recording medium, the program canbeinstalled into a conventional reception apparatus (satellite

broadcasttuner), so that the present invention can be easily realized.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

These and other objects, advantages and features of the invention will become apparent from the following de-
scription thereof taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings whichillustrate a specific embodiment of the
invention. In the drawings:
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Fig. 1 showsa plurality of examples of contents which are selectively reproduced by a reception apparatus;
Fig. 2 is an expansion of the left side of Fig. 1;
Fig. 3 is an expansion of the right side of Fig. 1;
Fig. 4 shows the construction of the digital broadcasting apparatus and reception apparatusin the digital broad-
casting system of the first embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 5 shows a plurality of examples of contents which composean interactive program;

Figs. 6A and 6B show example sets of image data which are stored by the presentation information storage unit

in the present embodiment;
Figs. 6C and 6D show example sets of audio data which are stored by the presentation information storage unit
in the present embodiment;
Fig. 7 shows an example of the navigation information which is stored by the navigation information storage unit
in the present embodiment;
Fig. 8 shows another example of the navigation information which is stored by the navigation information storage

unit in the present embodiment:

Fig. 9 shows another example of the navigation information whichis stored by the navigation information storage
unit in the present embodiment:
Fig. 10 shows another example of the navigation information whichis stored by the navigation information storage
unit in the present embodiment:

Fig. 11 shows another example of the navigation information which is stored by the navigation information storage
unit in the present embodiment:
Fig. 12 shows an example of the construction information table which is stored by the construction information

storage unit in the present embodiment:
Fig. 13 shows an example of the entry information which is stored by the construction information storage unit in
the present embodiment;

Fig. 14 shows an example of the multiplexing information table stored by the multiplexing information storage unit
in the present embodiment;
Fig. 15 shows an example of the content identifier assigning table generated by the multiplexing control unit in the
present embodiment;
Fig. 16 shows an example of the version numberassigning table generated by the multiplexing control unit in the

present embodiment;

Fig. 17 shows an example of a navigation information table generated by the navigation information table gener-
ating unit in the present embodiment;

Fig. 18 shows another example of a navigation information table generated by the navigation information table
generating unit in the present embodiment;
Fig. 19 shows another example of a navigation information table generated by the navigation information table

generating unit in the present embodiment;

Fig. 20 shows another example of a navigation information table generated by the navigation information table
generating unit in the present embodiment;
Fig. 21 shows another example of a navigation information table generated by the navigation information table
generating unit in the present embodiment;
Fig. 22A shows an example of the NIT generated by the system information table generating unit in the present
embodiment;

Fig. 22B shows an example of the SDT generated by the system information table generating unit in the present
embodiment;

Fig. 22C shows an example of the EIT generated by the system information table generating unit in the present
embodiment;

Fig. 23 shows an example of the PAT generated by the system information table generating unit in the present
embodiment:

Fig. 24 shows an example of the PMT generated by the system information table generating unit in the present
embodiment;

Fig. 25 showsthe detailed content of the Entry_Descriptor in the PMT generated by the system information table
generating unit in the present embodiment;
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Figs. 26A to 26D show the details of the NE_Component_Descriptor in the PMT generated by the system infor-

mation table generating unit in the present embodiment;
Figs. 27A and 27B showthe details of the stream_identifier_descriptor in the PMT generated by the system infor-
mation table generating unit in the present embodiment;
Fig. 28 is a graphic representation of a transport stream multiplexed by the multiplexing unit in the present em-
bodiment;

Fig. 29 is a graphic representation of a transport stream multiplexed by the transmission unit in the present em-
bodiment;

Figs. 30 to 32 are flowcharts showing the operation of the data transmission apparatusin the present embodiment;
Figs. 338A and 33B are examples offilter conditions stored by thefilter condition storage unit in the TS decoder
unit of the present embodiment;
Figs. 34A to 34D are examples of display images displayed bythe display unit in the present embodiment;

Figs. 35A and 35B are examples of display images displayed by the display unit in the present embodiment;

Fig. 36 is a flowchart showing an overview of the reception processing for an interactive program;
Fig. 37 is a flowchart showingthe details of the content switching process shownin Fig. 36;
Fig. 38 is a flowchart showing the details of the image data switching process shownin Fig. 37;
Fig. 39 is a flowchart showingthe details of the audio data switching process shownin Fig. 37;
Fig. 40 is a flowchart showingthe details of the navigation information switching process shownin Fig. 37;
Fig. 41 is a flowchart for the interactive control processing performed according to the navigation information;

Fig. 42 is a flowchart showing the user I/F processing performed according to the navigation information;

Fig. 43 shows examplesof other interactive programs which are composedof the four contents 10 to 13;
Figs. 44 to 47 show four sets of navigation information which correspond to contents 10 to 13;
Fig. 48 shows a set of navigation information which correspondsto all contents 10 to 13;
Fig. 49 shows examplesof contents which are each displayed as one frame onthe display screen of the reception
apparatus;

Fig. 50 is a model representation of the transmission data transmitted by the transmission apparatus;
Fig. 51 a model representation of the transmission of the transmission data from the transmission apparatus;

Fig. 52 showsthe construction of the data transmission apparatus and the data reception apparatus in the second
embodimentof the present invention;
Fig. 538A shows an exampleof the image data stored by the presentation information storage unit in the present
embodiment;

Fig. 538B shows ancther example of the image data stored by the presentation information storage unit in the
present embodiment;
Fig. 54 shows an example of the navigation information whichis stored in the navigation information storage unit
of the present embodiment;

Fig. 55 shows another example of the navigation information which is stored in the navigation information storage

unit of the present embodiment;
Fig. 56 shows an example of the construction information table and the entry information which are stored in the

construction information storage unit of the present embodiment;
Fig. 57 shows an exampleof the multiplexing information table stored in the multiplexing information storage unit
of the present embodiment;

Fig. 58 shows an example of the contentidentifier assigning table generated by the multiplexing control unit of the

present embodiment;
Fig. 59 shows an example of the display image information identifier assigning table which is generated by the
multiplexing control unit of the present embodiment;
Fig. 60 shows the state whenthe identifier information appending unit of the present embodiment has appended
the identifier VE_id to the private area of the bitstream for the image data;
Fig. 61 shows an example of a navigation information table generated by the navigation information table gener-

ating unit of the present embodiment;

Fig. 62 shows another example of a navigation information table generated by the navigation information table
generating unit of the present embodiment;
Fig. 638A shows an example of the stream correspondence table generated by the stream correspondenceinfor-
mation table generating unit in the present embodiment;
Fig. 68B shows another example of the stream correspondence table generated by the stream correspondence

information table generating unit in the present embodiment;
Fig. 68C shows another example of the stream correspondencetable generated by the stream correspondence
information table generating unit in the present embodiment;
Fig. 64 is a model representation of a transport stream which has been multiplexed by the multiplexing unit of the
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present embodiment;

Fig. 65 is a model representation of another transport stream which has been multiplexed by the multiplexing unit
of the present embodiment;
Fig. 66A shows an exampleof the NIT generated by the system information table generating unit of the present
embodiment;

Fig. 66B shows an example of the SDT generated by the system information table generating unit of the present
embodiment;

Fig. 66C shows an example of the EIT generated by the system information table generating unit of the present
embodiment;

Fig. 67 shows an example of the PAT generated by the system information table generating unit of the present
embodiment;

Fig. 68 shows an example of the PMT generated by the system information table generating unit of the present
embodiment;

Fig. 69A showsthedetails of the Entry_Descriptor in the PMT generated by the system information table generating
unit of the present embodiment;
Fig. 69B showsthe details of the NE_Component_Descriptor in the PMT generated by the system information
table generating unit of the present embodiment;
Fig. 69C showsthe details of the VE_Information Component_Descriptor in the PMT generated by the system
information table generating unit of the present embodiment;

Fig. 69D showsthedetails of the stream_identifier_descriptor in the PMT generated by the system information

table generating unit of the present embodiment;
Fig. 70 is a model representation of the transport stream multiplexed by the transmission unit of the present em-
bodiment;

Fig. 71 is a flowchart showing the operation of the data transmission apparatus of the present embodiment;

Fig. 72 is a flowchart showing the operation of the data transmission apparatus of the present embodiment;
Fig. 73 is a flowchart showing the operation of the data transmission apparatus of the present embodiment;
Fig. 74A shows examples of the filter conditions which are stored by the filter condition storage unit of the TS

decoderunit of the present embodiment;
Fig. 74B shows other examples ofthefilter conditions which are stored bythefilter condition storage unit of the
TS decoderunit of the present embodiment;

Fig. 75A shows an example display screen whichis displayed by the display unit in the present embodiment;
Fig. 75B shows another example display screen which is displayed by the display unit in the present embodiment;
Fig. 75C shows another example display screen whichis displayed by the display unit in the present embodiment;
Fig. 76 is a flowchart showing the showing the entire operation of the data receiver apparatus of the present
embodiment;

Fig. 77 is a flowchart showingthe details of the processing in S2410 of the present embodiment;

Fig. 78 is a flowchart showingthe details of the processing in S2504 of the present embodiment;
Fig. 79 is a flowchart showing the details of the processing in S2506 of the present embodiment;

Fig. 80 is a flowchart showingthe details of the processing in $2416 of the present embodiment;
Fig. 81 showsthe construction of the digital broadcasting apparatus of the third embodimentof the present inven-
tion;

Figs. 82A and 82B show examples of the construction information tables stored in the construction information

storage unit of the third embodiment;
Fig. 83 shows an example of the navigation information in the third embodiment;
Figs. 84A to 84C are representations of sets of video datain the third embodiment;
Fig. 85 shows the relation between scenesin the video data and the sets of navigation information;
Fig. 86 also showsthe relation between scenesin the video data and the sets of navigation information;
Fig. 87 shows a specific example of a set of navigation information;

Fig. 88 shows another specific example of a set of navigation information;

Fig. 89 shows another specific example of a set of navigation information;
Fig. 90 shows another specific example of a set of navigation information;
Fig. 91 shows another specific example of a set of navigation information;
Fig. 92 shows another specific example of a set of navigation information;
Fig. 93 shows another specific example of a set of navigation information;

Fig. 94 shows another specific example of a set of navigation information;
Fig. 95 shows a specific example of a set of navigation information which correspondsto a plurality of contents;
Fig. 96 shows an example of a navigation information table;
Fig. 97 shows an example of a transport stream multiplexed by the transmission unit;
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Fig. 98 is a block diagram showing the construction of the data reception apparatusin the present embodiment;

Fig. 99 shows an example of thefilter condition table stored bythefilter condition storage unit;
Fig. 100 is a flowchart for the control executed by the reception control unit; and
Fig. 101 is also a flowchart for the control executed by the reception control unit.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

OQ. Outline Description of the Present Invention

An outline description of the interactive programs achieved by digital broadcasting is given below, prior to the
description of the construction of the broadcasting apparatus and reception apparatusin the digital broadcasting system
of the presentinvention.

The broadcasting apparatusin the presentdigital broadcasting system broadcasts interactive programs composed

of contents that feature links to one another. The reception apparatus receives these interactive programs and repro-
duces them, interactively switching between contents as requested by a user.

The term "content" here refers to information which forms each compositional element of an interactive program
and sois the unit of information used when interactive switching operations are madeby a user. In the present em-
bodiment, there are two types of contents which are namely stream-based contents and page-based contents. Here,
stream-based contents are contents which are mainly used for moving pictures (video), while page-based contents

are contents which are mainly used for displaying still images.

Fig. 1 showsa plurality of examples of contents which are selectively reproduced by a reception apparatus. Ex-
pansionsof the left and right side of Fig. 1 are shownin Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively. Here, the line "A-A" in Figs. 2
and 3 showsthe boundary betweenthe two halvesof Fig. 1.

In the present figures, numerals 100S-105S, 105S', and 105S" denote stream-based contents, while numerals

100P-106P denote page-based contents.
Content 100S represents video and audio for a world travel guide which gives a successionof introductions of

various countries around the world, such as China, Japan, and Egypt, as well as menus composedof a plurality of

button images (hereinafter referred to as buttons) whichare only displayed during the video display of the corresponding
destination. These buttons are used to make user selections of other contents which are linked to the present content.
Simplified representations of several scenes(or frames) out of the sets of video introducing different countries are also

shownin Figs. 1 to 3 in orderof their reproduction times. As one example, scene 100S1 represents a travel guide for
China, while scene 100S2 represents a travel guide for Japan. When switching from scene 10031 to scene 10082,
the displayed menu also changes from the menu for China to the menu for Japan. The link destinations for the displayed
buttons also change from the contents for the travel guide for China to the contents for the travel guide for Japan.

Contents 101S, 102S, and 1038 include the same video and audio for introductions of various countries around

the world as content 1008S,but include different menus for the countries being introduced and text information which

may be supplementary information for the country being introduced.
Content 104S is composed of video and audio for a travel guide about Japan which successively introducesdif-

ferent areas of Japan, such as Osaka and Nara, with a menu composedof buttons which correspondto the region
currently being displayed.

Contents 105S, 105S', and 105" include the same video and audio as content 104S, but have different menusfor

the various regions being introduced.

Content 100P representsastill image showing a world weather forecast, as well as buttonsfor different countries,
such as Japan, China, or Taiwan, which are link destination contents.

In the same way, contents 101P to 106P representstill images showing weather forecasts for different regions
and countries whichare the link destinations, as well as buttons for the different link destinations.

The interactive program which contains the contents described above is reproduced by the reception apparatus
with interactive switching of contents being performed in accordance with user requests. The arrowsin Figs. 1 to 3

show examples of switching between contents.

As one example, when the user makesan operation to select and activate the "Weather" button during the repro-
duction of scene 100S1, the reproduction apparatus switches the reproduction to the link destination, content 100P,
as shownbythe arrowin Fig. 2. As a result, the user is showna still image for a main menu that informs the userof
the weather around the world. Here, if the user makes an operation to select and activate the "Return" button during
the reproduction of content 100P, the reproduction apparatus switches the reproduction to scene 10082 at that point,

as shownbythearrowin Fig. 2. In this way, switching is performed between stream-based contents and page-based
contents.

As another example, if the user makes an operation to select and activate the "Transport" button during the repro-
duction of scene 101S1 (a scene with a submenu including items such as transport to Japan and accommodation),
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the reproduction apparatus switches the reproduction to the link destination, scene 102S1, as shownbythe arrow in

Fig. 2. As a result, the user is showntext information which gives a supplementary explanation about transport to
Japan. Here, if the user makes an operation to select and activate the "Return" button during the reproduction of scene
101S1, the reproduction apparatus switches the reproduction to scene 10182, as shownbythearrowin Fig. 2. In this
way, switching is performed betweendifferent stream-based contents.

As another example, if the user makes an operation to select and activate the "Osaka" button during the repro-

duction of content 104P (a main menu showing the weather in Japan), the reproduction apparatus switches the repro-
duction to the link destination, content 106P, as shownbythe arrow in Fig. 2. As a result, the user is shown a weather
forecast for Osaka, Japan. Here, if the user makes an operation to select and activate the "Return" button during the
reproduction of content 106P, the reproduction apparatus switches the reproduction to content 104P In this way, switch-
ing is performed between different page-based contents.

This concludes the overview of the present invention. Below, the first embodimentwill describe the construction

of a digital broadcasting system for realizing an interactive program composedof stream-based contents, while the

second embodimentwill describe the construction of a digital broadcasting system for realizing an interactive program
composed of page-based contents and the third embodimentwill describe the construction of a digital broadcasting
system for realizing an interactive program composedof both types of contents.

1. First Embodiment

The following explanation will first deal with the interactive programs composed of stream-based contents (in the

present embodiment, hereinafter abbreviated to "contents"), before describing the construction of the digital broad-
casting system.

The content $100 shown in Figs. 1 and 2 expresses video data and audio data for video and audio which give a
world travel guide, as well as a plurality of sets of navigation information which express supplementary explanations

and menus composedofa plurality of buttons corresponding to the countries being displayed.
The sets of navigation information referred to here can be provided so as to correspond to the reproduced content

of the video data during given time periods. As one example, one set of navigation information (set as "version 1") may

be provided for scene 100S1 whichincludes a travel guide for China, while another set of navigation information (set
as "version 2") may be provided for scene 100S2 which includesa travel guide for Japan and anotherset of navigation
information (set as "version N") may be provided for a scene which includes a travel guide for Egypt.

Contents 101S to 1035 share the same video data and audio datafor the world travel guide as content 100S, and
also includea plurality of sets of navigation information which correspond to the reproduced content of the video data
during given time periods.

The reproduction apparatusis able to switch from a content whichis currently being displayed to a different stream-
based content because navigation information is transmitted by the broadcasting apparatus along with the video data

and audio data, according to the method described below.

Navigation information is repeatedly transmitted by the broadcasting apparatus during the reproduction time of
the image data. When doing so,the transmitted navigation information correspondsto the reproduced content of the

video data for the given time period, so that each set of navigation information is only repeatedly transmitted during
the time period to whichit corresponds.

As one example, during the reproduction timeof the travel guide for China included in scene $100S1, the navigation

information for version 1 is repeatedly transmitted. Similarly, during the reproduction time of the travel guide for Japan

included in scene $100S82, the navigation information for version 2 is repeatedly transmitted. Also, during the. repro-
duction time of the travel guide for Egypt, the navigation information for version N is repeatedly transmitted.

Here, the reason the same navigation information is repeatedly sent is to enable the reception apparatusto im-
mediately receive the navigation information of a switching destination when content switching is performed or when
reception is commenced midway through the broadcast of an interactive program. When the navigation information is
dynamically setfor different sections of the video data, this meansthat the latest navigation information can be received

at the point where the content switching is made.

By doing so, the user of a reception apparatus in whatis a one-directional broadcasting system can make what
appearto be interactive operations that switch between stream-based contents.

1-1 Digital Broadcasting System

Fig. 4 is a block diagram showing the construction of the digital broadcasting system of the first embodiment of
the presentinvention.

The presentdigital broadcasting system includes a digital broadcasting apparatus 5101 anda plurality of reception
apparatuses. In Fig. 4, this plurality of reception apparatuses is represented by only one reception apparatus 5121. In
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the presentdigital broadcasting system, interactive programs which are composedof stream-based contents (herein-

after, simply "contents") that are linked to one another are broadcastby the digital broadcasting apparatus 5101 and
are reproducedby the reception apparatus 5121 which interactively switches betweenthe different contents.

To simplify the explanation of the present embodiment, an example of an interactive program which is composed
of the four contents numbered 0-3in Fig. 5 willbe used to describe the construction of the digital broadcasting apparatus
5101 and the reception apparatus 5121.

Content 0 is composed of scenes 01a to O1h, and expresses video and audio (notillustrated) which gives the
viewer of a weather forecast for the Kansai region of Japan.

Scene 01a is the opening scene.
Scene 01b has two buttons (button images) 02b and 03b superimposed over video image. These buttons 02b and

03b are respectively linked to content 1 and content 2 and are used by the reception apparatus 5121 when the user
performs a content switching operation. This is also the case for scenes O1c to O1h.

Content 1 is composed of scenes 11a to 11h and, in addition to the video and audio (notillustrated) for the weather

forecast used in content0, includesthe text information 13b to 13h. These sets of text information 13b to 13h express
supplementary information such as the estimated maximum temperature, estimated minimum temperature, humidity,
and probability of rain.

Scene 11b has a button 12b which features a link to content 0 and a text information 13b displayed on top of the
video images. This is also the case for scenes 11c to 11h.

Content 2 and expresses video and audio (notillustrated) which gives the viewer of a weather forecast for the

Kanto region of Japan. Scene 21b has a button 22b linked to content 3 and a button 23b whichis linked to content 0.

Content 3 includes sets of text information, in addition to the video and audio (not illustrated) for the weather
forecast used in content 2. As one example, the button 32b in scene 31b is linked to content 2.

The interactive program composedof the four contents described aboveis reproduced by the reception apparatus
5121 while switching between contents as desired by the user, according to the method described below.

As one example, when the user makesa select and activate operation for the button 02b during the reproduction
by the reception apparatus 5121 of scene 01b in content 0, the reception apparatus 5121 switches the reproduction
to content 1 whichis the link destination of this button. When doing so, since every content is multiplexed with corre-

sponding reproduction times, content 1 is not reproduced from the start and is instead reproduced starting from a scene
whosereproduction time correspondswith the part of content 0 where the switching operation was made. Here, since
content 1 contains the same video and audio as content 0, the user will not notice a changein the reproduced video

or audio and will merely obtain supplementary information for the weather forecast which is providedastext.

1-2 Digital Broadcasting Apparatus 5101

As shownin Fig. 4, the digital broadcasting apparatus 5101 is composed of a transmission data storage unit 5102,

a data multiplexing unit 5103, a multiplexing information storage unit 5104, a system information table generating unit

5105, and a transmission unit 5106. This digital broadcasting apparatus 5101 broadcasts the interactive program de-
scribed above onadigital broadcast wave.

The transmission data storage unit 5102 includes a recording medium such as a magnetic disc and is used to
store the data for each content which composesthe interactive program. Here, the data for one content is composed
of presentation information, such as video data and audio data, and navigation information which expresses hyperlinks

to other contents, buttons, and text information. As one example, the video and audio for each content in Fig. 5 are

included in this presentation information, while the buttons and text information to be displayed on top of the video
images, and the hyperlinks given to each button are included in the navigation information.

The data multiplexing unit 5103 generates a multiplexed stream by multiplexing the content data stored in the
transmission data storage unit 5102. More specifically, the data multiplexing unit 5103 multiplexes the presentation
information for each content so that the reproduction times of the presentation information coincide, as well as repeat-
edly multiplexing the navigation information during the reproduction time of the presentation information in the same

content. Here, the navigation information is repeatedly multiplexed so that no matter when content switching is per-

formed by the reception apparatus, the reproduction apparatus will definitely be able to receive the navigation infor-
mation for the content whichis the link destination.

The multiplexed stream described aboveis generated as a part of a transport stream in accordance with DVB-SI
(Digital Video Broadcasting) and MPEG system standards. This transport stream is a collection of a plurality of digital
data streams which are multiplexed into the bandwidth of one carrier wave on a digital satellite broadcast, and so has

a bandwidth whichis equivalentto five or six broadcast channels.
The multiplexing information storage unit 5104 stores a variety of parameters that are needed by the data multi-

plexing unit 5103 to generate the multiplexed stream.
The system information table generating unit 5105 refers to the multiplexing information storage unit 5104 and
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generates system information tables (made up of a variety of tables) which are required by the reception apparatus

5121 to select a multiplexed stream.
The transmission unit 5106 multiplexes the multiplexed stream generated by the data multiplexing unit 5103 and

the system information tables generated by the system information table generating unit 5105 into a transport stream
whichit then transmits. The system information tables referred to here are composedof a variety of tables which store
information used to identify the multiplexed streams that express the interactive programsof the present invention in

the transport stream.

1-2-1 Transmission Data Storage Unit 5102

As shownin Fig. 4, the transmission data storage unit 5102 includes a presentation information storage unit 5107,
a navigation information storage unit 5108, and a construction information storage unit 5109. This transmission data

storage unit 5102 stores the datafor a plurality of contents which composeoneinteractive program (application) clas-

sified into presentation information and navigation information. The transmission data storage unit 5102 also stores a
construction information table which showsthe correspondence between sets of presentation information and sets of
navigation information.

1-2-1-1 Presentation Information Storaae Unit 5107

The presentation information storage unit 5107 stores the presentation information which is the video data and
audio data includedin each content.

Figs. 6A and 6B showthe scenes (frames) in the sets of video data used as the presentation information of the
contents shownin Fig. 5.

The video data 5201 shownin Fig. 6A hasthefilename "VideoO0.m2v" and expresses video which gives a weather

forecast for the Kansai region of Japan. This video data is presentation information which is used by both content 0
and content 1 shownin Fig.5.

The video data 5202 shownin Fig. 6B hasthefilename "Video1.m2v" and expresses video which gives a weather

forecastfor the Kanto region of Japan. This video data is presentation information which is used by both content 2 and
content 3 shownin Fig. 5.

Thesesets of video data 5201 and 5202 are stored in the presentation information storage unit 5107 having been

compressedaccording to IS/IEG 13818-2 (MPEG2 Video) standard. However, other video data formats are also pos-
sible.

Figs. 6C and 6D show examples of sets of audio data which are used as presentation information.
Audio data 5203 shownin Fig. 6C hasthe filename "AudioO.m2a"and is the audio data that is to be reproduced

with the video data 5201 shownin Fig. 6A. This audio data is presentation information which is used by both content

0 and content 1 shownin Fig. 5.

Audio data 5204 shownin Fig. 6D hasthe filename "Audio1.m2a" and is the audio data that is to be reproduced
with the video data 5202 shownin Fig. 6B. This audio data is presentation information which is used by both content

2 and content 3 shownin Fig. 5.
These sets of audio data are stored in the presentation information storage unit 5107 having been compressed

according to IS/IEC 13818-3 (MPEG2 Audio) standard. However, other video data formats are also possible.

1-2-1-2 Navigation Information Storage Unit 5108

The navigation information storage unit 5108 stores the navigation information for each content. These sets of
navigation information include hyperlink information for links to other contents and valid time information for the valid
time of the present set of navigation information. The hyperlink information is given as objects to be used bythe re-
ception apparatus to enable the user to makeinteractive operations. The valid time information, meanwhile, is added

to enable the contentof the valid navigation information to be updated (expressed using the concept of a "version up")

in accordance with changesin the content of the video data or other presentation information.
Fig. 7 shows an example of the navigation information corresponding to the scene 01b (or, more correctly, scenes

O1b to 01d) shownin Fig. 5. This navigation information has the filename "Navi0-0.nif" and includes the navigation
information 5301, the object definition table 5302, the handler definition table 5303, the hyperlink table 5304, the bitmap
table 5305, and the time information table 5306.

The object definition table 5302 is a list of information which showsthetypes and attributes of the objects which
are to be displayed superimposed onto the video data included in the presentation information. More specifically, the
object definition table includes the following columns.

The "object index" column shows the numbers used to identify each of the objects.
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The "type" column showsthetype of each object. As examples of types of objects, "button" denotes a button object

which usedto display a button which has an attached hyperlink, while "picture" denotes a picture object which is used
to displaya still image or text information. In the present example, the buttons 02b and 03b shownin Fig. 5 have been
recorded as button objects with the object index numbers "O" and "1". On the other hand, the text information 13b
shownin Fig. 5 has been recorded asapicture object.

The "X" column and "Y" column are used to record the X and Y coordinates of the standard display position of

each object, such as buttons or pictures, on the display screen. The values in these columns are used, for example,
to determine the display positions of the buttons 02b and 03b shownin Fig. 5.

The "handler" column is used to show the handler index which indicates the handler, out of the handlers stored in

the handler definition table 5303, that corresponds to each object. These handlers are scripts, which is to say programs
or instruction words which are written in a programming languagethat is executable by the reception apparatus 5121.
In particular, handlers for button objects include content switching instructions that are executed by the reception ap-

paratus 5121 when the corresponding button object is activated by a user operation.

The "normal bitmap" column is used to show the bitmap index number that is used to indicate the bitmap image
(button image or picture representingstill image information), out of the bitmap imagesin the bitmap table 5305, which
is to be displayed at the standard display position given by the X and Y coordinates described above during the normal
(non-selected state) display state. Here, the non-selected state is the state of a given button whenit has not been
selected by the reproduction apparatus.

The "focused bitmap" column is used to show the bitmap index number that is used to indicate the bitmap image

(button imageorpicture representingstill image information), out of the bitmap imagesin the bitmap table 5305, which

is to be displayedat the standard display position given by the X and Y coordinates described above during the selected
state. Here, the selected state is the state of a given button whenit has been selected by the reproduction apparatus.

The handler definition table 5303 stores the handlers (scripts) which are indicated for each object in the object
definition table 5302. More specifically, the handler definition table 5303 includes the following columns. The "handler

index" column stores numbers (handler indexes) for identifying each handler. The "script" column showsthe handler
(script) corresponding to each handler index. In particular, the handlers corresponding to button objects include content
switching instructions such as "goto_content (Hyperlink Index 0)" given in Fig. 7.

The hyperlink table 5304 stores the arguments for the content switching instructions in the handler definition table
5303. Morespecifically, the hyperlink table includes the following columns. The "hyperlink index" columnstores values
(hyperlink indexes) for identifying each hyperlink. The "content number" column stores hyperlink information which is

the content numberof the link destination used as the argumentin a content switching instruction. As one example,
the content switching instruction "goto_content (Hyperlink Index 0)" is effectively the same as the instruction
"goto_content (content 1)", with this being the instruction which is executed by the reception apparatus 5121 when the
corresponding button object is activated.

The bitmap table 5305 stores bitmap data for bitmap imagesindicatedin the "normal bitmap" and "focused bitmap"

columns of the object definition table 5302. More specifically, the bitmap table includes the following columns. The

“bitmap index" column is used to store the values ("bitmap numbers") which are usedto identify the bitmaps. The
“bitmap data" columnis used to store the bitmap data used to express buttons and text information which are displayed

superimposed onto the presentation information. As one example, the button 02b in scene 01b of Fig. 5 is displayed
using the "Details for Osaka" bitmap with the bitmap index 0 in the normal state and using the "Details for Osaka"
bitmap (which hasadifferent color density to makeit stand out) with the bitmap index 1 in the selected state. In the

same way, button O3b is displayed using the "See Kanto" bitmap with the bitmap index 2 in the normal state and using

the "See Kanto" bitmap with the bitmap index 3 in the selected state.
The time information table 5306 stores the start_time which denotes the time at which the present navigation

information becomesvalid and the end_time which denotesthe time at which the present navigation information ceases
to be valid. These times are expressed asrelative times(in units of one second) where the broadcasting start time of
the interactive program is set at "0".

Fig. 8 shows an example of the navigation information which corresponds to scene 11b in Fig. 5. This navigation

information 5401 hasthe filename "Navi1-0.nif" and includes the object definition table 5402, the handler definition

table 5403, the bitmap table 5404, and the time information table 5405.
Onthe line of the object definition table 5402 with the object index number "0", the type of the object is "button",

and the display coordinates of the top-left corner of the display of the object on the display screen are X=20, Y=400.
Whenthis button is activated, the handler with the handler index number "0"is activated. During the non-selectedstate,
this button is displayed using the bitmap with the bitmap index number "0", while during the selected state, the button

is display using the bitmap with the bitmap index number "1".
On theline of the object definition table 5402 with the object index number "1", the type of the objectis "picture",

and the display coordinates of the top-left corner of the display of the object on the display screen are X=300, Y=20.
This object is displayed using the bitmap with the bitmap index number"2".
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The handler definition table 5403 shows that when the handler with the handler index number "0"is activated, the

script "goto_entry" will be executed. This script is an instruction whichindicates a switching to a default contentfor the
start of reproduction, whichis to say the content which is to be reproducedfirst by the reproduction apparatus.

The bitmap table 5404 stores the bitmap data for the bitmaps with the bitmap index numbers "0", "1", and "2". Of
these, the bitmap with the bitmap index number "2"is the text information 13b shownin Fig. 5.

The time information table 5405 showsthat the navigation information 5401 becomesvalid five secondsafter the

start of reproduction and ceasesto bevalid sixty-five secondsafter the start of the reproduction. This is to say, navigation
information 5401 will stop being used sixty-five secondsafter the start of reproduction.

Other examples of navigation information stored in the navigation information storage unit 5108 are shownin Fig.
9 (navigation information 5501), Fig. 10 (navigation information 5601), and Fig. 11 (navigation information 5701). These
sets of navigation information respectively correspond to scene 01e in content 0, to scene lle in content 1, and to scene
21b in content 2.

1-2-1-3 Construction Information Storage Unit 5109

The construction information storage unit 5109 stores a construction information table, whichis a list of pairings
of presentation information and navigation information which compose each content, and entry information. This entry
information shows an entry content numberof an entry content that is the content to be reproducedfirst when the
reproduction of the interactive program is commencedbythe reception apparatus 5121.

Fig. 12 shows an example of the construction information table stored by the construction information storageunit

5109. This construction information table 5801 shows a combination of video data, audio data, and navigation infor-
mation for each content identified using content numbers. These content numbers are the numbers which are exclu-
sively assigned for identification purposes to each of the contents stored in the transmission data storage unit 5102.
Here, while content numbers are one-to-one assigned to contents, it is also possible in exceptional circumstances for

them to correspond to a plurality of contents.
The content number "0" line of the construction information table 5801 shows that the content with the content

number "0" is composed of the video data with the filename "VideoO.m2v" and the audio data with the filename

“AudioO.m2a" stored in the presentation information storage unit 5107, and the sets of navigation information identified
by the filenames "NaviO-0.nif", "NaviO-1.nif", "Navi0-2.nif", "NaviO-3.nif", and "NaviO-4.nif" stored in the navigation in-
formation storage unit 5108. Here, each set of navigation information stored in the "navigation information" columnis

given in ascendingorderof valid start time. This is also the caseforthe other lines in the construction information table
5801.

Fig. 18 shows an example of the entry information stored in the construction information storage unit 5109. This
entry information 5901 showsthat the content numberof the entry content of the application stored in the transmission
data storage unit 5102 is "0".

1-2-2 Multiplexing Information Storage Unit 5104

The multiplexing information storage unit 5104 stores the multiplexing information table for the resource assigning
information for identifiers and areas used when multiplexing the interactive program into an MPEG2 transport stream
for broadcasting.

Fig. 14 shows an example of the multiplexing information table stored by the multiplexing information storage unit

5104. The multiplexing information table 6001 in this figure is a table which showsthevariousidentifiers for the inter-
active program andits composite elements, as well as the various bit rates used in transmission.

In Fig. 14, the rows 6002 to 6005forthe "original_network_id", "transport_stream_id", "service_id", and "event_id"
show the valuesof the identifiers assigned to the interactive programs when multiplexing the program into the MPEG2
transport stream used for broadcasting the interactive program. In a standardsatellite digital broadcasting system,
transmission of one or more MPEG2 transport streams is performed fromasingle satellite (network) using carrier

waves on separate frequency bands. Here, each broadcast program is multiplexed into the MPEG2transport stream

having been assigned its own "original_network_id", "transport_stream_id", "service_id", and "event_id" in accordance
with ETS 300 468 Standard(hereinafter, referred to as "DVB-SI Standard").

The original_network_id is a unique identifier which identifies the network.
The transport_stream_ID is a unique identifier which identifies the transport stream in a network.
The event_ID is a unique identifier which identifies one event on a transport stream. Here, an eventis a collection

of a number of components, and is the equivalent of the concept of a "program" which is used in conventional analog
broadcasting.

Acomponentis a stream (program element) identified by a PID (packetidentifier) under ISAEC 13818-1 Standard
(MPEG2 system standard), and represents one compositional element of a program, such as video or audio. As one
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example, each set of video data shownin Fig. 12, each set of audio data, and each collection of sets of navigation

information in each content is a separate component.
Inthe present embodiment, a service is a collection of sequencesof events, whichis the equivalent of one channel

in conventional analog broadcasting. The interactive program described above is one time segment on such a service.
A transport stream is a collection of a plurality of services. Here, bandwidth can be assigned to transport streams

and servicesin a variety of ways, with, for example, each transport stream being assigned around 30Mbps and each

service being assigned around 5Mbps. In such a case, each transport stream is the equivalent of six channels. The
transfer rates used for the interactive programs transmitted as events, meanwhile, will greatly differ since different
numbers of contents and differing amounts of video data are included.

Each program (event) transmitted using a digital broadcasting system in accordance with DVB-SI standard can
be uniquely specified in every digital broadcasting system using a combination of the "original_network_ia",
"transport_stream_id", "service_id", and "event_id". The details of the "original_network_id", "transport_stream_id",

"service_id", and "event_id" are given in the documentation for DVB-SI standard.

The "PMT_PID" column 6006 and "PCR_PID" column 6007 express the values of the PID which are assigned to
the PMT (Program MapTable) and the PCR (Program Clock Reference). The PMTreferred to hereis one of the system
information tables multiplexed into the transport stream andis a table that shows the correspondence between the
various streams which expressthe video data and audio data (components) included in an event andthe identifiers
(packet identifiers: PIDs) of the packets used to transfer these components. The PCRis also one of the system infor-
mation tables andis time information that is used as a standard in the digital broadcasting apparatus 5101 when data

for each content is multiplexed into the multiplexed stream, as well as being used as the standard time information

when each event is reproduced by the reception apparatus 5121.
The "NE_component(0)_Bitrate" column 6008 and the "NE_component(0)_pid" column 6009 showthe values of

the transfer rate and PID which are assigned to each componentfor transferring navigation information tables which
are includedin content 0. This is also the case for "NE_component(1)_Bitrate" onwards. Here, "NE"is an abbreviation

for "Navigation Element".
The "VE_component(0)_Bitrate" column 6010 and the "VE_component(0)_pid" column 6011 show the values of

the transfer rate and PID which are assigned to each componentfor transferring the video data correspondingto the

component_tag number "0x00". This is also the case for "VE_componeni(1)_Bitrate" onwards. Here, VE is an abbre-
viation for "Video Element".

The "AE_component(0)_Bitrate" column 6012 and the "AE_component(0)_pid" column 6013 show the values of

the transfer rate and PID which are assigned to each componentfor transferring the audio data correspondingto the
component_tag number "0x00". This is also the case for "AE_componenit(1)_Bitrate" onwards. Here, AE is an abbre-
viation for "Audio Element".

It should be noted that in the present embodiment, the numberof PIDs for transferring navigation information is
kept equal to the number of contents so that the PIDs may be used to identify each set of navigation information,

although the numberof PIDsfor transferring navigation information may be less than the numberof contents, and may

for example be "1". In such a case, a combination of a PID and another parameter (such as a "table_id_extension"
under MPEG2 standards) may be used asthe information for identifying each set of navigation information. This is

also the casefor the video data and audio data included in the presentation information which may eachbeidentified
by a combination of a PID and another parameter, such as the stream_id under MPEG2 standard. By doing so, even
if the number of PIDs that may be used in each transport stream is limited to a given number, a numberof contents

which exceeds this given number maystill be transmitted.

1-2-3 Data Multiplexing Unit 5103

The data multiplexing unit 5103 shownin Fig. 4 first (a) assigns a variety of identifiers to each of the contents
stored in the transmission data storage unit 5102 (or in other words, generates a content identifier assigning table),
(b) assigns version numbers to each set of navigation information (or in other words, generates a version number

assigning table), (c) instructs the navigation information table generating unit 5111 to generate a navigation information

table, (d) instructs the system information table generating unit 5105 to generate the system information tables, and
(e) multiplexes the presentation information in accordance with these tables so that the reproduction times of the
presentation information are aligned, as well as repeatedly multiplexing eachset of navigation information correspond-
ing to the presentation information for the period that the navigation information is valid. To do so, the data multiplexing
unit 51083 includes a multiplexing control unit 5110, a navigation information table generating unit 5111, and a multi-

plexing unit 5112.
The process (c) described above is performed by the navigation information table generating unit 5111, while the

processes(a), (b), and (@) are performed by the multiplexing control unit 5110. Process (d) meanwhile, is performed
by the system information table generating unit 5105.
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1-2-3-1 Multiplexing Control Unit 5110

The multiplexing control unit 5110 can be composed of a CPU (Central Processing Unit), a ROM (Read Only
Memory) storing a program, and a RAM (Random Access Memory) used as a work area, and generates the content
identifier assigning table and the version numberassigning table (processes (a) and (b) above), as well as generating
a multiplexing instruction for each set of presentation information and each set of navigation information in accordance

with these tables, and informing the multiplexing unit 5112 of these multiplexing instructions (process (e) above). These
multiplexing instructions include the various identifiers needed for multiplexing, the multiplexing start position in the
transport stream, and the transfer rate, for each set of video data and audio data in the presentation information and
for each set of navigation information.

In more detail, the process (e) involves the multiplexing control unit 5110 generating multiplexing instructions so
that the reproduction times of each set of video data and audio data in the presentation information overlap. As one

example, it may generate multiplexing instructions which set the multiplexing start positions of video data and audio

data at the same time. For sets of navigation information, the multiplexing control unit 5110 may generate multiplexing
instructions so that the sets of navigation information are repeatedly multiplexed during the reproduction period of the
presentation information in the same content. This is to say, a plurality of multiplexing start positions are set for each
set of navigation information, with multiplexing instructions being generated for each of these multiplexing start posi-
tions.

1-2-3-2 Multiplexing Control Unit 5110: (a) Generation of the Content Identifier Assigning Table 

Onbeing activated by the transmission unit 5106, the multiplexing control unit 5110 reads the construction infor-
mation table and multiplexing information table stored in the construction information storage unit 5109 and in the
multiplexing information storage unit 5104, and generates the content identifier assigning table.

Fig. 15 shows an example of a contentidentifier assigning table generated from the construction information table
5801 shownin Fig. 12 and the multiplexing information table 6001 shownin Fig. 14.

This content identifier assigning table 6101 is composed so that the values in the "original_network_id" column

6002, the "transport_stream_id" column 6003, the "service_id" column 6004, and the "event_id" column 6005 of the
multiplexing information table 6001 are written into the "orig_nw_id" column 6103, the "ts_id" column 6104, the
"VE_svc_id" column 6105, and the "VE_event_id" column 6106. In the same way, the valuesin the "service_id" column
6003 and the "event id" column 6005 are written into the "AE_svc_id" column 6108 and the "AE_event_id" column
6109. This is also the case for the "NE_svc_id" column 6111 and the "NE_event_id" column 6112.

Eachsetof video data is assigned a two-digit hexadecimal componenttag in order starting from "Ox00", with these
values being written into the "VE_comp_tag" column 6107. As examples, video data "VideoO.m2v"is assigned the
component tag "0x00" and video data "Video1.m2v"is assigned the component tag "0x01", with these values being

written into the "VE_comp_tag" column 6107.

These component tags are values which are freely one-to-one assigned to each PID, and are usedto indirectly
refer to each PID. In the present embodiment, the componenttags with the value "N" correspond to the PIDs given by

the "VE_component(N)_pid" in the multiplexing information storage unit 5104. This correspondence between PIDs
and component tags is given in the PMT which is described later in this specification. By doing so, the reception
apparatus 5121 is able to refer to the componenttags written in the "descriptor" column of the PMT and so determine

the PID, before using this PID to obtain the desired video or other data. Here, evenif different values for the PIDs are

written in the system information tables whenthe interactive program is multiplexed with other programs by the trans-
mission unit 5106, the reception apparatus 5121 will still definitely be able to obtain the desired video data.

It should be noted herethat if a component tag is not used, the values of the PIDs maybe directly written into the
"VE_comp_tag" and "AE_comp_tag" columns. When doing so, if the PIDs are rewritten using different values in the
system information tables during the multiplexing into the transport stream by the transmission unit 5106, the values
of the PIDs in these columnsin the navigation information table may also be appropriately rewritten.

In the same way, each set of audio data is assigned a component tag whichis written into the "AE_comp_tag"

column 6110. As examples, audio data "Audio0.m2a" is assigned the component tag "0x00" and audio data
“Audio1.m2a" is assigned the component tag "0x01", with these values being written into the "AE_comp_tag" column
6110.

A four-digit hexadecimal value is written into the "NE_id" (navigation information identifier) column 6113 of the
contentidentifier assigning table 6101, with this value being incremented by one for each content number 6102.

It should be noted that the "VE_id" and "AE_id" in Fig. 15 are information which is used to identify page-based
contents. In this first embodiment, the interactive program is assumedto be entirely composed of stream-based con-
tents, so that the "VE_id" and "AE_id" columns are not used. The details of these columnsare given in the second and
following embodiments.
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1-2-3-3 Multiplexing Control Unit 5110: (b) Generation of the Version Number Assigning Table 

On completing the generation of the content identifier assigning table 6101, the multiplexing control unit 5110
generates the version number assigningtable.

Morespecifically, the multiplexing control unit 5110 refers to the construction information table 5801 and assigns
version numbers, whichstart at "O" and are incremented by one eachtime, to each set of navigation information with

the same content number, starting from the in order from the first set of navigation information. It should be noted here
that when the version number exceeds "31", the next assigned version numberwill be "0", with numbers incremented
by "1" being used thereafter.

Fig. 16 shows an exampleof the version numberassigning table. In this example, the sets of navigation information
"Navi0-0.nif", "NaviO-1.nif", "NaviO-2.nif" ... are assigned the version numbers "0x00", "0x01", "0x02"... This is also the
case for the navigation information in contents 1-3.

On completing the generation of the version numberassigning table 6201, the multiplexing control unit 5110 in-

structs the navigation information table generating unit 5111 to generate the navigation informationtable.

1-2-3-4 Navigation Information Table Generating Unit 5111: (c)

On being instructed by the multiplexing control unit 5110 to generate the navigation information table, the navigation
information table generating unit 5111 generates a navigation information table by replacing the content numbers of

the link destinations in the hyperlink table with various identifiers which express each componentthat includes the
contents which arethe link destinations.

More specifically, the navigation information table generating unit 5111 reads the navigation information stored in
the navigation information storage unit 5108, and, when a hyperlink table is included in the navigation information,
refers to the content identifier assigning table generated by the multiplexing control unit 5110 using the information for

the link destination given as a content number, changes the content numbersinto various identifiers, and by doing so
generates the navigation information table.

The navigation information table generating unit 5111 also stores the generated navigation information table ina

storage area (notillustrated) as the navigation information table with the filename NVT (content number, version
number). The navigation information table generating unit 5111 obtains this content number and version number by
referring to the construction information table in the construction information storage unit 5109 and the version number

assigning table in the multiplexing control unit 5110. When the read navigation information does not include a hyperlink
table, the navigation information table generating unit 5111 stores the navigation informationasit is in the storage area,
changing only the filename.

Fig. 17 shows the generated navigation information table 6301 with the filename "NVT (0,0)". This navigation
information table 6301 has been generated from the navigation information 5301 with the filename "NaviO.nif" shown

in Fig. 7, and so corresponds to scene 01b shownin Fig. 5.

The navigation information table 6301 includes the object definition table 6302, the handler definition table 6303,
the hyperlink table 6304,the bitmap table 6305, and the time information table 6306. With the exceptionof the filenames

and the hyperlink table 6304, the content is the same as the navigation information 5301 shownin Fig. 7.
The hyperlink table 6304 is such that each content number in the hyperlink table 5304 of Fig. 7 has been converted

to the various identifiers given in the contentidentifier assigning table 6101 shownin Fig. 15. The columns such as

“orig_nw_id" in the hyperlink table 6304 are given as "-", with no identifiers having been entered. This showsthat the

contents belonging to the navigation information table 6301 have the same identifiers as the contents given asthe link
destinations, so that these do not need to be recordedin the table.

In the present example, the "Hyperlink Index 0" row showsthat there is a link between scene 01b of content 0
shownin Fig. 5 to scene 11b of content 1. With the exception of the "NE_id" column, all of the entries in the "Hyperlink
Index 0" row of the hyperlink table 6304 are "-", showing that the link destination, content 1, has the same images and
audio as content 0, with only the navigation information table (NE_id) being different.

In the present example, the "Hyperlink Index 1" row showsthat thereis a link between scene 01b of content 0

shownin Fig. 5 to scene 21b of content 2. With the exception of the "VE_comp_tag", the "AE_comp_tag" and the
"NE_id" columns,all of the entries in the "Hyperlink Index 1" row of the hyperlink table 6304 are "-", showing that the
link destination, content 2, has different images (VE_comp_tag), audio (AE_comp_tag) and a different navigation in-
formation table (NE_id) to content0.

Supposing here that the content whichis the link destination belongsto a different service, the appropriate iden-

tifiers will be given in the "VE_service_id", the "AE_service_id", and the "NE_service_id". However, by omitting these
identifiers when the values for the link destination are the same as those for the current content as in the example
above, a reduction in the size of the navigation information table can be achieved.

It should be noted that the "VE_id" and "AE_id" columnsin the hyperlink table in Fig. 17 include information used
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for identifying page-based contents. For the navigation information table NVT (0,0), all of the link destinations are

stream-based contents, so that no entries are madeinto the "VE_id" and "AE_id" columns. The case where page-
based columnsareincluded aslink destinations is explained in the second and following embodiments.

Fig. 18 shows the navigation information table 6401 with the filename NVT (1,0). This navigation information table
6401 has been generated from the navigation information 5401 with the filename "navit-O.nif" shown in Fig. 8, and so
corresponds to scene 11b in content 1 shownin Fig.5.

Since navigation information 5401 does not include a hyperlink table, the content of navigation information table
6401 is the same as navigation information 5401. However, the link from scene 11b of content 1 to content 0 is expressed
by the handlerdefinition table 6403 in Fig. 18 and the entry information shownin Fig. 13.

In the same way, the navigation information table 6501 with the filename NVT (0,1) is shownin Fig. 19, the navi-
gation information table 6601 with the filename NVT (1,1) is shownin Fig. 20, and the navigation information table
6701 with the filename NVT (2,0) is shown in Fig. 21. These have been respectively generated from the navigation

information 5501 with the filename "navi0-1.nif" shownin Fig. 9, from the navigation information 5601 with the filename

“navil-1.nif" shown in Fig. 10, from the navigation information 5701 with the filename "navi2-0.nif" shown in Fig. 11.
On completing the generation of the navigation information table, the navigation information table generating unit

5111 informs the multiplexing control unit 5110. On receiving notification of the completion of the generation of the
navigation information table, the multiplexing control unit 5110 instructs the system information table generating unit
5105 to generate the system information tables. The generation of the system information tables (d) is described later
in this specification.

1-2-3-5 Multiplexing Control Unit 5110: Generation of Multiplexing Instructions

On receiving notification of the completion of the generation of the system information tables, the multiplexing
control unit 5110 first reads the value of "PCR_PID" from the multiplexing information storage unit 5104 and notifies

the multiplexing unit 5112. This action is performed so that the multiplexing unit 5112 can multiplex the time information
(PCR), which is set as a standard when multiplexing each set of content data into the multiplexed stream.

Next, the multiplexing control unit 5110 generates multiplexing instructions for the presentation information and

sendstheseinstructions to the multiplexing unit 5112.
More specifically, the multiplexing control unit 5110 generates multiplexing instructions for the video data and the

audio data includedin all of the contents with a multiplexing start position of "0", so that the presentation information

in all of the contents will be multiplexed with overlapping reproduction times. This reproduction start time is a relative
time with the transmission start time being set at "0".

Each multiplexing instruction for video data and audio data includes a multiplexing start position, a PID, and a bit
rate. As one example, for the video data "VideoO.m2v" of content O in the construction information table 5801, the
multiplexing control unit 5110 refers to the content identifier assigning table 6101 and reads the value "Ox00" of the

"VE_comp_tag" 6107 of this video data. The multiplexing control unit 5110 then refers to the multiplexing information

table 6001 and reads the value "Ox0096"of the "VE_component(0)_pid" 6011 to obtain the PID of this video data and
reads the value "4Mbps" as the "VE_component(0)_Bitrate" 6010. The multiplexing control unit 5110 then informs the

multiplexing unit 5112 of this PID and this bit rate in addition to the multiplexing start position.
The multiplexing control unit 5110 next generates multiplexing instructions for navigation information according to

the process described below, before notifying the multiplexing unit 5112 of these instructions.

The multiplexing control unit 5110 generates multiplexing instructions for each content so that the navigation in-

formation tables included in each content will be repeatedly multiplexed during their valid time periods. As one example,
the multiplexing control unit 5110 repeatedly generates multiplexing instructions for the navigation information table
6301 (NVT(0,0)) shownin Fig. 17 during its valid period which, as shownbythetime information table 6306is from
the start_time (5 seconds) to the end_time (65 seconds). In the present embodiment, however, the navigation infor-
mation tables are multiplexed at a predetermined time (such as one second) beforetheir valid start_times. Navigation
information tables are multiplexed this predetermined time before their valid start_times to give the reception apparatus

5121 enough of a margin to process the navigation information tables.

The multiplexing instructions for navigation information tables each include a multiplexing start position, a PID, a
transfer amount (bit rate), a version number, and a table_id_extension.

As one example, when multiplexing the navigation information table with the filename "NVT(0,0)" shownin Fig.
17, the multiplexing control unit 5110 sets the multiplexing start position the predetermined time before the valid
start_time (resulting here in a time of four seconds), reads the value "0x0092" of the "NE_component(0)_pid" 6009

and the value "1Mbps" of the "NE_component(0)_Bitrate" 6008 from the multiplexing information table 6001, and in-
forms the multiplexing unit 5112 of these values as the PID andthebit rate. Also, the multiplexing control unit 5110
reads the value "Ox0000"of the "NE_id" 6113 corresponding to content number0 from the content identifier assigning
table 6101 and informs the multiplexing unit 5112 of this value as the table_id_extension.
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The multiplexing control unit 5110 then calculates the next multiplexing start position by dividing the transfer rate

(bit rate) used for transferring the present navigation information by the size of present navigation information table,
and generates the next multiplexing instruction as described above.

The multiplexing control unit 5110 repeats the above process, successively finding the next multiplexing start
positions, generating multiplexing instructions, and informing the multiplexing unit 5112 of the multiplexing instructions,
until the valid end_time is reached. By doing so, the navigation information table NVT (0,0) is repeatedly multiplexed

into the multiplexed stream between the four-second mark and the sixty-five-second mark.
By repeating the processing described above, the multiplexing control unit 5110 generates multiplexing instructions

for the other navigation information tables NVT (0,1), NVT(0,2) ... included in content 0, the navigation information
tables NVT(1,0), NVT(1,1) ... included in content 1, and so on, and informs the multiplexing unit 5112 of these multi-
plexing instructions.

1-2-4 System Information Table Generating Unit 5105: (d)

Onbeing instructed by the multiplexing control unit 5110, the system information table generating unit 5105 gen-
erates the system information tables. These system information tables are made up of a variety of tables which store
information that is used to identify multiplexed streamsin the transport stream, which is to say various kindsof infor-
mation used by the reception apparatus 5121 to select events.

More specifically, the system information table generating unit 5105 refers to the multiplexing information storage

unit 5104 and generates the NIT (Network Information Table), the EIT (Event Information Table), the SDT (Service

Description Table), and the PAT (Program Association Table), in accordance with ETS 300 468 (DVB-SI) standard and
IS/EC 13818-1 (MPEG2 system) standard.

The NIT referred to here is used to record physical information related to the transfer path for each transport stream
transferred on a specified network. Fig. 22A shows an example of an NIT, NIT 6801, which is generated by the system

information table generating unit 5105. In this example, the transport stream identified by the transport_stream_id
"Ox0001"for the original_network_id "Ox0001"is transmitted on the networkidentified by the network_id "Ox0001", with
the "transfer preface" expressing the frequency and modulation method of the transmission.

The SDTstores information, such as service names, for each service included in a specified transport stream. An
example, SDT 6802, of the SDT generated by the system information table generating unit 5105 is shownin Fig. 22B.
In this example, the service identified by the service_id value "Ox0002"is included in the transport stream with the

transport_stream_id "0x0001", with information such as the service namesbeingwritten into the column headed "Serv-
ice name and other information".

The EIT stores information, such as event names, start times, and end times, for each of the events on a specified
service. An example, EIT 6808, of the EIT generated by the system information table generating unit 5105 is shown
in Fig. 22C. In this example, the event identified by the event_id "Ox0002" on the service identified by the service_id

"Ox0002"is included, with information such as the event namebeingwritten into the column headed "Event name and
other information".

The PATincludes information for the PIDs of the PMT (Program MapTable) for each program includedina specified

transport stream. An example, PAT 6901, of the PAT generated by the system information table generating unit 5105
is shownin Fig. 23. In this example, the program identified by the program_no "Ox0002"is includedin the transport
stream with the transport_stream_id "Ox0001", with the PID of this PMT being given as "Ox0090". Here, the program_no

matchesthe service_id, anda "program"is equivalent to an "event".

The system information table generating unit 5105 refers to the multiplexing information storage unit 5104, the
multiplexing control unit 5110, and the construction information storage unit 5109 and generates, in accordance with
MPEG2 system standards, the PMTs corresponding to the multiplexed programs which use the transmission data
stored in the transmission data storage unit 5102. An example of a PMT generated by the system information table
generating unit 5105 from the multiplexing information table 6001 shownin Fig. 14, the content identifier assigning
table 6101 shownin Fig. 15, and the entry information 5901 shownin Fig. 13, is shownin Fig. 24.

During the generation of PMT 7001, "program_number"is a value showing the program numberof a program (or

in other words, event) in which transmission data is multiplexed, with the value "Ox0002" of the "service_id" 6004 in
the multiplexing information table 6001 being extracted and written in as this "program number".

The "PGR_PID"20 is a value showing the PID of the packet which includesthe clock information (PCR) whichis
usedasthe standard for decoding the present program. In the present example, the value "0x0091" of the "PCR_PID"
in multiplexing information table 6001 is extracted andis written in as this "PCR_PID".

The "Entry_Descriptor" 70093is the descriptor which includes information for the identifier of an entry content which
is the first content to be reproduced whenthe present program is selected. Fig. 25 shows the details of the "Entry
Descriptor" included in PMT 7001. Here, the descriptor_tag of "Entry_Descriptor" 7003is an identifier snowing the type
of descriptor and is set a value such as "0x98"that is predeterminedfor an entry_descriptor. The "entry_VE_comp_tag",
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the "entry_AE_comp_tag" and the "entry_NE_id" columns are used to showthe valuesof the identifiers which are used

for the image data, audio data, and navigation information which composethe entry content.
In generating the PMT, the system information table generating unit 5105 refers to the construction information

storage unit 5109 and obtains the content number"0" of the entry content. The system information table generating
unit 5105 then obtains the value "0x00" of the "VE_comp_tag" 6107, the value "0x00"of the "AE_comp_tag" 6110, and
the value "0x0000"of the "NE_id" 6113 of the content whose content numberis "0", and writes these values into the

“entry_VE_comp_tag", the "entry_AE_comp_tag", and the "entry_NE_id" columns.
The table 7004 in the PMT 7001 showsthe "stream_type" 7006 indicating the type of data which is transmitted in

each component and a "descriptor" 7007 which expresses additional information, for each value of the "PID" 7005 of
the components which composethe present program. Thefirst row of table 7004 is used to record the value "Ox0092"
of the "NE_component(0)_pid" read from the multiplexing information table 6001, the value "0x05" showing that the
data type of the transferred data is section data, and the "NE_Component_Descriptor(0)" 7201 shownin Fig. 26A. This

"NE_Component_Descriptor(0)" shows that navigation information which has a value of NE_id which is equal to or

above the "min_NE_id" and equal to or less than the "max_NE_id"is transferred using the componentto whichthis
descriptor is attached. In the present embodiment, the componentidentified by the "NE_component(0)_pid" 6009is
used to multiplex the navigation information for the content with the content number0, so that the value "Ox0000"of
the "NE_id" 6113 read from the content identifier assigning table 6101 corresponding to the content number 0 is written
into the "min_NE_id" and into the "max_NE_id". A value showingthe type of descriptor (in this case "0x99"), is written
into the "descriptor_tag".

On the secondto fourth rows of table 7004, values of the "NE_component(1)_pid", "NE_component(2)_pid", and

"NE_component(3)_pid" read from the multiplexing information table 6001 are written into the "PID" column, with the
"stream_type" being set at "0x05" and the NE_Component_Descriptor(1) 7202 shown in Fig. 26B, the
NE_Component_Descriptor(2) 7203 shown in Fig. 26C, and the NE_Component_Descriptor(3) 7204 shownin Fig.
26D being setin the "descriptor" column.

On thefifth row of table 7004, the value "Ox0096"of the "VE_component(0)_pid" 6011 read from the multiplexing
information table 6001, the value "0x02" showing that the data type of the transferred data is image data, and the
"stream_identifier_descriptor(0)" 7801 shown in Fig. 27A are recorded. The "stream_identifier_descriptor(O)" 7301

showsthat the componenttag of the componentfor this PID is "0x00". The value of the "descriptor_tag" is set a value,
such as "0x52", showing the type of descriptor.

Onthe sixth row of table 7004, the value of the "VE_component(1)_pid" read from the multiplexing information

table 6001, the value "Ox02" for the "stream type", and the "stream_identifier_descriptor(1)" 7301 shownin Fig. 27B
are recorded.

On the seventh and eighth rows of table 7004, the values of the "AE_component(0)_pid" and the "AE_component
(1)_pid" read from the multiplexing information table 6001, the value "0x03"for the "stream type" showing that the data
is audio data, and the "stream_identifier_descriptor(O)" and "stream_identitier_descriptor(1)" are recorded.

1-2-5 Multiplexing Unit 5112

Based on the multiplexing instructions sent from the multiplexing control unit 5110, the multiplexing unit 5112
multiplexes the content data into an MPEG2transport stream according to a method whichis standardized for MPEG2
system standard. The multiplexing unit 5112 then successively outputs the generated transport stream data to the
transmission unit 5106.

In more detail, on receiving a multiplexing instruction for image data from the multiplexing control unit 5110, the
multiplexing unit 5112 reads the image data from the presentation information storage unit 5107 and convertsit into a
data stream, before multiplexing this data stream into the transport stream starting from the indicated start position
using the indicated PID and bit rate. Similarly, on receiving a multiplexing instruction for audio data from the multiplexing
control unit 5110, the multiplexing unit 5112 reads the audio data from the presentation information storage unit 5107
and converts it into a data stream, before multiplexing this data stream into the transport stream starting from the

indicated start position using the indicated PID andbit rate.

On receiving a multiplexing instruction for a navigation information table from the multiplexing contro! unit 5110,
the multiplexing unit 5112 reads the navigation information table from the navigation information table generating unit
5111 and convertsit into a data stream, before multiplexing this data stream into the transport stream starting from the
indicated start position using the indicated PID, table_id_extension, version_no,andbit rate.

As for the PCR, the multiplexing unit 5112 sets the initial value at the start of the generated transport stream at

"O", and multiplexes the PCR using the PCR_PID sent from the multiplexing control unit 5110.
Fig. 28 shows an exampleof the multiplexed stream generated by the multiplexing unit 5112. The horizontal axis

in this figure represents elapsed time, while the vertical axis represents the content data and PCR whichare multiplexed
at the same time.
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The element 7401 in Fig. 28 shows the video data stream that is the result of the conversion by the multiplexing
unit 5112 of the video data "VideoO.m2v" which is commonto both content 0 and content 1 into a data stream. This

video data stream has been given the PID "Ox0096". This video data stream 7401 is shown as one consecutive data
stream in Fig. 28, althoughin reality this data stream is divided into packets of a predetermined length (these packets
being called 188-byte transport packets) by the multiplexing unit 5112 and being multiplexed with the allocatedbit rate
of 4Mbps. In the same way, element 7402 is the video data stream whichis shared by content 2 and content 3.

Element 7403 in Fig. 28 shows the audio data stream that is the result of the conversion of the audio data
“AudioO.m2a" which is shared by content O and content 1 into a data stream by the multiplexing unit 5112. This audio
data stream has been additionally assigned the PID "Ox0098". This audio data stream is multiplexed using the assigned
bit rate (0.5Mbps). In the same way, element 7404is the audio data stream which is commonly usedby the content 2
and content 3.

Element 7405is a data stream whichis used for transmitting the navigation information tables included in content

0. This data has been multiplexed by the multiplexing unit 5112 using the assignedbit rate (1Mbps). Each navigation

information table in the data stream 7405is assigned the PID "0x0092", the table_id_extension "0x0000", and a version
number from "Ox00" to "0x04". These navigation information tables are multiplexed so that navigation information tables
with the same version numberare multiplexed a plurality of times, with the version numberbeing progressively incre-
mentedas the reproduction time elapses. Here, the PID, table_id_extension, and version no are usedby the reception
apparatus 5121 to identify each navigation information table in the data stream 7405. In the same way, elements 7406
to 7408 are data streams used to transfer the navigation information included in contents 1 to 3.

Element 7409in Fig. 28 is the time information (PCR) used as the standard for setting the reproduction time, which

is also multiplexed into the transport stream.
It should be noted here that every time the multiplexing unit 5112 receives a multiplexing instruction from the

multiplexing control unit 5110, it may perform a multiplexing operation and generate a multiplexed stream in an inter-
mediate state which is then stored in a storage unit (notillustrated). After completing the processing ofall of the mul-

tiplexing instructions, the multiplexing unit 5112 may output the completed multiplexed stream to the transmission unit
5106. Alternatively, instead of immediately processing the multiplexing instructions, the multiplexing unit 5112 may
store these instructions in a storage unit (notillustrated), before sorting the necessary multiplexing instructions and

performing multiplexing in order of reproduction time to generate a multiplexed stream, which it may then successively
output to the transmission unit 5106.

1-2-6 Transmission Unit 5106

The transmission unit 5106 includes a scheduler, and is activated by the multiplexing control unit 5110 at a pre-
determined time before the transmission start time of an event, such as five minutes beforethestart of the transmission.

Whenthe transmission start time is reached, the transmission unit 5106 repeatedly multiplexes information such as

the NIT, PAT, PMT, SDT, and EIT generated by the system information table generating unit 5105 into the transport

stream outputted by the multiplexing unit 5112 at a predetermined interval using predetermined PIDs in accordance
with DVB-SI standard and MPEG2 system standard. The transmission unit 5106 then performs modulation and other

processes, before transmitting the data to a plurality of data reception apparatuses 5121.
Fig. 29 gives a model representation of a transport stream multiplexed by the transmission unit 5106. In this ex-

ample, the NIT, the PAT, the PMT, the SDT, and the EIT have been additionally multiplexed into the transport stream

multiplexed by the multiplexing unit 5112. In reality, a plurality of events have also been multiplexed into this transport

stream by the transmission unit 5106, although only the event (interactive program) shownin Fig. 5 has been shown
in Fig. 29.

1-2-7 Operation of the Data Broadcasting Apparatus 5101

The following is a description of the operation of the data transmission apparatus 5101 in the present embodiment,
which is constructed as described above.

Fig. 30 is a flowchart showing the entire operation of the digital broadcasting apparatus 5101.
The multiplexing control unit 5110 first generates the (a) content identifier assigning table (S7602) and then gen-

erates the (b) version numberassigning table (S7604). After this, the multiplexing control unit 5110 gives an indication
for the generation of the (c) navigation information tables (87606) and the generation of the (d) system information
tables (S7608). Once the system information tables have been generated by the system information table generating

unit 5105, the multiplexing control unit 5110 reads the value of the "PC R_PID" from the multiplexing information storage
unit 5104 and notifies the multiplexing unit 5112 of this value (S7610).

After this, the multiplexing control unit 5110 instructs the multiplexing unit 5112 to multiplex the presentation infor-
mation ($7611), and instructs the multiplexing unit 5112 to multiplex the navigation information (S77-0, S77-1, ... S77-n).
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